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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The work package 3 of the FIGARO project aims at developing an innovative, low energy, high 
performance networking framework based on the federation of residential gateways. The work 
package is composed of three main modules. The first two modules concentrate on the optimization of 
the throughput, and the energy consumption at the gateway federation level while the third module 
concentrates on the throughput optimization at the level of the wireless home network. 

The low energy goal of the networking framework is addressed by a new paradigm based on the 
federation of home networks, leading to the creation of neighborhoods where network resources are 
shared and networked devices belonging to different users cooperate. The home network incorporates 
a smart gateway, equipped with a Wi-Fi AP for wireless Internet access that handles all the inward and 
outward network traffic. The energy savings are achieved by identifying the over-loaded, under-
loaded, and normally-loaded gateways of the neighborhood and then by transferring the clients from 
the under-loaded gateways towards the normally-loaded gateways so that the under-loaded gateways 
can be shut-down. The solution requires no changes to the standard medium access control (MAC) 
protocol, nor to the clients, which may be even unaware of its adoption. 

The high performance goal of the networking framework is addressed by the application of the 
resource pooling principle to the backhaul bandwidth of the federated gateways. The bandwidth 
aggregation is carried out at two levels: (i) At the Wi-Fi level, the gateway federation allows the APs 
of the gateways accept connections from their own subscribers but also from other APs in the 
neighborhood, therefore the gateways operate as Wi-Fi clients or APs. (ii) At the application layer, the 
HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) technique is modified to improve the user’s QoE by leveraging the 
multipath diversity made available due to the gateway federation. While this solution proved efficient, 
one major drawback is that it requires a modification of the HAS client software. Therefore, in the 
near future, solutions not requiring modifications to the HAS client will be explored. 

Finally, the third module concentrates on performance optimization of the wireless home network. 
Two complimentary approaches are considered; First a content-aware PHY rate adaptation protocol 
for MIMO Wi-Fi networks. It improves end-users’ quality of experience by optimizing wireless 
channel probing and PHY rate selection by exploiting the variable streaming rate information of a 
video. Second, we explore a new approach to improve wireless home network performance by 
combining MIMO with switched beam multi-sector directional antennas. We experimentally 
demonstrate that this combination can achieve performance improvement by reducing interference and 
finding better MIMO channel conditions.  

At this stage, the first prototypes of the framework components are available in standalone test beds 
and are presented in this document. These components include an integrated federation-wide energy 
efficiency optimization module, a multi-path streaming module, and several wireless optimization 
modules 

This document presents the aforementioned modules with some of the first evaluation results. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Today’s residential network environment poses significant challenges arising from the combination of 
heterogeneous technologies with content-based bandwidth hungry applications and emerging services 
such as home automation and tele-health care. 

One concern that affects the residential side of the gateway is the proliferation of overlapping, always-
on Wi-Fi APs in urban areas, which can cause inefficient bandwidth usage, energy waste and wireless 
interference. FIGARO investigates means to leverage the cooperation among federated APs to better 
cope with under-utilization and heavy load situations. Metrics and algorithms are developed to allow 
APs to self-assess their load status as well as their ability to help their neighbors. Signaling messages 
are defined to allow APs to request and initiate the handover of mobile stations when appropriate. In 
such manner, fully unused APs can power off completely, freeing radio resources and saving energy. 

On the residential side, FIGARO addresses the limits of access broadband speeds available to end-
users, which, nowadays, are still often one order of magnitude lower than those offered by Wi-Fi. One 
means to improve this situation is Wi-Fi backhaul aggregation, wherein users in range of neighbor 
APs can benefit from their neighbors’ unused broadband bandwidth. While highly efficient, current 
approaches require the aggregation to be performed by the client device, rendering their deployment 
cost-prohibitive. In FIGARO, we propose an evolution of this approach, namely implementing the 
backhaul aggregation in the APs, using a single radio interface. While slightly less effective than the 
client-based alternative, the approach achieves the same purpose, without the need to upgrade the 
client devices. 

On the Internet side, the rapid growth of content offerings and video capable devices but also the wide 
range of broadband speeds called for the development of novel delivery architectures and protocols 
capable of ensuring a continuous video experience without the need for guaranteed bandwidth. Due to 
its simplicity, streaming over HTTP has recently become a popular means to deliver over the top 
services to a wide range of devices. Nevertheless, the robustness of this solution comes at a price: the 
quality degrades as the network conditions deteriorate so that the service continuity can be guaranteed. 
In FIGARO, we extend HTTP streaming and propose to leverage the federation of gateways to exploit 
multipath communication to side-step the effects of network congestion and effectively increase the 
overall perceived quality.  

At home, with the increased adoption of portable devices, notably smartphones and tablets, the 
communications are increasingly wireless. The development of Internet-based media offerings (VoD, 
catchup TV) and home media sources have set new expectations for in-home wireless delivery. 
However, while wireless technologies have continuously been improving in terms of datarate, the 
unpredictability of the shared medium still makes it challenging to deliver time-sensitive high-quality 
video, calling for dedicated efforts to secure wireless delivery of video streams within the home. In 
this deliverable, we propose to exploit content characteristics to drive probing and PHY rate selection. 
Our approach optimizes the PHY rate to the video streaming rate requirements and reduces rate 
adaptation overhead by adapting the frequency and timing of the wireless channel probing to the video 
streaming rate and the wireless channel variation. In addition, we experiment different multiplexing 
strategies to improve the support of multiple simultaneous delivery sessions.  

As for wireless interference, one particular track studies interference reduction through the association 
of MIMO with directional antennas. We experiment with different configurations of MIMO and 
multisector antennas which reveal that, even without antenna directivity gain, the directionality of 
signals changes the MIMO channel structure and provides a way to both improve MIMO throughput 
performance and reduce interference.  

At this stage of its lifetime, FIGARO has attained the following objectives as defined in the 
Description of Work document: (i) Design and develop an adaptive streaming framework which 
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exploits concurrent transport of media over multiple network links. (ii) Design and develop techniques 
for efficiently sharing neighborhood bandwidth while warranting fairness. (iii) Design and develop a 
novel wireless optimization framework that minimizes wireless interference and maximizes network 
Quality of Experience. 

Notice that this document does not cover contributions to the IEEE 802.21 vertical handover standard, 
as it was originally planned in the DoW. Indeed, IEEE 802.21 standardization was under way at the 
time the FIGARO proposal was written, but in the meantime the standard was finalized and published, 
making any further contribution from FIGARO not required. 

This document is organized as follows. Section 2 takes a federation wide optimization approach and 
presents an energy efficient resource sharing mechanism. Section 3 focuses on the access network and 
describes an AP based bandwidth aggregation mechanisms followed by our multipath video streaming 
method evaluation. Section 4 details two wireless network optimizations methods, the first one linking 
channel probing and PHY rate selection to the characteristics of video content, the second one 
exploring the benefits of associating MIMO with multisector antenna. Section 5 concludes and 
describes the next steps that will be taken by work package 3. 
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2 NETWORK OPTIMIZATION IN FEDERATED SETTINGS 
  

The growing popularity of appliances and consumer devices embedding a Wi-Fi interface has led to 
the proliferation of Access Points (APs) in public areas and private homes alike. In the latter case, 
however, the deployment occurs in an uncoordinated fashion, leading to overlapping coverage and 
spectrum conflicts. Also, APs in private homes are usually underloaded and are left on around the 
clock, both an energy waste and an unnecessary increase in electromagnetic pollution.  

This situation can be addressed by a new paradigm for federated home networking, leading to the 
creation of neighborhoods where network resources are shared and networked devices belonging to 
different users cooperate. Federated homes have the potential to optimize resources by incorporating 
APs in smart Gateways that handle all inward and outward network traffic. Gateways are advanced 
home devices capable of offering storage and multimedia services, including audio and video real-time 
streaming. Additionally, they can control a IEEE 802.11 Basic Service Set (BSS), hence provide 
wireless Internet access. 

In order to optimize the usage of the wireless medium and save energy, federated Gateways with 
overlapping coverages should identify and optimally relocate the Wireless Stations (WSs) among 
themselves, and, possibly, turn themselves off if a subset of nearby Gateways can adequately support 
the current load requested by the WSs. Also, an underloaded (or temporarily switched off) Gateway 
should be called upon for help by Gateways that experience a congested wireless medium, and asked 
to associate some of their WSs. 

In this section, we outline how we address the above issues, following a distributed, Gateway-initiated 
paradigm. Our solution does not require changes to the standard medium access control (MAC) 
protocol, nor to the WSs, which may be even unaware of its adoption.  

Below, we describe the algorithms that let Gateways assess their current load, hence whether they 
need help from federated Gateways or not, as well as their suitability to provide help to others. 

 
2.1 Energy Efficient Wireless Resource Sharing for Federated Residential 
Networks 

Let us consider a set of residential units (e.g., houses or apartments), each of them equipped with a 
federated Gateway, with external and internal connectivity functions.  

The Federated Gateways can communicate and coordinate with each other using an out-of-band 
channel, which runs through their backhaul Internet connection. Each “on” Gateway offers local 
wireless access through the 802.11 a/b/g/n technology over independently-managed (but possibly 
coordinated) frequency channels. When Gateways are “off”, they no longer have wired, nor 802.11 
radio, connectivity and only run a low-cost, low-power radio interface, e.g., an IEEE 802.15.4 card, 
that can be used as wake-on WLAN interface [11]. We define as Radio Federated Network (RFN) 
within a federation, a subset of Gateways that can reach each other, either directly or via multihop 
communication, through their low-power interface. 

Self-load assessment through traffic measurement allows Gateways to classify their status as Light, 
Regular, or Heavy. In the Light status, traffic likely comes from background communications to/from 
the WSs, prompting the Gateway to try to relocate them, switch itself off and save energy. The Heavy 
status, instead, characterizes an overloaded BSS, where some WSs should associate to other BSSs to 
benefit from load balancing. A Gateway in Regular status is considered too busy to switch itself off 
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while it does not need to be relieved of some of its WSs. It might however accommodate relocated 
WSs within its BSS. 
 

2.1.1 BSS Assessment and Management 

We denote by N the set of currently active nodes and by N its cardinality. Every measurement period 

and for each active WS k, the Gateway computes a running average of the uplink (UL) throughput for 
all elastic and inelastic flows, denoted by ηu

k and νu
k, respectively. Likewise, the Gateway computes a 

running average of its own downlink (DL) throughput for both the elastic and inelastic traffic it 
handles for each WS k, denoted by ηd

k and νk
d, respectively. As in [13], for each frame successfully 

transmitted from/to the generic WS k, the Gateway observes the payload size and the used data rate, 
and it computes the corresponding running averages, P and R. We will refer to all the above 
measurements the Gateway performs for a WS as the WS traffic profile. Another fundamental quantity 
for our assessment algorithms is the (aggregate) saturation throughput S [12], which we take as value 
of BSS capacity. We stress that, we compute S considering the node average behavior, thus accounting 
for the different air time that the WSs take. 

Every measurement period and through running averages, the Gateway computes the capacity of the 
BSS it controls using the expression of the saturation throughput. Then, it computes the traffic load L 
within the BSS and compares it to the saturation throughput S, so as to gauge its own status. We report 
the procedure in Algorithm 1 below, where αS mitigates the effect of greedy elastic flows, while NL 
upper bounds N for the Light status. Upon the reception of a help request asking for WS relocation, a 
federated Gateway needs to reliably evaluate the impact on its BSS of associating additional WSs, i.e., 
its suitability to give help. To do so, the Gateway computes the bandwidth available within its BSS, as 
if the WSs to be relocated were actually associated. We name such a quantity room-metric and use it 
as a suitability index: the greater the room-metric, the more suitable the Gateway to accommodate the 
WSs. 

For simplicity, the room-metric computation is outlined in Algorithm 2 only in the case where a single 
WS has to be relocated. The room-metric ρ is set to the estimated fraction of bandwidth that would be 
available in the BSS if x were associated. If the association of x drives the Gateway in Heavy status 
(i.e., the estimated normalized load exceeds TH), then x is rejected; otherwise, the Gateway reputes that 
the WS can be relocated into its BSS. 
 

2.1.2 Resource Sharing Protocol 

The offload procedure for a Gateway in Light or Heavy status is detailed below. 
 
1) A Gateway, GW l, which finds itself in Light status starts an offload procedure by sending an 
OFFLOAD REQUEST message to the federated Gateways. This message, as all of those exchanged 
between Gateways, is transmitted through the out-of-band channel and it includes the following 
information: (i) the status of the requesting Gateway, along with its room-metric (computed as 1 ! 
L/S), (ii) the frequency channel used in the BSS, and (iii) for each WS in the BSS, a hash of the 
association ID (AID), the MAC address and the measured traffic profile. After the OFFLOAD 
REQUEST is issued, GW l sets a timer to the timeout value τr. An OFFLOAD REQUEST is processed 
only by the Gateways in the RFN that are currently “on” and not in Heavy status. If their room-metric 
is greater than the value advertized by GW l, they need to assess which of the WSs to be relocated are 
in their radio range and which data rate they could use to communicate with them. 
To do so, a Gateway sends a CTS so that all of its WSs will be frozen for a time τp while it can tune its 
802.11 interface to the channel used by GW l. Then, we let GW l probe each WS in its BSS with an 
RTS message. As the probed WS will reply with a CTS, the Gateway monitoring the frequency 
channel can estimate the SNR, hence the data rate to communicate with the WS. GW l will set the RTS 
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duration field so that the corresponding field in the CTS will be the hash function of the WS’s AID1. 
Clearly, it introduces some overhead, but, since GW l is underloaded, we expect the number of WSs in 
its BSS to be small. Each federated Gateway then considers the WSs from which it has heard a CTS 
and evaluates through Algorithm 2 the room-metric for the possible combinations of candidate WSs. 
 

Finally, it sends an OFFLOAD 
RESPONSE message to GW l, 
including the combinations with 
a positive outcome (i.e., such 
that ρ ≥ 1 ! TH), as well as the 
corresponding value of the room-
metric and the data rates that 
could be used to communicate 
with the candidate WSs. Upon 
the expiration of the timeout τr, 
GW l evaluates all received 
replies. Among the feasible 
solutions that allow GW l to 
relocate all of its WSs, the 
allocation maximizing the 

average data rate of the WSs is selected. To solve possible ties, preference is given to the allocation 
that minimizes the average room-metric. If a valid allocation is found, GW l sends a HANDOVER 
COMMAND, including the MAC address of the WSs assigned to the Gateways that offered their help. 
The message also contains a flag notifying that GW l is switching off. Otherwise, it sends to all 
Gateways an ABORT message. Upon the reception of a HANDOVER COMMAND, each selected 
(resp. non-selected) Gateway can include the assigned WS(s) in its authorized (resp. non-authorized) 
stations list, so that, when GW l switches itself off, each WS will necessarily associate with the right 
Gateway. 

 
2) When a Gateway, GW h, finds 
itself in Heavy status, it starts an 
offload procedure similar to the 
one described above. A few 
differences, however, exist. Firstly, 
GW h tries to hand over only one 
WS at a time, till its status changes 
into Regular. Specifically, it lists 
the WSs in decreasing order 
according to their offered load 
weighted by the inverse of their 
data rate, and it attempts to 
relocate the top WS first. 

Secondly, upon receiving an OFFLOAD REQUEST from GW h, an “on” Gateway not in Heavy 
status will always reply. If no viable relocation is found, GW h needs to wake up a neighboring “off” 
Gateway and ask for help. To accomplish this task in an energy-efficient manner, GW h sends through 
its low-power interface a wake-up sequence, to the selected “off” Gateway. The low-cost interface of 
GW w can detect the sequence and turn the rest of the Gateway circuitry on. 
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2.1.3 Evaluation in residential scenario 

We implemented our algorithms and protocol in the Omnet++ v4.1 simulator and evaluated their 
performance in a realistic scenario referring to a neighborhood located in the suburbs of Chicago, IL, 
shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. Federated detached house scenario.  

Google Maps view (left) and schematic representation (right) 

 

The RFN scenario includes 10 federated detached houses, each equipped with an IEEE 802.11g 
Gateway. Elastic traffic is simulated using TCP SACK, while inelastic traffic is represented by UDP 
flows. Both elephant and mice TCP flows are considered: the former represent bulk FTP transfers, 
while the latter correspond to an occasional, http-like file transfer, whose size is an instance of a 
random variable with negative exponential distribution and mean equal to 2 Mbytes. The payload size 
of TCP and UDP data packets is 1400 bytes. As for the algorithm and protocol parameters, we set the 
duration of the measurement period to 3s, α=0.2, NL=10, TL=0.4 and TH=0.9, τr=0.3 s, and τp =0.1 s. 

We evaluate the benefits brought by our protocol in terms of energy saving, along with its 
performance in terms of load balancing and traffic throughput. We consider that the power 
consumption of the 802.11 radio interface is equal to Pi =150 mW in idle mode, Pr =1.2 W in receive 
mode, and Pt=1.6 W in transmit mode, while the consumption of the low-cost, low-power interface 
(assumed to be an 802.15.4 radio) is ps=186 µW in sleep mode and pa =165 mW in receive/transmit 
mode. As for the rest of the Gateway device, previous studies [14] have observed that the power 
consumption of a home Gateway, or, equivalently, of commercial modem/routers, is about PG = 4 W 
and does not vary significantly with the traffic load. Thus, we compute the energy consumption of a 
Gateway as follows: 

T ·  [ton (PG + Piton,i + Prton,r + Ptton,t + ps) + toff pa] 
 

where T is the observation period, ton (toff) is the time fraction during which the Gateway is “on” 
(“off”), and ton,i, ton,r and ton,t are the time fractions, during the “on” period, in which the 802.11 radio is 
in idle, receive and transmit mode, respectively. 

We set up all BSSs to initially feature the same mix of traffic. Specifically, out of the three initially 
associated to every Gateway, two WSs originate one 0.5-Mbps UDP stream each and are the 
destinations of, respectively, one elephant and one mouse TCP flow, while the third WS originates an 
elephant TCP flow. Elephant TCP flows share a 10-Mbps link in the wired section of the network. 
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Being in Light status, the Gateways 
try to relocate their WSs and turn 
themselves off. Around t=45 s, the 
RFN stabilizes with three Gateways 
that remain “on”, two of which in 
Regular status (GW 3 and GW 4) 
and one in Light status (GW 8), as 
shown in Figure 2. Note that GW 8 
cannot relocate its WSs to either GW 
3 or GW 4, as the additional load 
would drive the two Gateways into 

the Heavy status. 

 

As for the energy efficiency, the left plot in Figure 3 depicts the saving achieved by each Gateway in 
the RFN, with respect to the case where all Gateways are “on”. Though GW 3, 4 and 8 remain always 
“on” and have to serve all WSs in the RFN most of the time, the overall energy savings exceed 60%. 

The right plot of Figure 3 shows the difference between the throughput of the traffic flows in the 
initial configuration (i.e., all Gateways “on” and three WSs per Gateway) and the one experienced 
when the resource sharing protocol is applied (i.e., only three “on” Gateways). For clarity, in the case 
of TCP we show only the results for the flows experiencing the worst and the best performance. 
Observe that UDP streams practically experience no losses and the variation in the throughput of TCP 
flows is marginal. 

The above results show that our approach can provide high energy savings, without significantly 
degrading the performance experienced by the users. 
 

 
Figure 3. Energy savings (left) and throughput loss (right) 

 

Figure 2. Time evolution of the normalized load 
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3 ACCESS NETWORK FEDERATION 

 

Over the last decade, the Internet access speed has substantially increased in the developed regions, 
where the widespread xDSL technology allows access speeds of up to 50 Mbps to users that are close 
to the DSLAM. However, the situation is not so favorable for those users who are far from the 
DSLAM where the access speeds can go down to very low levels, usually under 5 Mbps. This 
situation is even worse in developing regions. As an example, in Colombia 97% of the DSL customers 
have access speeds lower than 4 Mbps. A means to increase the access speed for the customers, with 
minimal changes to the existing network deployment, is to aggregate the Wi-Fi backhaul bandwidth 
(resource pooling principle). However, the cost of the commercial deployment of current backhaul 
bandwidth aggregation solutions is prohibitive as they imply the modification of the operating system 
and the wireless driver of every possible Wi-Fi client (e.g. smart phones, tablets, laptops, etc.). 

In FIGARO, we propose a cost-effective backhaul bandwidth aggregation solution (AGGRAP) based 
on a single-radio AP hosted by the Gateway that behaves as an AP to its clients, and as a client to 
neighboring APs. This solution has the advantage that the required modifications are limited to the 
Federated Gateways. 

Furthermore, live or on-demand video streaming which ranks as one of the top services used at home 
are still challenging to deliver over broadband access links. The main reason is that the development 
of high-quality (3D, high definition video and sound) legal video streaming offers, such as Netflix, 
consistently renders the backhaul connectivity speeds insufficient to deliver the services to the 
customer. 

We investigate the possibility of an application layer solution and present a modification to the HTTP 
Adaptive Streaming (HAS) technique in order to leverage the multipath diversity made available due 
to the gateway federation. The result is a better QoE for the user as the average quality is improved 
and the quality variations are damped. While this solution proves to be efficient, one major drawback 
is that it requires a modification of the HAS client software. Therefore, in the near future, solutions not 
requiring modifications to the HAS client will be explored. 

During the remainder of the project, we will also explore the possibility to combine both techniques in 
a seamless way to bring superior performance. 

 

3.1 Backhaul bandwidth aggregation 

The research community has explored bandwidth aggregation on the Wi-Fi space since quite a time 
now [1][2]. State of the art client-based aggregation schemes propose the use of TDMA to enable a 
single-radio client to connect to several neighboring APs regardless of their frequency of operation. 

Over duty cycles of 100 ms, the wireless client sequentially connects to all selected APs within range 
into a round robin fashion. The overall process is synthesized over Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Typical bandwidth aggregation over Wi-Fi. 

Using the integrated 802.11 Power saving feature, a 802.11 client is able to notify its period of absence 
to the APs it is connected to so that packets directed to it are buffered. A client performing aggregation 
appears to be sleeping in all APs but the one that is currently scheduled in the round robin cycle. 

During the time in which the client is switching frequencies, it cannot send/transmit data. This time is 
referred as the switching time and for current hardware the typical expected switching time is around 
1.5ms. 

 

Figure 5. Time-division over the Wi-Fi airtime. 

As the backhaul bandwidth capacity and the wireless link from the client to each AP might be 
different, client-based aggregation systems must optimize the percentage of time devoted to each AP. 
A basic strategy based on greedy schemes tend to lead to severe unfair throughput distribution, 
therefore weighted proportional fairness is enforced by altering the duty cycle time for each station 

contending, as indicated on Figure 5. 

The THEMIS test bed [3]: has been build to evaluate the feasibility and the performance of such a 
scheme. To evaluate fairness, the FATVAP [2] scheme has been implemented on the same platform 
and used to establish a comparison term. FATVAP is built on the raw aggregation, where every 
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participant is greedily using the airtime to aggregate bandwidth.  

As presented on Figure 6, the aggregated performance is evaluated in a realistic scenario where: 
station A is downloading peer-to-peer content ; station B is using normal web traffic and station C is 
placed far from the access point, suffering from a bad connectivity and therefore with a low physical 
datarate. As demonstrated on part a of the figure, traditional mechanisms such as FATVAP are 
exhibiting performance anomalies, related to: flow unfairness (A is taking over the available airtime 
due to the number of flows), topology unfairness (C is impacted by its position) and billing unfairness 
(B is paying as such A, but it is impacted by C and A). On the contrary, THEMIS is solving the 
unfairness by limited the bandwidth of A so that A and B shares the same bandwidth, and C can enjoy 
the bandwidth allowed by its physical capabilities. 

 

Figure 6. Aggregation performance according to FatVAP and THEMIS Schemes. 

The client-based solution, while proved functional, still requires modification to the client Wi-Fi 
driver, and requires active collaboration of a network of gateway (for authorizing connections to 
them). This scheme is unachievable with the recent success with tablet and smartphones devices that 
have a high degree of integration and does not offer access to low-level drivers. Therefore, we 
introduce AGGRAP with the following characteristics: 

- Single radio, i.e. the gateway does require only one radio, which is the current situation of 
most of the gateways deployed on the market. 

- Wi-Fi clients operating using 802.11 standard. 

- Limited overhead: the scheme is restricted to the immediate AP neighbors, i.e. we do not 
introduce more than 2 wireless hops. 
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- AGGRAP only aggregated unused bandwidth from neighboring APs. 

The high level architecture is based on a federated community that enables its subscribers to connect 
to any AP participating in the sharing scheme. Beyond the traditional Wi-Fi access sharing, such as 
FON, in the architecture proposed it is not only users that connect to participating APs, but also other 
APs in order to make use of the additional backhaul capacity. Therefore, AGGRAP introduces the 
following mode of operations: 

- In one mode, it is serving its own clients; (regular mode of operation of a gateway wireless 
interface). 

- In the new mode, it is acting as a client to other participating APs in order to increase the 
uplink/downlink throughput to its clients. The latter function is triggered only in case of 
overuse of the primary backhaul of the gateway (80% threshold). 

In the new mode, the gateway will scan for neighboring APs that can provide additional capacity, and 
associate with the 4-5 APs with best SNR with a minimum bandwidth of 5 Mbps. AGGRAP will use 
AP when these are loaded at less than 70%; moreover we allocate a 10% margin in order to avoid 
oscillation effect. 

We started an implementation as proof of concept on Linux hardware. Our implementation involves a 
silencing mechanism to mute the station for a certain period of time in order to switch channel, 
combined with TDMA mode of operation.   

 

Figure 7 : AGGRAP preliminary results using a home backhaul of 3 Mbps, and a neighboring backhaul of 
10Mbits. 

As first preliminary results, we observed that the aggregated bandwidth remains constant despite the 
fraction of time allocated to AP or client mode, as presented on Figure 7. This simply indicates that 
the overhead of switching is fixed and only impacts overall aggregate throughput. The current proof of 
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concept implementation is requiring 1.5 ms to switch from one mode to another, but a lot of time is 
currently lost between the switch of frequency and the active notification that the AP is back from 
power saving. This period is currently evaluated to 6ms, and is due to the design of the interactions 
between the low level driver we are using and the high layers of the 802.11 stack. On a cycle of 
100ms, this represents a 15% of the capacity without switching, but could be avoided with a proper 
design.  

Therefore, the first results are encouraging and demonstrate the viability of the concept of aggregating 
the bandwidth in a federated way, with access points contributing to the scheme. More detailed results 
as well as a comparison between AP-based and client-based aggregation can be found in the full paper 
attached to this deliverable.  

3.2 Multipath video streaming 

While media streaming has been used and standardized in different forms for decades, HTTP Adaptive 
Streaming (HAS) has recently enjoyed a tremendous growth. This success is due to its simplicity and 
ability to serve a broad variety of viewing devices and most importantly its compatibility with the 
existing delivery infrastructure [28]. However an outstanding problem with HAS is that it is bound to 
adjust to current network capacity, resulting in uneven quality of experience, which is hardly 
acceptable for high value video (e.g. HD) playback.  

In FIGARO, we propose to leverage multipath communication to level out the network performance 
variations and smoothen the viewing experience of HAS. The first envisaged direction for adding 
multipath capability is to implement HAS on top of a multipath transport protocol. Current multipath 
capable transport protocols are CMT-SCTP (Concurrent Multipath Transfer SCTP) and MPTCP 
(Multipath TCP). Unfortunately CMT-SCTP requires intermediate NATs to be upgraded, rendering its 
short term deployment impractical whereas MPTCP, which does not have the same limitations, is still 
under development. Therefore we focus on an application-layer approach to ensure that our solution is 
readily deployable with the current infrastructure. We will further explore MPTCP based approaches 
as the protocol matures throughout the rest of the project. 

 

3.2.1 Multipath HTTP streaming 

We have based our multipath adaptive streaming solution on a simple HAS implementation. Like with 
legacy HAS the multimedia content is pre-encoded in different bit rates (with a constant frame rate 
and resolution) with aligned RAPs (random access point), resulting in easily switchable, different 
quality streams which we will call representations. Each representation is split into segments of the 
same duration (e.g. 2 seconds) and made available for download by a standard HTTP server. In the 
case of legacy HAS, the client downloads the chunks in sequence while monitoring the available 
bandwidth, occasionally switching up or down to another representation according to network 
conditions. 

The principal specificity of multipath adaptive streaming is that the client requests concurrently 
through each available path a slice of the next segment using the HTTP range header. Path diversity is 
available as soon as two interfaces are available at either of the client or the server side. Server side 
multipath can be implemented either by providing a server with multiple interfaces or by provisioning 
the content chunks to multiple servers. The two alternative network architectures envisaged for 
providing multipath capability are depicted on Figure 8.  
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Figure 8. Different multipath delivery architectures 

 
Client side multipath can be conveniently realized in the FIGARO context by using at least two close 
by residential gateways in a concurrent manner. We show in the following section how our extension 
of HAS leveraging the federation of gateways to exploit multipath communication helps avoiding the 
effects of network congestion and effectively increases the overall perceived quality. 
 
 

3.2.2 Experimentation 

We have performed a set of general experiments using network emulation. These were followed by 
field experiments using standard web servers and typical DSL and 3G access networks. The general 
results are summarized in Figure 9 which display the statistical distribution of the representations 
requested over time. 
 

 
Figure 9. General results 

 

Looking at the two leftmost charts, compared to the single path case, using 3 paths concurrently 
significantly raises the average playout bit rate and reduces the likelihood of large quality variations, 
which severely impact the viewing experience. In comparison, the third chart shows that parallel 
connections over the same path also increases the average playout bit rate, but fails to avoid 
congestion that hits all connections in a correlated manner. The fourth chart shows the relatively good 
performance of our solution with paths having unequal delays. Detailed results with network 
emulation were published in [29]. 

We then performed similar experiments using web hosting servers and typical 3G and ADSL 
connections to verify the results obtained with network emulation. Server side multipath exhibited 
similar results to the emulation scenarios, as shown on Figure 10. As can be seen when comparing the 
middle chart and rightmost charts, the addition of parallel connections towards a fast server performs 
worse than adding two slower but more uncorrelated paths. 
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Figure 10. Single access to servers on the Internet 

 
In yet another experiment, we have studied the effect of our multipath adaptive streaming solution 
with a single server and a multihomed client using two different Internet access links simultaneously. 
Figure 11 depicts the results when combining two ADSL access networks while accessing a single 
server. The two leftmost charts present the single-access performance and the right hand side chart 
presents the multipath performance achieved through the concurrent use of both accesses. In the 
single-access charts, the achieved playout bit rate is significantly lower than the plan (6Mbps 
downlink speed as reported by bandwidth testing tools), likely due to a bottleneck. In the dual-access 
case, the playout bit rate is approximately the summation of the single-access achieved bit rates, 
confirming that client side multipath is a practical solution for mitigating the impact of network 
bottlenecks. 
 

 
Figure 11. Single and dual access to a single server (Free) 

 
Further experimental results are detailed in the full paper “Experimentation of Multipath HTTP 
Streaming over Internet” attached to this deliverable. 
 

3.2.3 Discussion 

The use of application-layer multipath has been shown to improve the performance of HAS. A simple 
implementation with as few as two available paths increases the average received bit rate and reduces 
the variance thereby dramatically improving the user experience. We have verified the applicability of 
multipath adaptive streaming to various scenarios through real Internet experimentations that confirm 
the results obtained in our emulation testbed. In addition we have shown the benefits of our solution 
when multipath are provided either at the server or client side. 
 
While this solution proved efficient, one major drawback is that it requires a modification of the HAS 
client software. Therefore one logical axis of development will involve leveraging the residential 
gateway to perform multipath traffic relaying on behalf of unmodified clients. Further work will 
consist in investigating the feasibility of a transport layer multipath approach, as well as exploring the 
integration of our multipath streaming framework with the AP based bandwidth aggregation 
technology described in section 3.1. 
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4 WIRELESS HOME NETWORK OPTIMIZATION  

Today, video dominates Internet traffic and by 2014 it is projected that nearly half of the video traffic 
will be 3D or 2D High Definition (HD) [21]. Recent video streaming technology standards such as 
H.264/MPEG-4 part 10 AVC [22] aim to reduce video streaming bandwidth requirements using 
Variable Bit Rate (VBR) video encoding. However, while average video streaming rate is reduced by 
efficient encoding of slow and moderate moving scenes, the peak rate remains high as it is determined 
by the full quality encoding of fast motion scenes. We have seen in the previous section how the 
FIGARO project addresses both bandwidth and reliability challenges of video delivery from a content-
provider to the home gateway. However, users will consume a high fraction of this video over their 
wireless (Wi-Fi) home network. This imposes additional challenges for the (in-home) last hop of the 
video streaming service. 

On one hand, the IEEE 802.11n [23] WLAN standard offers very high wireless physical-layer (PHY) 
data rates (up to 600 Mbps) using Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) antenna technologies. 
MIMO extends the dimension of available radio resources to the time, frequency and space [4][5]. 
Adopted in many standard protocols [6][7] it has been already deployed to transport streamed voice 
and high-definition video traffic which requires high throughput. On the other hand, according to 
recent studies, the achieved goodput in practical 802.11n deployments can be significantly below the 
maximum 802.11 PHY data rates [24][25] due to not only MAC protocol overhead, but also issues 
such as content-obliviousness, sub-optimal PHY data rate selection, lack of favorable channel 
conditions for high MIMO PHY rates, and interference. 

To this end, FIGARO addresses these issues with two complementary approaches to optimize the in-
home wireless network. First, we introduce a content-aware PHY rate adaptation protocol for MIMO 
Wi-Fi networks. Its basic idea is to use the VBR video streaming rate to guide the adaptation of the 
wireless PHY rate. In addition, it reduces rate adaptation overhead by adapting the frequency and 
timing of the wireless channel probing to the video streaming rate and the wireless channel variation. 

Second, we explore a novel avenue where we combine IEEE 802.11n MIMO with switched beam 
multi-sector directional antennas. Recently, it has been shown that directional antennas in indoor 
environments provide a few strong paths between nodes even without the line-of-sight path. The 
consequent benefits are empirically demonstrated, attracting renewed interests [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] 
[20]. However, the benefits and drawbacks of directional antennas for MIMO have not been fully 
studied so far, especially for indoor networks. We deploy a testbed and empirically investigate the 
potential performance gains that can be achieved by leveraging the possibility to obtain improved 
channel conditions and to mitigate interference using the directional antennas.  

In the following sections, we summarize our work on these two approaches. Our published full papers 
on these topics are appended to this deliverable.  
 
 

4.1 Content-aware Wireless Network Optimization 

In this section we show that legacy rate adaptation protocols that are part of the 802.11 
implementations suffer from probing-induced performance degradations that ultimately can cause 
video quality degradation. In response to these observed problems, we introduce VARA, a Video-
Aware Rate Adaptation protocol that optimizes wireless channel probing and PHY rate selection by 
exploiting the VBR streaming rate information of a video. We experimentally evaluate VARA’s 
performance using a user-space implementation in a wireless testbed equipped with off-the-shelf 
802.11n cards.  
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4.1.1 Probing-induced capacity penalty 

IEEE 802.11 protocols suffer from a fundamental problem that causes video quality degradation. This 
problem arises due to the probing overhead of the existing 802.11 PHY rate adaptation protocols. In 
order to select an appropriate PHY data rate, 802.11 rate adaptation mechanisms need to periodically 
probe the wireless channel. Probing can be either explicit or implicit. Explicit probing probes the 
channel using separate control packets; implicit probing probes the channel using packets from the 
ongoing data traffic. In order to reduce probing overhead, most existing (“legacy”) rate adaptation 
protocols use implicit probing. During implicit probing, a few data packets are periodically sent at a 
higher PHY rate than the current PHY rate. If these transmissions succeed, the channel condition is 
estimated as adequate to support this higher PHY rate. Then, an even higher PHY rate is used to send 
the next few data packets. This process continues until a PHY rate where most probe transmissions 
fail. Then the previous (last successful) PHY rate is selected as the new rate, until the next probing 
period. The start of the next probing period is triggered by various factors, such as number of 
successful transmissions, measured packet error rate, time lags and so on, according to different 
implementations [26].  

Increased probing frequency enables faster rate adjustments to channel changes (and thus potentially 
higher goodput), but also increases the overhead due to failed probe packets. These probing-induced 
losses result in channel capacity degradation due to binary exponential back-off and airtime 
consumption for retransmissions. We refer to this as the penalty in capacity utilization. It is important 
to note that probing and probe losses occur regardless of whether the current channel condition is good 
or bad. Unless the channel is good enough to support the highest PHY rate all the time, which is rare 
due to the dynamic property of wireless channels, the rate adaptation will periodically probe the 
channel to find a better rate to maximize the capacity. A variable channel naturally aggravates the 
probing overhead as it will cause the probing process to be triggered more frequently and result in 
increased probing-induced losses. 

Although probe losses may not be perceptible in delay tolerant data applications, we show that they 
result in delays or losses of video frames at the application layer. This is detrimental to HD video 
streaming performance and can severely impact the perceived end-user quality of experience. We 
proceed to describe our protocol that aims to address this issue. 
 

4.1.2 Video-Aware Rate Adaptation (VARA) 

VARA is a cross-layer, video-aware PHY rate adaptation protocol. Its basic idea is to use a video 
streaming rate waveform from the application layer to guide the adaptation of the wireless PHY rate. 
For any stored video in a wireless home network video server, such a waveform can be easily 
generated with a play back during video recording. VARA divides time into variable-sized windows. 
For each window, VARA attempts to find a PHY rate that yields capacity above the peak video 
streaming rate in the window. VARA adapts the window sizes to take into account the wireless 
channel variability and probing overhead. More stable channel results in less frequent probing, and 
vice versa. As shown in the example of Figure 12, VARA consists of three algorithms invoked before 
the end of each window. First, Algorithm 1 computes the size of the next window based on past 
measurements of channel variability taken during the current window. Then, Algorithm 2 refines this 
size to satisfy rate requirements of the probing that Algorithm 3 might run during the next window. 
Thus, VARA eliminates the channel probing impact on the video stream by scheduling the probes 
during the low streaming rate periods. If the PHY rate of the current window cannot support the peak 
video streaming rate of the next window, Algorithm 3 probes the wireless channel for a suitable PHY 
rate. Note that, rather than aggressively trying to find the maximum PHY rate supported by the 
wireless channel (like all existing 802.11 rate adaptation protocols), VARA selects the most reliable 
PHY rate that supports the near-future peak streaming rate. At the beginning of the next window, 
Algorithm 1 sets the PHY rate found during the previous steps.  
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Figure 12. Illustration of VARA operation in a video streaming example. 

 
When multiple video streams exist on a link, VARA treats their aggregated streaming rate as if from a 
single stream and the same algorithms for handling a single stream can be reused. However, an 
aggregate stream of multiple HD videos can have a very high peak rate. A higher peak rate makes it 
more difficult for VARA to find a matching PHY rate or it may exceed the wireless channel capacity. 
VARA addresses this problem using a multiplexing technique that we call Strategic Shifting. The idea 
is to strategically shift the starting times of the video stream waveforms such that the peak rate of the 
aggregate stream is minimized. This technique is further enhanced with two other shifting techniques 
that aim to minimize outage time or outage area with respect to a channel capacity target, which can be 
applied if ever there is no PHY rate that can sustain an upcoming peak streaming rate. The three 
algorithms and the multiplexing strategies introduced above are described in detail in the full paper 
version of this work, which is appended to this deliverable. 
 

4.1.3 Evaluation 

In this section we present one sample result from our evaluation of VARA. More results are available 
in the full version of the paper. We deploy a wireless testbed ( 

Figure 13) in an indoor office environment with cubicles, meeting booths and regular offices. There is 
one access point (AP) at a fixed location and clients at different locations with different wireless 
channel conditions. Each testbed node is equipped with a Ralink RT2880 802.11n 2T3R MIMO mini-
PCI card and three 5dBi omni-directional antennas. We use the RT2880 driver with RT2880iNIC 
Firmware version 2.0.0.1. The wireless cards are set to operate in an interference-free channel (108) in 
the 5GHz frequency band and use their default settings: 20MHz channel width, a Short Guard Interval 
(SGI) 800ns, and block acknowledgement and frame aggregation features deactivated. The total 
number of PHY rates including both SDM and STBC modes is 16. 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Testbed with Access Point and node 
locations. 

Movie Name Average 
rate 

Peak 
rate 

Variance 

Panda1080p 10.26 26.12 28.71 
Panda720p 5.96 15.94 10.82 
MonsterAliens 5.06 14.64 5.22 

Table 1. HD movie clips' properties. Rates are in 
Mbit/s 
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We first compare VARA’s performance against the default auto rate of the RT2880 Ralink cards (the 
legacy rate adaptation algorithm) in a static environment. Therefore, we place both the AP and the 
clients in fixed locations as shown in  

Figure 13. Locations L1, L2, and L3 are selected to yield different wireless channel qualities. L1 has 
the best, L3 the worst. Table 1 shows the properties of different HD movie clips used in this 
experiment. Panda1080p represents the high streaming rate video, while Panda720p and 
MonsterAliens represent the medium and low streaming rate videos, respectively.  

Each experiment run consists of two back-to-back streamings of each HD video between the AP and 
each client location, first using VARA and then auto rate. We repeat each run five times and show the 
average. 

At the best channel quality location L1 auto rate supports all videos perfectly with zero loss. However, 
at location L2 it cannot support Panda1080p, the highest rate video. In contrast, VARA supports all 
videos perfectly at both locations L1 and L2. In L3, auto rate cannot support any of the videos 
perfectly. In contrast, VARA supports all videos perfectly except Panda1080p. This is expected 
because Panda1080p has a higher peak rate (26.12Mbps, Table 1) than the maximum capacity we 
measured at L3 (12.5Mbps). As depicted in Figure 14, with Panda1080p VARA achieves a 2% burst 
loss (lasting for two seconds) during the peak rate period, while auto rate results in a burst loss of 35% 
(lasting for six seconds) during the peak rate period. Figure 15 shows how these average burst loss 
rates translate to video quality as measured by average PSNR. We find that even a burst loss rate as 
small as 12%, as Panda720p suffers, can cause a significant degradation of video quality. In terms of 
subjective video quality, although a video with a PSNR of 25dB to 30dB could still be acceptable, it 
demonstrates obvious jitters, blocking and blurring. A video with a PSNR around 40dB is considered 
as a high quality video without any observable defect [27]. We observe that VARA achieves perfect 
PSNR for two videos, and increases PSNR about 50% for the high rate video over auto rate. Note that 
by definition, when there is no distortion, PSNR is infinity. For evaluation purposes we use a large 
number (60dB) to represent such perfect PSNR. 

 

 
Figure 14. Packet loss at location L3. 

 

 

Figure 15. PSNR at location L3 

 
The full paper version includes results for mobile scenarios, multiplexing videos using strategic 
shifting, as well as evaluation of different VARA protocol parameters such as probing windows sizes 
and fine-tuning adjustment needed to find low streaming periods. 
 
 

4.2 Interference Mitigation using MIMO with directional antennas 

Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) has become one of the key technologies for wireless 
networks to accommodate the ever-increasing demands for higher throughput, stemming from 
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multimedia communications as well as new applications and usage patterns. MIMO combines multiple 
omni-directional antennas with signal processing to achieve capacity gains in rich scattering multi-
path environments. Another technology that has long been receiving interests is directional antennas. 
These uses predetermined narrow beams to focus RF energy toward desired receivers. This achieves 
throughput gains and reduces interference. The trade-offs of combining these two technologies have 
not been well studied. It is important to understand that such a combination is not equal to MIMO 
beamforming. MIMO beamforming typically refers to a method where directional communication is 
achieved using signal processing and manipulation of phases in an antenna array. A fair amount of 
work has studied this technique for both indoor and outdoor networks. In contrast to such techniques, 
in our approach we equip standard MIMO (801.11n) network cards with switched beam multi-sector 
directional antennas. This approach works with off-the-shelf 802.11n cards and does not require any 
additional signal processing capabilities. The performance of such a system is not well understood, 
especially for indoor networks. On one hand, one may argue that directional antennas would decrease 
a degree of multi-path or signal scattering due to its narrow beams and consequently, decrease the 
capacity of MIMO links. On the other hand, however, the structural changes of propagation paths and 
signal increase by directivity could improve the capacity. In addition, a directional antenna allows to 
“turn off” transmission as well as reception in certain directions (by deactivating antenna sectors) and 
can thereby mitigate the interference problem in densely deployed home networks.  

In this section, we summarize our work on experimental evaluation of the performance in MIMO 
wireless networks with directional antennas. Here, we focus on the interference mitigation properties. 
Our full paper appended to this deliverable contains additional detailed descriptions of our 
experimental methodology as well as results on throughput gains.  
 
 

4.2.1 Experimental Setup 

We use the Vivaldi multi-sector antenna developed by Technicolor Research. Each antenna has four 
antenna elements (sectors) printed on a PCB and covers the entire horizontal plane in the 5 GHz band. 
Any combination of sectors can be activated through a feeding network. This results in (24–1) = 15 
different activation patterns, out of which one is four activated sectors forming an omni-directional 
pattern. We simply call it omni-mode. Figure 16 depicts the radiation patterns (excluding the feeding 
network) with one and four activated sectors, respectively. We see that the directivity gain is higher 
for antenna patterns with less activated sectors. However, the antenna feeding network (the switch for 
selecting active sectors) has been designed to introduce a feeding loss such that all antenna patterns 
exhibit approximately equal peak gains. This is a design choice made to reduce the so called 
directional hidden terminal problem [8][9][10].  
 

 
 

Figure 16. Antenna radiation pattern without 
feeding loss. 

 
Figure 17. Testbed deployment with node locations. 

 

Our wireless testbed shown in Figure 17 is deployed in a single floor in a typical office environment 
consisting of regular offices, glass meeting booths and cubicles. Due to the availability of multi-sector 
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antennas, we have only four nodes, but different topologies are emulated by varying the transmit 
power control. 

Each testbed node is a PC with Intel Pentium (M) 1.73 GHz processor and 512 MB RAM, running 
Ubuntu Linux distribution version 10.04. The PC hosts a commercial mini-PCI 802.11n Network 
Interface Card (NIC) with a Ralink RT2880 chipset. A NIC includes three antenna ports with two 
radio chains supporting both SDM and STBC MIMO communications. We disable one of three ports 
to have 2-by-2 MIMO. Ralink NIC is also capable of adjusting Tx (transmit) power level to one of 18, 
17, 15, 12, 9 and 6 dBm. During the experiments, the NICs are configured to operate in the 5.3 GHz 
band with 20MHz bandwidth with 400 ns guard-interval. During operation the NICs can select among 
basic 16 Modulation and Coding Sets (MCS). Each node has two Vivaldi multi-sector antennas 
connected to individual radio chains in a RT2880 NIC. Sector selection is controlled from the testbed 
node via a USB module interface connected to antenna selection switch.  
 

4.2.2 Interference Properties Results 

We present our results on interference properties of MIMO with multi-sector antennas.  
 
Interference metric. We measure SNR and RSS for each pattern in the Tx activation sets, 
immediately followed by omni-mode. We use the difference RSSdiff = RSSx – RSSomni as interference 
metric. A negative value means that sector activation pattern x reduces interference compared to omni-
mode and increases spatial reuse. All measurements are performed at night, and the results are the 
average of five iterations. We perform the above experiment for both cases of absence and existence of 
antenna directivity gain (the directivity gain is emulated by increasing the Tx power level). 
 
Interference without directivity gain. Figure 18 depicts the average RSSdiff at the neighborhood of 
each link. For example, for the ”link 1-2, 1 Sector” point, the average includes the RSSdiff values of all 
links 1-3 and 1-4 obtained for all 1 Sector activations of link 1-2. The RSSdiff values decrease as the 
number of active sectors decreases. With 1 Tx sector per multisector antenna, the interference over 
omni-mode can be reduced up to 12 dB at maximum (link 2-1) and 8 dB on average (link 2-5). 
 

 

Figure 18. Average RSSdiff without antenna directivity gain: Average interference differences of Tx sector 
activations over omni mode at neighbors of each link. 

 
Although sector activations reduce interference level, they may not necessarily increase throughput 
gain. Figure 19 depicts RSSdiff values in descending order of throughput gains. We observe that, for 
each number of activated sectors, the RSSdiff values are not related to the throughput gains. Especially 
for the highest throughput gains they remain constant. Thus, by selecting a number of activated 
sectors, it is possible to maximize throughput gain subject to a constant interference level, which is 
minimal when 1 Tx Sector activation patterns are considered. 
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Figure 19. Average RSSdiff across all antenna patterns without antenna directivity gain. For each link, the 
patterns are first sorted by descending throughput gains and then the RSSdiff values with the same 

ranking are averaged. 

 
We conclude that the interference level without antenna directivity gain is proportional to the number 
of activated sectors and has little correlation with the amount of throughput gain. Therefore, one can 
exploit spatial reuse in addition to throughput gain to enhance network-wide performance. 
 
Interference with directivity gain. Figure 20 depicts the average RSSdiff at the neighborhood of each 
link when antenna directivity is present. In contrast to the case of no antenna directivity gain (Figure 
18), across all links and Tx sector activation sets, the average RSSdiff is at most 3 dB, and within _7 dB 
range of the omni-mode. The average 3 dB interference reduction may be too low to make 802.11n 
medium access more aggressive1 and increase spatial reuse. Also, the interference reduction does not 
depend on the number of activated sectors. Although two sector activation has slightly less antenna 
directivity gain than single sector activation, its angular coverage is twice of a single activated sector. 
In addition, the use of multiple antennas in MIMO systems renders more chances for a receiver to 
capture more signal paths and thus receive stronger signals than a single antenna receiver. Thus, when 
antenna directivity is present, the interference reduction is small and does not depend on the number of 
active sectors. 
 

 

Figure 20. Average RSSdiff with antenna directivity gain: Average interference differences of Tx sector 
activations over omni mode at neighbors of each link. 

 
 

4.2.3 Discussion 

Based on our observations so far, two design choices are worth being considered: (1) multi-sector 
antennas without directivity gain for MIMO to utilize throughput gain and spatial reuse and (2) multi-
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sector antennas with directivity gain for MIMO to increase throughput gain. Design (1) can exploit 
spatial reuse in addition to throughput gain to enhance network-wide performance. However, spatial 
reuse may introduce additional hidden terminals and require coordination mechanisms among 
different operating links. 

In FIGARO, we can address this across home networks by leveraging the collaboration across a 
federated neighbourhood. Design (2) comes with modest spatial reuse, but leads to higher throughput 
gains and simpler protocol design. It does not require coordination among different links for sector 
activation. Moreover, it does not require availability of SNR information, as even RSS can be used to 
find a good activation pattern, providing backward compatibility with vanilla 802.11n. 
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5 SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS 
 

In this document we have presented the progress made so far regarding federated and optimized home 
networking. We have proposed several resource optimization and performance enhancing methods and 
exposed results of their evaluation. Among these, we proposed a method for efficiently allocating 
wireless resources between neighborhood residential gateways, which equates to identical service for 
the end users while reducing both energy consumption and electromagnetic pollution. We proposed 
and evaluated two techniques for aggregating access network capacity, resulting in a better quality of 
experience when consuming high bandwidth content. Finally we presented wireless optimization 
techniques for the in-home environment, which were shown to improve wireless video delivery and 
help reducing wireless interference. 

As a follow up, we will further study the collaboration opportunities within the residential gateways 
federation, aiming towards collaborative optimization. We will also further evaluate and quantify the 
benefits of the technologies presented in this deliverable. We will finally also focus on demonstrating 
the strength of federated networking and explore the possibility of integrating backhaul bandwidth 
aggregation with our multipath streaming framework. 
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Energy-efficient Wireless Resource Sharing
for Federated Residential Networks

Claudio Rossi, Claudio Casetti, Carla-Fabiana Chiasserini

Abstract—The proliferation of overlapping, always-on IEEE
802.11 Access Points (APs) in urban areas can cause inefficient
bandwidth usage and energy waste. Cooperation among feder-
ated APs could address these problems (i) by allowing under-
used devices to hand over their wireless stations to nearby APs
and temporarily switch off, (ii) by balancing the load of stations
among APs and thus offloading congested APs. In this paper,
we outline a framework that, leveraging a multipurpose gateway
with AP capabilities in every household, allows such cooperation
through the monitoring of local wireless resources and wireless
station offloading toward other federated gateways. Our results
show that, in realistic residential settings, the proposed frame-
work yields an energy saving between 45% and 65%, while
providing load balancing and meeting the user expectations in
terms of throughput.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growing popularity of appliances and consumer devices
embedding a WiFi interface has led to the proliferation of
Access Points (APs) in public areas and private homes alike. In
the latter case, however, the deployment occurs in an uncoor-
dinated fashion, leading to overlapping coverage and spectrum
conflicts. Also, APs in private homes are usually underloaded
and are left on around the clock, both an energy waste and an
unnecessary increase in electromagnetic pollution.

This situation can be addressed by a new paradigm for home
networking which is garnering widespread attention, based on
the concept of federated homes. The latter are neighborhoods
where network resources are shared and networked devices be-
longing to different users cooperate. Federated homes have the
potential to optimize resources by incorporating APs in smart
Gateways that handle all inward and outward network traffic.
Gateways are advanced home devices capable of providing
wireless Internet access and of offering storage and multimedia
services, including audio and video real-time streaming.

In order to optimize the usage of the wireless medium and
save energy, federated Gateways with overlapping coverages
should identify and optimally relocate the Wireless Stations
(WSs) among themselves, and, possibly, turn themselves off
if a subset of nearby Gateways can adequately support the
current load requested by the WSs. Also, an underloaded
(or temporarily switched off) Gateway should be called upon
for help by Gateways that experience a congested wireless
medium, and asked to associate some of their WSs.

Such operations require that Gateways have self-load as-
sessment capabilities and run inter-Gateway procedures for
WS relocation. In order to address the first aspect, in our
work we focus on passive techniques, i.e., solutions that aim
at estimating the traffic load by observing some meaningful
metrics. Unlike active solutions, passive techniques do not in-
ject probing packets into the network, hence they do not yield

additional overhead. However, existing passive approaches
do not fully support multi-rate WLANs with variable traffic
patterns. Metrics based on either the number of associated
WSs [1], the channel busy (or, equivalently, idle) time [2], or
the aggregated BSS throughput [3], are affected by the payload
size and the data rate of the transmitted packets. It follows
that such metrics may indicate the availability of bandwidth
when the saturation throughput has been already reached, or,
conversely, they may detect saturation in presence of available
bandwidth. Other techniques, e.g., [4], [5], either apply only
to self-estimation of the downlink bandwidth availability, or
require changes in the WSs.

As for the relocation of WSs, this can be done in either a
centralized or a distributed fashion. Centralized solutions are
suitable for coverages resulting from controlled placement of
the Gateways, as is the case of big enterprises and college
campuses, but they are hardly fitting for a residential sce-
nario where each Gateway is independently placed within a
household. Examples of centralized relocation schemes that
enable Gateways to switch themselves off have been proposed
in [6]–[8]. Also, WS relocation can be either Gateway- or WS-
initiated, as in [9]. These approaches have different impact in
terms of hardware/software modification to the devices, as well
as of the degree of signalling involved. Other solutions have
been designed to overcome capacity limitations of single APs.
In particular, [10] has suggested the use of TDMA techniques
to let WSs access multiple APs at a time, while [5], [11]
aggregate the bandwidth available at different APs and balance
their load. Such approaches, differing in scope from our work,
require modification in the WSs.

II. OUTLINE AND MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

With respect to the different management techniques intro-
duced above, we choose to pursue a distributed, Gateway-
initiated system that does not require WSs to be modified,
or even to be aware of its presence. As will be argued in
the following, such system requires that Gateways (i) have
self-load assessment capabilities; (ii) run inter-Gateway com-
munication protocols for WS relocation; (iii) rely on robust
authentication and authorization procedures provided by the
federated network and (iv) employ reliable Wake on Wireless
LAN procedures [12].

Firstly, self-load assessment through traffic measurement
allows Gateways to classify their status as either Light, Reg-
ular, or Heavy. The assessment depends on the available
airtime on the medium and on the number of associated WSs
within the BSS that each Gateway controls. In particular, we
compute the former by leveraging theoretical results on the
BSS saturation throughput [13], [14] thus accounting for the
collision probability as well as for the different data rates and
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Fig. 1. Energy saving (top) and load balancing (bottom) by WS offloading.

payload sizes used within the BSS. Status evaluation guides
Gateway policy in either seeking relocation of their WSs or in
accepting WSs handed over by nearby Gateways. In the Light
status traffic likely comes from background communications
to/from the WSs, prompting the Gateway to try and relocate
them, switch itself off and save energy. The Heavy status,
instead, characterizes an overloaded BSS, where some WSs
should associate to other BSSs to benefit from load balancing.
A Gateway in Regular status is considered too busy to switch
itself off while it does not need to be relieved of some of its
WSs. It might however accommodate relocated WSs within
its BSS. As a side remark, the Gateway status does not affect
the spontaneous association of a WS within one’s household,
thus it does not interfere with normal operations. Also, for
simplicity, we will present the self-load assessment procedure
considering that the wireless access network, rather than the
backhaul, is the traffic bottleneck. The procedure, however,
can be extended to a more general setting as well.

Secondly, the relocation of WSs within the federated net-
work involves communication and coordination among Gate-
ways. A Gateway receiving a help request needs to evaluate its
own suitability to give help, i.e., the impact of accommodating
a new WS within the BSS it controls. Under evaluation are:
(i) the load parameters most recently exhibited by the WS
within its current BSS; (ii) the transmission rate at which the
WS would likely operate in the new BSS. While the load can
be estimated by the requesting Gateway, and its parameters
included in the relocation request, the transmission rate cannot
be easily predicted and will require remote sampling, as
described later. The Gateway requesting help then chooses to
offload the WS to the most suitable candidate Gateway.

Lastly, while our performance evaluation mainly focuses on
the effectiveness of the load assessment and of WS offloading,
we will introduce architectural solutions that address both
Gateway authentication and its wake-on process.

An example of the procedures just outlined is presented in
Fig. 1, where a 3-house neighborhood is displayed. The first
example (top part of Fig. 1) shows a case of energy saving

through the switching off of some Gateways. With reference
to the first row of the figure, in household 1, we assume
that one WS is “whispering”, i.e., occasionally sending low
background traffic (mainly, status update for some applications
and other signalling). The other WS completes the download
of a software update and starts whispering as well. As a
result, the Gateway in household 1 (GW 1, for short) becomes
underloaded and goes in Light status (shaded in light green).
Next door, one of the WSs in household 2 is engaged in
peer-to-peer downloading, while the other WS is browsing
Wikipedia. The WS running the peer-to-peer application shuts
down, hence also the status of GW 2 shifts to Light. Finally, in
household 3, we assume one WS listening to music streamed
over the Internet, while the other two are browsing. Their
Gateway is in Regular status (shaded in blue). Upon switching
to Light, GW 1 and GW 2 will start vying for the chance
to offload their WSs and turn themselves off to save energy.
Through a protocol exchange over the backhaul, we assume
that GW 3 rejects the help request by either neighbors since it
establishes that accepting any of their WSs would force it into
Heavy status. GW 2, instead, “wins” the competition thanks
to its lower traffic load compared to GW 1: thus it hands
its only active WS to GW 1 and goes “off”. Upon accepting
the next-door WS, GW 1 switches to Regular status and the
equilibrium shown in the second row of Fig. 1 is reached.

Our second example (bottom part of Fig. 1) shows instead
a case of congestion relief through load balancing. At the
beginning, GW 1 is “off” following its offloading of two WSs
to GW 2. The latter, however, suddenly finds itself in Heavy
status (shaded in red) when two local WSs become actively
engaged, respectively, in a video conference over the Internet,
and in a data backup to a cloud service. GW 3 is in Regular
status, as in the previous example. In order to decrease its load,
GW 2 initiates an offload request toward its neighbors. As
before, GW 3 rejects it. Left with no alternatives, GW 2 uses
a wake-on WLAN technique to awaken GW 1, followed by an
offload request. GW 1 accepts the request and the equilibrium
depicted in the last row of Fig. 1 (i.e., all Gateways in Regular
status) is reached.

III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

In our study, we consider a set of residential units (e.g.,
houses or apartments), each of them equipped with a Gateway,
with external and internal connectivity functions. We apply to
this scenario the concept of “Federation”, i.e., a logical overlay
relationship among trusted home gateways for the purpose of
content exchange and resource sharing [15].

When “on”, Federated Gateways can communicate and
coordinate with each other using an out-of-band channel,
which runs through their backhaul Internet connection. Each
“on” Gateway offers local wireless access through the 802.11
a/b/g/n technology over independently-managed (but possibly
coordinated) frequency channels. The WSs that operate within
a BSS controlled by a Gateway can be sources or destinations
of elastic or inelastic traffic, i.e, flows that use either TCP or
UDP at the transport layer. At the MAC layer, the Gateway
and the WSs transmit frames at a data rate that may vary
according to the experienced channel propagation conditions.

When Gateways are “off”, they no longer have wired,
nor 802.11 radio, connectivity and only run a low-cost, low-
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power radio interface, e.g., a IEEE 802.15.4 card, that can be
used as wake-on WLAN interface [12]. We define as Radio
Federated Network (RFN) within a federation, a subset of
Gateways that can reach each other, either directly or via
multihop communication, through their low-power interface.
The discovery procedure of RFN neighbors, which is out
of the scope of this paper, can occur through the periodic
issuing/listening of hello messages on the low-power interface.

Inter-Gateway, out-of-band communication, Gateway wake-
up procedures as well as WS relocation within the RFN require
both authentication with a centralized AAA server and the
creation of a group key, called Federated Group Key (FGK).
As required by current secure multicast applications, the FGK
must be refreshed periodically. The new FGK must thus be dis-
tributed to all members of the RFN including “off” Gateways.
To this end, “off” Gateways maintain a loose synchronization,
previously acquired through an NTP server, using a standalone
clock. Upon a scheduled key expiration, an “off” Gateway
will switch on in order to update its FGK. Additionally, in
order to allow WSs to seamlessly associate to a new Gateway,
there is the need to implement a reauthentication procedure at
the WS, reusing the current keying material for the handover.
These reassociation requirements can be fulfilled by exploiting
already existing protocols, such as HOKEY [16], and will not
be discussed further in this paper.

In order to achieve seamless handover for ongoing applica-
tions, the network must support mobile IP or a similar tech-
nology. Recent studies [17], [18] have shown the suitability of
optimized protocols, namely fast MIPv6, hierarchical MIPv6,
as well as network-based mobility management solutions
like Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6), to support also real-time
applications. However, this result can be achieved when the
handover is performed within the same IPv6 domain, i.e., for
local mobility. It is worth noting that mobile IP can also deal
with Network Address Translation (NAT), which is widely
used in home GWs, by performing IP-in-UDP tunneling [19].
The design of a next-generation global mobility protocol
capable of guaranteeing seamless handover with little or no
disruption time is outside the scope of this paper.

IV. BSS ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT

As mentioned, the main idea at the basis of the two algo-
rithms is to leverage the theoretical results on the saturation
throughput derived in [13], [14], for the computation of the
BSS capacity. We therefore start by introducing our notation
and the computation of some fundamental quantities. In the
following, we only consider the case where the traffic bottle-
neck is represented by the wireless access network and there
are no endogenous flows. The extension to a more general
setting can be done at the price of additional, burdening
notation.

A. Preliminaries
A Gateway accesses the “protocol type” field in the IP

packets and collects statistics on elastic and inelastic traffic
within its BSS. The Gateway carries out such measurements
periodically over a time interval, hereinafter referred to as
measurement period. The Gateway considers a node in the
BSS (either itself or a WS) to be active if the node has
successfully transmitted at least one data frame within the last

measurement period. We denote by N the set of currently
active nodes and by N its cardinality.

Similar to the mechanism we described in [20], every
measurement period, for each active WS k the Gateway
computes a running average of the uplink (UL) throughput
for all elastic and inelastic flows, denoted by !uk and "uk ,
respectively. Likewise, the Gateway computes a running aver-
age of its own downlink (DL) throughput for both the elastic
and inelastic traffic it handles for each WS k, denoted by !dk
and "dk , respectively. In addition, for each frame successfully
transmitted from/to the generic WS k, the Gateway observes
the payload size and the used data rate, and it computes
the corresponding running averages. As in [21], the Gateway
computes the running average of the data rate, R, and of the
payload size, P , over all data frames that it correctly sends
or receives. We will refer to all the above measurements the
Gateway performs for a WS as the WS traffic profile.

Another fundamental quantity for our assessment algorithms
is the (aggregate) saturation throughput S, which we take as
value of BSS capacity. The saturation throughput is defined
as in [14], which extends the original Bianchi’s model [13] in
presence of errors due to channel propagation conditions:

S =
N# [1! # ]N!1P (1! pe)

E[T ]
. (1)

In (1), # is the probability that a node (either a WS or the
Gateway) accesses the medium at a generic time slot1, pe is
the filtered average packet error rate, and E[T ] is the average
duration of a time interval in which an event occurs, namely,
an empty slot, a successful transmission, a transmission failed
due to channel errors, or a collision. As the average collision
duration is concerned, its exact computation would require the
Gateway to be aware of the number of nodes that are hidden
with respect to each other. The works in [13], [14] do not
account for hidden WSs and the approaches proposed in the
literature are not viable in our set up, as we do not require the
Gateway to have knowledge of the users distribution within
its coverage area. Thus, we approximate the average collision
duration by making a worst-case assumption: each collision
involves a packet of maximum payload size among those
observed by the Gateway during the measurement period.
Clearly, the average collision time is overestimated in absence
of hidden WSs, leading to underestimating the saturation
throughput. This however is acceptable for our purposes, as
also proved by the results presented in Section VI-A. Except
for such a variation, the expressions of # and E[T ] are derived
following [14] and for completeness can be found in our
technical report [22], while pe is estimated by the Gateway
based on the modulations used for the transmissions in the
measurement period, their associated signal-to-noise ratio, and
assuming independent bit errors on the channel.

We stress that, although S represents the saturation throu-
ghput considering the node average behavior, it accounts for
the different air time that the WSs take. Indeed, the average
payload size P , data rate R, and E[T ] in (1) depend on the
payload, data rate and access rate of each single WS.

1Considering a slotted time is the main approximation made in [13], [14].
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Algorithm 1 Gateway status assessment
Compute the saturation throughput S and initialize the load L to 0
for every active WS k do

Set the minimum elastic throughput expected in UL and DL
!u

k
:= min{!u

k ,"S}; !
d

k
:= min{!d

k ,"S}
Add to the load the measured inelastic throughput and
the minimum elastic throughput
L := L+ #u

k + #d
k + !u

k
+ !d

k

end
Assess status by comparing the normalized load to thresholds
if L

S
! TL " N < NL # Light

else if L

S
> TH # Heavy

else Regular

Algorithm 2 Assessing the Gateway suitability to provide help
Compute the estimated saturation throughput S!, including x
Set the minimum elastic throughput expected by x in UL and DL
!u

x
:= min{!u

x ,"S}; !
d

x
:= min{!d

x,"S}
Compute estimated load L! by adding to current actual load L
the total throughput expected by x
L! := L+ #u

x + #d
x + !u

x
+ !d

x

Compute room-metric $ = 1$ L
!

S!

if $ < 1$ TH associating x would shift the status to Heavy
then GW cannot provide help
else GW can associate x

B. Does the Gateway need help?
Every measurement period and through running averages,

the Gateway computes the capacity of the BSS it controls
using the expression of the saturation throughput in (1). Then,
it computes the traffic load L within the BSS and compares it
to the saturation throughput S, so as to gauge its own status.

As reported in Alg. 1, to assess the load L, the Gateway
leverages the throughput measurements it has carried out and
computes L as the sum of all contributions due to the existing
traffic. Specifically, the contribution due to inelastic flows is
set to their measured throughput. For the elastic flows of each
WS, instead, the Gateway mitigates the effect of their greedy
behavior by associating them a contribution that is at most
equal to a fraction of the saturation throughput, namely, $S.

If the traffic load, normalized to the saturation throughput,
is below a threshold TL and the number of stations associated
to the BSS is less than NL, the Gateway is in Light status.
In this case, the Gateway will ask for help so as to relocate
its WSs and switch itself off. If instead the normalized load
is above TH , a Heavy status is detected and the Gateway will
try to relocate one or more of its WSs so as to avoid overload
conditions. Otherwise, a Regular status is assessed, in which
case no help from the federated Gateways is required.
C. Who can help the Gateway?

Upon the reception of a help request asking for WS reloca-
tion, a federated Gateway needs to reliably evaluate the impact
on its BSS of associating additional WSs, i.e., its suitability
to give help. To do so, the Gateway computes the bandwidth
available within its BSS, as if the WSs to be relocated were
actually associated. We name such a quantity room-metric and
use it as a suitability index: the greater the room-metric, the
more suitable the Gateway to accommodate the WSs.

For simplicity, the room-metric computation is outlined
below and in Alg. 2 in the case where a single WS has
to be relocated; the extension to the case of more WSs is
straightforward.

Let GW i be the Gateway that has to assess its suitability
to provide help, and x the WS that another Gateway would
like to relocate. As detailed later, through signaling exchange
between Gateways, GW i can acquire the uplink and downlink
throughput that x expects to receive for inelastic and elastic
traffic, as well as the average payload of the frames x transmits
and receives. GW i computes the saturation throughput S! as
if x had been already associated. More precisely, it adds x
to the active nodes set and recomputes the average payload
size and data rate in the BSS considering also the traffic
profile of x, then it uses such values in (1). Next, in order
to evaluate the impact that the association of x would have on
the performance of the existing flows, the Gateway estimates
what the load of the BSS would be if the throughput demand
of all WSs were fulfilled. To this end, it adds to the current
load the throughput that x expects for its elastic and inelastic
traffic, in uplink and downlink. As in the procedure for the
Gateway status assessment, the effect of the greedy behavior
of the elastic flows, involving either the existing WSs or x,
is mitigated by associating them at most a fraction of the
saturation throughput.

The room-metric % is set to the estimated fraction of
bandwidth that would be available in the BSS if x were
associated. If the association of x drives the Gateway in Heavy
status (i.e., the estimated normalized load exceeds TH ), then
x is rejected; otherwise, the Gateway reputes that the WS can
be relocated into its BSS.

V. RESOURCE SHARING PROTOCOL

We now introduce the protocol that lets federated Gateways
share their radio resources. As mentioned, our objective is
twofold: (i) to minimize the number of switched-on Gateways,
and (ii) to avoid overloading traffic conditions for the “on”
Gateways. To achieve these goals, a Gateway periodically
assesses its status through Alg. 1, and, if in Light or Heavy
status, it carries out an offload procedure, as summarized in
Fig. 2. The procedure aims at relocating one or more WSs at
other Gateways. The federated Gateways estimate which WSs
they could associate, based on the value of their room-metric
computed through Alg. 2, and reply accordingly. Upon finding
a valid WS relocation, the Gateway that started the procedure
can turn itself off if it was in Light status, while it experiences
a load relief if it was in Heavy status.

We remark that the presence of a central controller is not
required, and the implementation of the proposed protocol
implies changes only in the Gateways, not in the WSs. Also,
the Gateway status does not affect the spontaneous association
of new WSs within one’s household, thus it does not interfere
with normal operations.

The offload procedure for a Gateway in Light or Heavy
status is detailed below.
1) Consider a Gateway, GW l, that finds itself in Light

status. Then, GW l starts an offload procedure by multicasting
an OFFLOAD REQUEST message to the federated Gateways.
This message, as all of those exchanged between Gateways, is
transmitted through the out-of-band channel and it includes the
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of the offload procedure: Gateway asking for help (left)
and Gateway receiving the help request (right).

following information: (i) the status of the requesting Gateway,
along with its room-metric (computed as 1 ! L/S), (ii) the
frequency channel used in the BSS, and (iii) for each WS in
the BSS, a hash of the association ID (AID), the MAC address
and the measured traffic profile. After the OFFLOAD REQUEST
is issued, GW l sets a timer to the timeout value #r.

An OFFLOAD REQUEST is processed only by the Gateways
in the RFN that are currently “on” and not in Heavy status.
Since the request comes from a Gateway in Light status, the
federated Gateways first check if their room-metric is greater
than the value advertized by GW l. If so, they discard the
request since they are less loaded than GW l. Otherwise,
they need to assess which of the WSs to be relocated are
in their radio range and which data rate they could use to
communicate with them. To do so, a Gateway can leverage
information previously collected about these WSs, if they have
been associated to the Gateway in the past. Alternatively, the
Gateway sends a CTS so that all of its WSs will be frozen for
a time #p while it can tune its 802.11 interface to the channel
used by GW l. Then, we let GW l probe each WS in its
BSS with an RTS message. As the probed WS will reply with
a CTS, the Gateway monitoring the frequency channel can
estimate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), hence the data rate
to communicate with the WS. GW l will set the RTS duration
field so that the corresponding field in the CTS will be the
hash function of the WS’s AID2. Such a procedure allows
a Gateway, not in radio proximity of GW l (i.e., unable to
hear the RTS), to identify the WS sending the CTS. Clearly,
it introduces some overhead, but, since GW l is underloaded,
we expect the number of WSs in its BSS to be small.

Each federated Gateway then considers the WSs from which
it has heard a CTS and verifies which of them (if any) could
be associated to its BSS. To do so, the Gateway evaluates
through Alg. 2 the room-metric for the possible combinations
of candidate WSs. Finally, it unicasts an OFFLOAD RESPONSE
message to GW l, including the combinations with a positive
outcome (i.e., such that % " 1 ! TH), as well as the

2The RTS duration field is set to the sum of the SIFS time, CTS
transmission time and the hash of the WS’s AID. The value of the hash
should be upper bounded by 2 · SIFS plus the ACK duration so that probe
CTS cannot be mistaken with regular CTS.

corresponding value of the room-metric and the data rates that
could be used to communicate with the candidate WSs.

Upon the expiration of the timeout #r, GW l evaluates all
received replies. Among the feasible solutions that allow GW
l to relocate all of its WSs, the allocation maximizing the
average data rate of the WSs is selected. To solve possible
ties, preference is given to the allocation that minimizes
the average room-metric. The rational is that, firstly, WSs
should be handed over to the Gateways that will be able
to communicate with them at the highest data rate, so as
to guarantee an efficient traffic transfer. Secondly, we want
as many WSs as possible to associate to Gateways that have
already a high traffic load and leave out those that are likely
to reach a Light status, hence to switch themselves off.

If a valid allocation is found, GW l multicasts a HAN-
DOVER COMMAND, including the MAC address of the WSs
assigned to the Gateways that offered their help. The message
also contains a flag notifying that GW l is switching off.
Otherwise, it multicasts to all Gateways an ABORT message.
We remark that, by receiving the HANDOVER COMMAND, all
“on” Gateways in the RFN can keep track of those that switch
themselves off.

Upon the reception of a HANDOVER COMMAND, each
selected (resp. non-selected) Gateway can include the assigned
WS(s) in its authorized (resp. non-authorized) stations list, so
that, when GW l switches itself off, each WS will necessarily
associate with the right Gateway. The reassociation of a WS to
a target Gateway can also be performed through the 802.11v
BSS transition management procedure [23].
2) When a Gateway, GW h, finds itself in Heavy status, it

starts an offload procedure similar to the one described above.
A few differences, however, exist.

Firstly, GW h tries to hand over only one WS at a time, till
its status changes into Regular. Specifically, it lists the WSs
in decreasing order according to their offered load weighted
by the inverse of their data rate, and it attempts to relocate
the top WS first. Thus, the handover of each WS results into
a different offload procedure.

Secondly, upon receiving an OFFLOAD REQUEST from GW
h, an “on” Gateway not in Heavy status will always reply.
Again, the whole inter-Gateway communication takes place on
the out-of band channel. A successful relocation is confirmed
by a HANDOVER COMMAND. If no viable relocation is found,
GW h needs to wake up a neighboring “off” Gateway and ask
for help. The Gateway to be turned on, GW w, can be selected
based on the WS relocation history, if available, or it can be
randomly chosen among the neighboring Gateways. However,
the exchange of landline signalling could be unfeasible due
to the “off” state of the Gateway. Thus, to accomplish this
task in an energy-efficient manner, GW h unicasts through its
low-power interface a wake-up sequence W, to the selected
“off” Gateway. The low-cost interface of GW w can detect
the sequence and turn the rest of the Gateway circuitry on.
However, in order to avoid attacks aiming at unnecessarily
waking up “off” Gateways, W should be followed by an
encrypted Message Authentication Code (MAC), M, which
can be decoded only using the FGK. Since all Gateways are
synchronized, M can be calculated as M = MAC(FGK#T #ID),
where T is the current time expressed in seconds. Thus, upon
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detecting W, the low-power device at GW w will compute
its own message authentication code, W", and it will turn the
whole circuitry on only if W" = W.

At this point, GW h unicasts to the woken-up GW w an
OFFLOAD REQUEST and tries to relocate its WS to it, so as to
decrease its load below the Heavy threshold. In the unlikely
case where none of its WSs can be relocated, GW h will wake
up another Gateway while GW w, having not associated any
WS, will switch off again after a timeout. In this way, we let
“off” Gateways turn themselves on if needed, while limiting
the number of Gateways that wake up.

Finally, we remark that, upon receiving an OFF-
LOAD REQUEST, a Gateway wishing to start an offload proce-
dure defers its request till it receives a HANDOVER COMMAND
or an ABORT, and then perform a backoff. This ensures
that in the RFN there is only one active offload procedure
at the time. Also neighboring gateways answering to an
OFFLOAD REQUEST experience a very short freezing time,
due to channel switching and RTS/CTS overhearing. In our
evaluation, we upper-bound such a freezing time to one inter-
beacon interval, i.e., 100 ms.

VI. EVALUATION IN A RESIDENTIAL SCENARIO

We implemented our algorithms and protocol in the Om-
net++ v4.1 simulator and evaluated its performance in a realis-
tic scenario referring to a neighborhood located in the suburbs
of Chicago, IL. The RFN scenario, depicted in Fig. 3, includes
10 federated detached houses, each equipped with an IEEE
802.11g Gateway. To represent the propagation conditions
over the wireless channel, we resorted to a refinement of the
ITU indoor channel model, obtained using the experimental
measurements presented in [24]; also, we implemented the
automatic data rate adaptation scheme AARF [25]. The aver-
age fraction of Gateways in radio visibility of a WS, when
a data rate of 6 Mbps is used, is 0.8. A handover delay of
300 ms accounts for the set-up of both an optimized mobile
IP protocol and of the the link-layer reassociation procedure.
Elastic traffic is simulated using TCP SACK, while inelastic
traffic is represented by UDP flows. Both elephant and mice
TCP flows are considered: the former represent bulk FTP
transfers, while the latter correspond to an occasional, http-
like file transfer, whose size is an instance of a random
variable with negative exponential distribution and mean equal
to 2 Mbytes. The payload size of TCP and UDP data packets
is 1400 bytes. As for the algorithm and protocol parameters,
we set the duration of the measurement period to 3 s, $ = 0.2,
NL = 10, TL = 0.4 and TH = 0.9, #r = 0.3 s, and #p = 0.1 s.

Below, we first evaluate the accuracy of the proposed
algorithms in assessing the Gateway status and its suitability
to accommodate additional WSs in its BSS. Then, we focus
on the energy savings that our resource-sharing protocol can

bring, while providing load balancing and meeting the user
expectations in terms of throughput.
A. Gateway status and suitability assessment

For clarity, we start by considering only one Gateway; the
case of several Gateways with overlapping coverages follows.

The first scenario we study corresponds to an underloaded
BSS, which includes a WS originating an uplink 2-Mbps UDP
flow, and three other WSs that are the destinations of one
mouse TPC flow each. The aggregate throughput for elastic
and inelastic traffic is depicted in the top plot of Fig. 4(a),
along with the saturation throughput S. The load estimate
carried out by the Gateway is shown in the bottom plot, from
which it can be seen that the Gateway correctly detects a Light
status. At t=17 s, the UDP flow ends and the WS becomes
the destination of one mouse TCP flow. Again, the Gateway
correctly estimates to be in Light status thus showing that
the saturation throughput is a good representation of the BSS
capacity, and that our algorithm can accurately detect the BSS
load level.

Fig. 4(b) presents the results for a medium-loaded BSS.
Specifically, now there are three WSs that originate UDP
traffic at 4 Mbps and are the destinations of a mouse TCP
flow; a fourth WS is the destination of one mouse TCP flow.
At t=17 s, the UDP streams end and two WSs become the
destinations of an elephant TCP flow. The bottom plot in
Fig. 4(b) shows that the Regular status is always detected.

Finally, Fig. 4(c) refers to an overloaded BSS with three
WSs, each of which generates UDP traffic at 5 Mbps. Two
of them are also the destinations of an elephant TCP flow.
At t=17 s, the UDP streams end and two WSs become the
destinations of an elephant TCP flow. The plots highlight the
effectiveness of our algorithm in evaluating the BSS load under
heavy traffic conditions too, and even for TH as high as 0.9.

The next set of results, shown in Fig. 5, depicts the accuracy
of our algorithm in estimating the suitability of a Gateway to
accommodate additional WSs. In this case, a tagged Gateway
receives offload requests from its federated Gateways and
needs to assess how much room (if any) there is in its BSS.
We refer to a scenario that includes four Gateways, three of
which would like to relocate a WS to the tagged Gateway.
To present different network conditions, we deploy the WSs
so that, due to path loss, the initial data rate is 6 Mbps and
consider a case where there is a mix of uplink and downlink
flows. In particular, initially a WS originates one 1-Mbps UDP
stream and one elephant TCP flow.

At t=8.2 s, a first relocation request is received for a WS
that originates an elephant TCP flow and is the destination
of a 0.5-Mbps UDP stream. The tagged Gateway computes
its value of room-metric, which shows bandwidth availability
(right plot), then, in our example, the WS is relocated to the
tagged Gateway. At t=12.5 s, a second relocation request is
received for a WS that originates a 0.5-Mbps UDP stream and
is the destination of an elephant TCP flow. The room-metric
correctly reflects the Gateway suitability to accommodate the
WS, which is relocated to it. Finally, at t=16.1 s a third
relocation request arrives, for a WS that is the destination
of one 0.5-Mbps UDP stream and one elephant TCP flow.
This time the requested bandwidth is higher than the current
availability (i.e., the estimated load would exceed the Heavy
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status threshold), and % correctly drops below (1! TH). The
WS is therefore rejected.
B. Effectiveness of the resource-sharing protocol

We now evaluate the benefits brought by our protocol in
terms of energy saving, along with its performance in terms
of load balancing and traffic throughput.

More specifically, in each scenario we compute the load
level of every BSS, the number of WSs associated to each
Gateway, and the difference between the MAC-layer through-
put experienced by the WS with and without our energy-saving
framework. As for the energy savings, we show the number
of Gateways that the framework can switch off, as well as the
energy consumed by the RFN with respect to the case where
all Gateways are always “on”. In order to compute the latter
metric, we model the Gateway energy consumption as follows.

By relying on the specifications of available products, we
consider that the power consumption of the 802.11 radio
interface is equal to Pi=150 mW in idle mode, Pr=1.2 W in
receive mode, and Pt=1.6 W in transmit mode [26], while the
consumption of the low-cost, low-power interface (assumed
to be an 802.15.4 radio) is ps=186 µW in sleep mode and pa
=165 mW in receive/transmit mode [27]. As for the rest of the
Gateway device, previous studies [28] have observed that the
power consumption of a home Gateway, or, equivalently, of
commercial modem/routers, is about PG = 4 W and does not
vary significantly with the traffic load. Indeed, the idle state

requires a large amount of energy because of the operations
that have to be performed periodically to monitor the network
state (e.g., DSL heartbeat, PPPoE link quality report). Thus,
over a given observation period T , we compute the energy
consumption of a Gateway by considering that in the “on”
state its power consumption is PG, plus that of the 802.11
radio and that of the 802.15.4 device in sleep mode. In the
“off” state, instead, the only contribution is due to the 802.15.4
interface. The resulting value is given by,

T · [ton (PG + Piton,i + Prton,r + Ptton,t + ps) + toffpa]

where ton (toff ) is the time fraction during which the Gateway
is “on” (“off”), and ton,i, ton,r and ton,t are the time fractions,
during the “on” period, in which the 802.11 radio is in idle,
receive and transmit mode, respectively. Given the energy
model of the gateway, the energy saved by a switched-
off GW (PG) is always greater than the increased energy
used by neighboring GWs and by the relocated WSs, whose
maximum transmit power reaches 200 mW for recent MIMO
products [29].

Next, we consider two sample traffic scenarios that allow
us to evaluate the benefits of the offloading procedure. We
consider that initially all Gateways are “on” and have three
associated WSs each. Also, the nodes start transmitting at
54 Mbps; as already mentioned, the data rate is then adapted
according to the AARF mechanism.
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Fig. 6. First scenario: time evolution of the BSS throughput (top) and of the
normalized load (bottom).
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The first scenario includes a mix of TCP and UDP (up-
link/downlink) traffic flows. We set up all BSSs to initially
feature the same mix of traffic. Specifically, out of the three
initially associated to every Gateway, two WSs originate
one 0.5-Mbps UDP stream each and are the destinations of,
respectively, one elephant and one mouse TCP flow, while the
third WS originates an elephant TCP flow. Elephant TCP flows
share a 10-Mbps link in the wired section of the network.

The top plot in Fig. 6 depicts the total throughput within
each BSS controlled by a Gateway and highlights that, being
in Light status, the Gateways try to relocate their WSs and
turn themselves off. Around t=45 s, the RFN stabilizes with
three Gateways that remain “on”, two of which in Regular
status (GW 3 and GW 4) and one in Light status (GW 8),
as shown in the bottom plot. The WS distribution over the

three “on” Gateways is as follows: 12 WSs are associated to
GW 3 and GW 4, and 6 to GW 8. Note that, while GW 3
and GW 4 end up having a similar load, the load of GW 8
is much lower. However, GW 8 cannot relocate its WSs to
either GW 3 or GW 4, as the additional load would drive the
two Gateways into the Heavy status (see Fig. 6, bottom plot).
As for the energy efficiency, the left plot in Fig. 7 depicts the
saving achieved by each Gateway in the RFN, with respect to
the case where all Gateways are “on”. Though GW 3, 4 and
8 remain always “on” and have to serve all WSs in the RFN
for most of the time, the overall energy saving exceeds 60%.

At this point, one may wonder about the degradation
in performance that the WSs experience. Fig. 8 shows the
difference between the throughput of the traffic flows in the
initial configuration (i.e., all Gateways “on” and three WSs per
Gateway) and the one experienced when the resource sharing
protocol is applied (i.e., only three “on” Gateways). For clarity,
in the case of TCP we show only the results for the flows
experiencing the worst and the best performance. Observe that
UDP streams practically experience no losses and the variation
in the throughput of TCP flows is marginal.

The second scenario features a similar combination of flows
as the previous one, but we introduce two important changes.
First, all elephant TCP flows now share a 100-Mbps link in the
wired part of the network, thus allowing more breathing room
for TCP congestion control, hence higher nominal throughput.
Second, we removed the elephant TCP downlink flows from
the WS associated to five out of ten Gateways, essentially
earmarking those Gateways as candidates to start a successful
offloading procedure. The per-Gateway throughput and the
normalized load are displayed in Fig. 9. As expected, the
five less-loaded Gateways are those that manage to offload
their WSs to nearby Gateways and turn themselves off, as
shown by the downward curves in the bottom plot. The WS
distribution over the five “on” Gateways turns out to be the
following: 4 WSs are associated to GW 2, GW 4 and GW 8,
while 3 and 5 WSs are associated, respectively, to GW 3 and
GW 9. In the first scenario, the reassociation of WSs to nearby
Gateways caused the latter to see a throughput increase since
local TCP flows were throttled on the wired link, and the
newcomers could easily fill the available room. Now, instead,
the availability of a larger backhaul capacity allows all TCP
flows to greedily fill the available room with elastic traffic
prior to receiving offloaded WSs (top plot of Fig. 9). As a
result, when offload requests are dispatched, the five Gateways
where downlink TCP flows are still active are chosen after
establishing that the additional WSs do not cause their status to
become Heavy. Looking at the total throughput that each active
Gateway exhibits (top plot of Fig. 9), the changes are minimal.
However, as depicted in Fig. 10, single elephant TCP flows on
those Gateways incur throughput losses ranging from a few
percentage points up to 60% in the worst case. The energy
savings in this second scenario, highlighted in the right plot
of Fig. 7, are quite remarkable (almost 50%). Additionally,
not having their total throughput affected, “on” Gateways
experience a negligible increase in their energy consumption.
Summary: The above results show that our approach ex-

hibits high accuracy in estimating the network load conditions
and the Gateway capability to accommodate additional WSs.
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Fig. 9. Second scenario: time evolution of the BSS throughput (top) and of
the normalized load (bottom).
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Fig. 10. Second scenario: time evolution of the BSS throughput loss.

Thanks to such accuracy, our framework can provide high en-
ergy savings, without significantly degrading the performance
experienced by the users. In particular, in the case of inelastic
traffic, users always obtain their expected throughput, inde-
pendently of the BSS to which they are associated. We also
mention that results (omitted for lack of space) with varying
thresholds TL and TH have shown that these parameters can
be effectively tuned so as to let the framework yield either
higher energy savings or higher throughput for elastic traffic.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We designed a set of procedures aimed at managing under-
load and overload conditions in wireless Gateways of federated
households. Exploiting load monitoring of uplink/downlink
elastic and inelastic traffic, we introduced offload procedures
that allow (i) an underloaded Gateway to relocate all of its
WSs and thus switch off; (ii) an overloaded Gateway to
relocate some of its WSs and alleviate its status. By simulation,
we showed the effectiveness of the procedures in realistic
federated neighborhood scenarios. Further developments will
address the implementation of our solution in real devices,
along with experimental measurements and hands-on energy
saving quantification, as well as the evaluation of the theo-
retical maximum energy saving, resulting from the optimal
allocation of the active WSs to federated GWs.

As a final comment, energy saving introduced by algorithms
such as ours have the potential to positively impact the global
effort to achieve green networking, if implemented on a large
scale. As expected, energy savings, though remarkable, do
not come for free and at times could result in a somewhat
downgraded experience for ongoing elastic flows. However,
our algorithm allows home users to tinker with performance
knobs (such as the $ parameter) in order to tradeoff “green-
ness” and QoS according to their wishes.
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ABSTRACT
Aggregating multiple 802.11 Access Point (AP) backhauls
using a single-radio WLAN card has been considered as a
way of bypassing the backhaul capacity limit. However, cur-
rent AP aggregation solutions greedily maximize the indi-
vidual station throughput without taking fairness into ac-
count. This can lead to grossly unfair throughput distribu-
tions, which can discourage user participation and severely
limit commercial deployability.

Motivated by this problem, we present THEMIS, a single-
radio station that performs multi-AP backhaul aggregation
in a fair and distributed way, without requiring any change
in the network. We implement THEMIS on commodity
hardware, evaluate it extensively through controlled exper-
imental tests, and validate it in a deployment spanning 3
floors of a multistory building. THEMIS is being used in
a commercial trial by a major broadband provider to its
customers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.5 [Computer Communication Networks]: Local and
Wide-Area Networks—Access schemes; C.2.1 [Computer
Communication Networks]: Network Architecture and
Design—Wireless communication

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Performance.

1. INTRODUCTION
In urban environments, residential users can potentially

see multiple 802.11 APs in range with high quality [1], usu-
ally connected to broadband links. As the speeds of 802.11
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WLAN are typically an order of magnitude higher than
those of standard broadband connections, one can use a
single 802.11 wireless card to aggregate the bandwidth of
multiple AP backhauls in range by virtualizing the card and
cycling over the APs in a TDMA fashion. The result of such
multi-AP aggregation scheme is that stations will connect to
several APs in range and share their backhaul connections.

In that scenario, using an aggregation scheme like Fat-
VAP [2], where stations greedily maximize their individual
throughput, may lead to severe unfair situations. Fairness
is important because it can impact individual users perfor-
mance and reduce its applicability on a commercial setting.
For example, a station that is unluckily located in an area
with only one AP in range, can see its throughput signifi-
cantly lowered by other stations sharing the same AP, even
if those stations could get spare bandwidth from other APs.
This is what we call topology unfairness. We argue that
providing a fair distribution of throughput even in such het-
erogeneous situations is crucial to maintain a certain level of
service across all users. Without some form of fairness, the
perceived value of the system is severely reduced, and users
will not participate.

Other unfairness situations also exist. For instance, sta-
tions using applications with many TCP flows, such as P2P,
can severely a!ect the performance of other stations run-
ning single-flow applications such as Web downloads. We
call this situation flow distribution unfairness, and can re-
sult in some stations obtaining much less throughput than
what they would obtain without sharing.

Another example of unfairness could appear in a scenario
where customers with di!erent subscription plans share their
broadband links. For instance, fast broadband customers
(that pay more than slow broadband customers), should ob-
tain a greater share of the spare backhaul capacity. If this
is not enforced, customers may be inclined to buy slower
(and cheaper) broadband connections and free-ride on their
neighbors’ spare bandwidth. This is a typical“tragedy of the
commons” example: people tend to over-exploit the shared
resource by minimizing their contribution (their broadband
contracted speed), ultimately cannibalizing the shared re-
source. Moreover, this eliminates the incentive of an ISP
to deploy the sharing system, because it threats its business
model. We call this billing unfairness (Section 2).

The above fairness scenarios can have a dramatic im-
pact on the deployability of various multi-AP aggregation
schemes including: a) community-based sharing schemes
(e.g. FON [3], Wi-Sh [4]), b) Telco-managed sharing schemes
where residential WiFi gateways are shared across all users
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Figure 1: Unfairness for users with di!erent AP con-
nectivity.

that subscribe to the service, and c) commercial AP aggre-
gation scenarios (e.g. airport hotspots). Moreover, existing
aggregation schemes such as FatVAP [2] and VirtualWiFi [5]
are not designed with fairness in mind, and hence cannot be
directly applied to the above scenarios.

Motivated by these problems, we introduce THEMIS1,
a single-radio station that fairly aggregates the backhaul
bandwidths of several APs. We extensively evaluate THEMIS
in controlled scenarios, and show that it provides a fair dis-
tribution of the available backhaul bandwidth among users
(Section 4). Finally, we validated THEMIS by emulating
a typical urban neighborhood environment consisting of a
setting of 10 commercial ADSLs with their correspondent
802.11g APs over 3 consecutive floors of a multistory build-
ing (Section 5).

2. FAIR WIRELESS BACKHAUL AGGRE-
GATION

Let us consider the multi-AP backhaul aggregation system
depicted in Fig. 3, where single-radio 802.11 stations simul-
taneously connect to one or more APs. In this scenario, the
AP backhaul bandwidth of the APs is shared among the
stations. Next we will give some illustrative examples which
show the need for fairness and how greedy schemes, such
as [2], fail.
Topology unfairness. Consider the experiment2 depicted
in Fig. 1(a), where stations A and B share 3 APs, each of
them having a 5 Mbps backhaul. The wireless speed from
each station to the three APs is 20 Mbps. However, because
of its location, station B has only two APs in range, while
station A can reliably connect to all the APs. A fair distri-
bution of the aggregated AP backhaul would assign half of
the backhaul capacity — 7.5 Mbps — to each station. Us-
ing a throughput maximization scheme as in [2], station B
obtains 5 Mbps, almost half of the throughput of station A,
which obtains more than 9 Mbps due to its better location
(Fig. 1(b)).
Flow distribution unfairness. Consider now the exper-
iment in Fig. 2(a), where stations A and B connect to two
APs with 5 Mbps backhauls. The wireless speed between the
stations and the APs is 20 Mbps. Station B starts one down-

1THEMIS is the Greek goddess of Justice, usually portrayed
as an impassive blindfolded woman, holding scales outside a
courthouse.
2All the tests and validations in this paper are performed ex-
perimentally on realistic scenarios. See Section 4 for details
about the experimental setup.
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Figure 2: Unfairness for users with di!erent number
of flows.

load per AP, each using a single TCP flow. Station A, on
the other hand, starts one download per AP, but each using
10 TCP flows. The experiment is set up to guarantee that
the flows are not limited by the end-to-end connection, i.e.
the bottleneck is in the AP backhaul. In this scenario, a fair
distribution of the AP backhaul would result in each station
receiving 5 Mbps. However, if the stations aim to maxi-
mize their individual aggregate throughput without taking
fairness into account as in [2], the result is a gross unfair dis-
tribution of the bandwidth, with station A receiving almost
9 Mbps, most of the aggregated bandwidth, while station
B receives less than 1 Mbps (Fig. 2(b)). A similar scenario
could be shown for the case of billing unfairness.

The above examples clearly illustrate the need to provide
a fairness mechanism for the multi-AP backhaul aggregation
scheme. However, it is important to agree on some notion
of fairness, since each one could have di!erent design impli-
cations and trade-o!s. We discuss this in detail next.

2.1 What Kind of Fairness?
In order to address the unfairness situations described

above, we start by describing our fairness requirements. First
we would like to ensure that fairness is achieved at the level
of the station’s total received throughput, as opposed to in-
dividual flows or packet level fairness (per-station fair-
ness). Second, we would like to ensure that users with
better subscription plans (e.g. faster broadband links) ob-
tain greater share of the aggregated AP backhaul bandwidth
than users with cheaper subscription plans. Thus, in the
examples above the throughput should be obtained propor-
tionally to their priority (weighted fairness). Third, fair-
ness should be enforced across all shared APs, and not just
at the single AP level to ensure a fair global throughput
allocation (across-AP fairness). Fourth, we want to pro-
vide a fairness scheme that is e"cient in terms of network
utilization and strikes a good balance between fairness and
throughput (e"cient fairness). And finally, we would like
to provide a fairness scheme that is stable and has good
convergence properties (stable fairness). Furthermore, in
order to facilitate a wide adoption, we want to minimize the
impact on the existing network infrastructure.

There are di!erent reasons why the above requirements
cannot be achieved using existing network technologies. For
instance, in infrastructure mode, 802.11 does not provide
per-station fairness because its downlink behavior is largely
dominated by its FIFO packet-level scheduler [6]. TCP, on
the other hand, only provides per-flow fairness among com-
peting downlink flows, which is in fact the cause of the flow
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distribution unfairness [7]. Even if one would manage to im-
plement some fairness mechanism at the individual AP level
(for example changing the FIFO behavior or introducing
some clever time-based scheduler [8]), this would not result
in across-AP fairness without the use of explicit signaling
among the APs.

Our Choice of Fairness
In wireless systems, it is well known that fairness and through-
put are often at odds [9]. For instance, imagine a scenario
where two stations are sharing a wireless medium, and their
wireless speeds are at a ratio of 10:1. A throughput optimal
allocation would only allow the fast station to transmit, be-
cause every time slot devoted to the slow station would be
wasted in low speed, losing the chance of a fast transmis-
sion. At the other extreme, a max-min fair allocation (e.g.
one that maximizes the minimum of all station throughputs)
would equalize the throughput transmitted by both stations.
This allows the slow station to transmit most of the time,
causing performance anomaly [9], that severely reduces the
overall throughput.

Proportional fairness lies in the middle of the two ex-
tremes, providing a good compromise between fairness and
e"ciency (e.g. in [10]). It also achieves a good trade-o! in
terms of convergence and stability as shown in [11]. Finally,
it allows for weighted fairness formulation. Weighted pro-
portional fairness meets our e"cient, stable and weighted
requirements.

To comply with the other two requirements (per station
and across-AP fairness), we cannot rely on existing formu-
lations such as those in [2]. In fact [2] uses a knapsack
scheduler that maximizes the individual station’s through-
put, and does not consider how the aggregate throughput
is partitioned across stations. As a result, we need a new
formulation that takes this problem into consideration. We
describe it next.

2.2 Fairness Formulation
Recall the scenario depicted in Fig. 3. Let S be the set of

stations and A the set of APs. Denote Tik as the throughput
sent from APi to station k. And let yk =

!
i#A Tik denote

the total throughput received by station k. Let U(·) be
a di!erentiable, strictly concave, increasing function which
represents the utility at every station as a function of the
received throughput. We model the fairness problem as3

3For simplicity, and given that current residential tra"c is
heavily biased towards downloads, our formulation only con-

max
"

k#S

U(yk) (1)

s. t.
"

k#S

Tik ! bi, "i # A, (2)

"

i#A,wik>0

Tik

wik
! 1,"k # S , (3)

Tik $ 0, "i # A,"k # S , (4)

where wik is the wireless capacity4 at which station k can
receive from APi, that takes into account the interference
from other clients connected to that AP, and bi is the back-
haul capacity of APi.

Eq. (2) is the AP backhaul capacity constraint, and en-
sures that the total tra"c traversing the APi backhaul does
not exceed the backhaul capacity bi. Eq. (3) corresponds
to the station k wireless capacity constraint, and guarantees
that the total tra"c received by station k does not exceed
the total capacity of its wireless interface. Finally (4) forces
the values Tik to be positive.

Note that there exists an additional constraint not in-
cluded in the formulation, corresponding to the AP wireless
capacity constraint, namely

!
k#S

Tik
wik

! 1,"i # A. This
constraint ensures that the maximum capacity of the wire-
less interface at APi is not exceeded. However, we verified
analytically that this constraint may be violated only in the
extreme cases of clients severely limited by the wireless. We
avoid this situation by preventing stations from connecting
to APs if their signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is very low. This
makes sense, as a multi-AP aggregation scheme is only use-
ful if the speed of WLAN is greater than the speed of the
AP backhaul.

Finally, as described in Section 2.1, we choose a weighted
proportionally fair utility function U(yk) = Kk·log yk, where
Kk represents the relative priority of user k (for example,
a value linearly dependent to the AP backhaul bandwidth
owned by user k). If all the users have the same priority we
use Kk = 1.

Decomposition and Interpretation
As described in [11], the solution of the above optimization
problem can be obtained via the primal-dual formulation
using a gradient descent algorithm. From there we derive
the following optimal rate update rule

Tik = T̂ik + !
#
U $(yk)% pi % qik

$
, (5)

where T̂ik is the bandwidth request in the previous step of
the algorithm, U $(yk) is the derivative of the utility function
evaluated at the current throughput received by the station
yk, and ! is the step size of the rate update algorithm5.
The quantities pi and qik are the prices corresponding to

siders downlink tra"c. However an equivalent formulation
can be designed for uplink tra"c.
4Note that wik = 0 if station k does not connect to APi.
5When using proportional fairness, and in order to reduce
oscillations as suggested by [12], we use ! = !$yk, with !$

the new step size.



constraints (2) and (3) respectively, calculated as follows

pi =

%
p̂i %

"
bi

&
#bi %

"

k#S

Tik

'(+

, (6)

qik =

%
q̂ik % $

wik

&
µ%

"

i#A

Tik

wik

'(+

, (7)

where p̂i, q̂ik are the prices obtained in the previous step of
the algorithm, and " and $ are the step sizes of the price up-
date algorithm. In order to improve the network utilization,
and as suggested in [12], we normalize the price step size by
the link capacities to favor good links. Finally #, µ ! 1 are
the congestion thresholds and (x)+ = max(x, 0).

The price pi in (6) represents the level of congestion on
the backhaul of APi, and it is a linear function of its avail-
able bandwidth. Similarly, qik in (7) represents the level of
congestion on the wireless link from station k to APi, and it
is a function of the available card time at the station6. As
congestion increases, the respective prices will increase and
the throughput demand Tik of station k through APi will
decrease according to (5).

The values # and µ are the congestion thresholds, i.e. re-
spectively the level of utilization of theAPi backhaul and the
wireless radio-interface of station k that will trigger the al-
gorithm congestion control. When that happens, the prices
pi and qik increase, prompting the throughput requests for
their respective paths to decrease7.

In order to distributedly solve the optimization problem
in (1), each station has to periodically obtain the prices (6)
and (7) for its links, and then update its rates following
(5). However, implementing this algorithm locally at each
station without sharing information with the APs and/or
other stations has the following challenges:

• once the values Tik in (5) are obtained at station k, those
rates need to be enforced at APi (Section 3.1).

• in order to calculate the prices pi in (6) and qik in (7), each
station k needs to obtain the values of bi and Tij j &= k,
which are not directly available at the station. Moreover
each station k needs to accurately know the wireless ca-
pacity wik of each APi (Section 3.2).

• a single-radio station has to manage the communication
with multiple APs on independent radio frequencies. And
it has to do it e"ciently and using standard-compliant
802.11 (Section 3.3).

Addressing the above challenges in a real system requires
careful design and implementation, which we describe next.

3. THEMIS
THEMIS is a single-radio wireless station based on the

MadWiFi 0.9.4 driver [13] and the Click modular router 1.6.0
[14], that connects to multiple APs and aggregates their

6The time that the card is not being used for transmitting
or receiving.
7The values of the congestion thresholds represent a perfor-
mance threshold: the closer to 1 the better if for the network
utilization, but the worse is for the short-term fairness of the
algorithm.
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Figure 4: Time-division access to multiple APs.

backhaul bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 4, THEMIS com-
municates separately to APs at di!erent radio-frequencies
using Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA). Once con-
nected to one AP, THEMIS transmits and receives tra"c
according to the 802.11 DCF protocol. The amount of time
spent on APi is denoted duty cycle fi. The constant time
T that THEMIS takes to perform a standard TDMA cycle
is called wireless period. THEMIS will use any spare duty
cycle to do other operations such as AP scanning or saving
energy.

3.1 Scheduler
Let us consider a THEMIS station running the optimiza-

tion algorithm in (1), and calculating the request rate to
APi to be Tik in (5). In principle, in order to collect the
bandwidth Tik from APi, station k needs to connect to APi

during a duty cycle fik = Tik/wik, where wik is the wireless
capacity from APi to station k. By reducing the time spent
on APi, the duty cycle fik e!ectively acts as a gauge that
limits the amount of bandwidth that can be received from
the AP. As a consequence, TCP flows adjust their transmis-
sion rate to meet the request Tik.

There are cases where station k does not receive the ex-
pected tra"c Tik during the duty cycle fik. There are vari-
ous reasons for this discrepancy: wireless losses, congestion
in the AP queue, CSMA contention delays in the wireless
links, etc. We introduce a correction factor %ik = Tik/xik

to account for the deviation between the expected received
tra"c Tik and the actual tra"c xik received by station k
from APi during the selected duty cycle fik. As a result,
THEMIS connects to APi for

fik = %ik
Tik

wik
+ ci, (8)

where %ik is the correction factor, and ci is the overhead of
switching from one AP to the next (see Section 3.3). Note
that after applying the correction factor it may happen that
the corrected duty cycles exceed the allowed time, violating
the station k wireless capacity constraint, i.e.,

!
i#A fik > 1.

In that case we distribute the wireless period proportionally
among the links as described in the Appendix.

3.2 Estimators
The calculation of the duty cycle fik in (8) at station k

for a given APi and the update of the prices pi and qik in
(6) and (7) require the following information:

• the utilization rate &i =
!

k#S Tik of the APi backhaul;

• the wireless capacity wik, that determines the maximum
transmission rate of the wireless link; and

• the AP backhaul capacity bi, that measures the maximum
speed at which the APi backhaul can send tra"c.
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A straightforward way to obtain those values would be to in-
troduce new signaling to exchange this information between
the APs and the stations. However, that would introduce
extra overhead, and would also require modifying (or replac-
ing) the existing AP installed base. To avoid it, THEMIS
estimates these values locally. Note that it is important to
achieve high accuracy on the estimations, because wrong
estimations would a!ect the performance of the scheduler.
This is a hard problem because:

• AP backhaul : the AP backhaul is shared with other sta-
tions and any measure of the APi utilization rate &i and
capacity bi must be done in the limited slice of time fik ·T
that station k dedicates to APi.

• wireless link : the wireless capacity of one AP has to be
measured while the AP transmits in saturation. This is
not guaranteed because the wireless link is usually not the
bottleneck of the end-to-end communication.

We next describe how THEMIS estimates these values.

Utilization Rate of the AP Backhaul
The estimation of the utilization rate &i of the AP backhaul
relies on the fact that every frame sent by an 802.11 AP car-
ries a MAC Sequence Number (SN) in the header. The SN
is a module 4095 integer incremented by the AP each time
a new frame is sent, and it is independent of the destina-
tion. THEMIS stations listen to the tra"c sent by APi, and
store its SNs. By counting the SNs, the THEMIS station
knows the amount of packets traversing the APi backhaul8.
Note that this way of counting is robust to packet loss and
disconnection periods, as long as the stations do not miss
more than 4095 successful frames (retransmitted frames do
not increase the SN), which for an average 802.11 frame size
would correspond to seconds, an order of magnitude larger
than the THEMIS’ TDMA period9.

Formally, let us refer to Fig. 5. We denote SN i
1[First] and

SN i
M [Last] the MAC sequence number of the first and last

packet, respectively, sent by APi to any station, during a
window of time M ·T , where M is an integer equal or greater
than 1. Then, THEMIS derives the number of packets sent

8Here we assume that most of the 802.11 data tra"c tra-
versed the AP backhaul, as it is often the case when using
802.11 in infrastructure mode.
9To increase the accuracy of the estimation, THEMIS op-
erates in promiscuous mode, thus accounting for the infor-
mation of the packets sent to other THEMIS stations. This
information is never encrypted and can always be retrieved,
even when the payload is encrypted.

from APi in the time M · T as:

N i =
#
SN i

M [Last]% SN i
1[First]

$
mod 4095.

Let us also denote E[Li] the average bit length per packet
at IP layer over all the packets received by station k when
it is connected to APi. We make the reasonable hypothe-
sis that E[Li] does not change between the connection and
disconnection time from APi. Finally, we calculate the APi

backhaul utilization rate as

&i =
E[Li] ·N i

M · T . (9)

Wireless Capacity
THEMIS measures the wireless capacity by calculating the
packet dispersion of frames directed to it when the AP is
transmitting in saturation. In order to detect saturation
periods, station k run-time senses the wireless channel oc-
cupancy, that is, the percentage of time that the channel is
bus, between two consecutive received packets. These statis-
tics are collected from specific 802.11 baseband registers, ex-
posed by the NIC card. If the occupancy is above a certain
threshold (80% in our implementation), we define the AP
in saturation for that pair and store the packet length of
the second packet and the dispersion between the packets.
Then, referring to Fig. 5, wik is derived averaging over the
window of measure M · T as

wik =

!M
j=1 Bj

!M
j=1 T

i
j,SAT

, (10)

where Bj is the sum of the packet length in saturation sent
from APi to station k and T i

j,SAT is the sum of the disper-
sions when station k receives in saturation mode during the
j-th connection to APi. Note that wik takes into account the
existing interference, and depends on the current PHY rate
of APs and stations, the signal quality, and the performance
anomaly [9] during the measurement period.

AP Backhaul Capacity
Several Internet services can be used to estimate the AP
backhaul capacity bi

10, some of them also provided by ISPs
to their clients. Usually, a file coupled to a script is down-
loaded from a server. The script detects when the client has
completed the download and determines bi.

The server report may be hindered by the cross-tra"c
rate of the packets (eventually) being sent through the same
APi backhaul to the other stations. THEMIS connects to a
capacity server, but instead of relying on the server report, it
calculates the peak reached by the utilization rate &i during
the connection time to the capacity server as

bi = max &i[l]
l=1,2,...L

,

where L represents the number of measures during the test
at the 1/(M ·T ) rate, and &i[l] denotes the smoothed average
of &i[l] after the l-th calculation.

3.3 Multiple APs manager
In order to provide an e!cient TDMA implementation

in THEMIS, the wireless driver on top of the single radio
interface is virtualized, i.e., it appears as independent Virtual

10See for example http://www.bandwidthplace.com or
http://www.speedtest.net.
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STAtions (VSTAi) associated to their respective APs. Each
VSTAi is responsible for managing the data communication
with APi and the related procedures such as association,
authentication and scanning. To prevent losses during the
TDMA operation, each THEMIS station k uses the 802.11
Power Save (PS) feature as follows (Fig. 6):

• During the active duty cycle, VSTA1 exchanges tra"c ac-
cording to the 802.11 protocol, while the other VSTAs are
dormant in PS mode. During the PS time, both the AP1

and the station can only bu!er packets [2,5,15].

• When the duty cycle expires, VSTA1 sends a frame to in-
form AP1 that it is going into PS mode. Once received the
MAC ACK, VSTA1 and AP1 start to bu!er the packets
destined to each other.

• THEMIS assigns the control of the card to VSTA2 and
switches to the AP2 radio-frequency.

• VSTA2 sends a frame to AP2 to indicate that it is ready
to send/receive tra"c, and awaits for the MAC ACK.

• The process continues until the station has cycled through
all the VSTAs. The spare duty cycle can be used for other
operations such as scanning or sleeping see Fig. 4). The
station then restarts the TDMA cycle.

In order to minimize the switching cost ci in (8), THEMIS
achieves a fine-grained timing at MAC/PHY level, using the
following techniques:

• THEMIS introduces a MAC virtual queue per AP. This
allows to bu!er packets in the MAC virtual queue, when
THEMIS is selecting some other AP.

• THEMIS e"ciently manages a hardware bu!er (common
to all the VSTAs) of one (1) data packet to quickly switch
among MAC virtual queues. This is a challenging task,
because short H/W queues cause ine"ciencies that neg-
atively a!ect throughput (as a comparison, the original
MadWiFi driver sets the H/W queue size to 200)11.

• In order to switch the PS state, THEMIS piggybacks the
MAC PS bit on the header of the pending data on top of
the MAC virtual queue. THEMIS reverts to the classical
use of probes (as done in [2, 5]) in the rare event of not
having data packets ready for transmission.

11Packets in the hardware queue must be sent before the
end of the duty cycle assigned to the VSTA. This causes a
delay respect to the expected end of the duty cycle imposed
by the THEMIS scheduler. The e"cient management of a
hardware bu!er of size one minimizes any extra-delay.

With the techniques described above, THEMIS incurs in a
switching cost ci of about 1.2-1.5 ms, most of which (around
800 µsec) is spent in hardware radio-channel commutation.
This limited overhead, significantly less than [2,5], increases
the stability of the system by reducing the jitter in the
switching procedure. This enables a fine-grained selection
of duty cycles assigned by the scheduler even if the station
transmits in saturation mode, which is of particular impor-
tance for TCP tra"c.

On top of the MAC implementation, THEMIS uses a flow
mapper to assign new TCP flows from the upper layers to
a specific VSTA. While we could use a more sophisticated
flow mapper, we employed a proportional based mapper as
in [2]: the amount of tra"c rik assigned to APi maintains
the proportions of the bandwidth obtainable from each AP
and equal to rik=

fikwik!
j fjkwjk

.

Finally, THEMIS implements a Reverse-NATmodule that
i) makes sure that the packets leave the station with the
correct source IP address (i.e. the one corresponding to the
outgoing VSTA, as assigned by the AP); and ii) presents
a consistent (dummy) IP to the applications, providing IP
transparency to higher layers.

4. VALIDATION
We evaluate THEMIS in an extensive set of tests. Our

findings show that

• the estimators described in Section 3.2 are accurate, and
stations do not need to request information from the net-
work.

• THEMIS achieves a fair sharing of the aggregate network
capacity among stations, while e"ciently using the aggre-
gated network capacity.

In our experiments, the APs are o!-the-shelf Linksys, run-
ning Linux DD-WRTv24 firmware. The stations are Linux
laptops, equipped with a single-radio Atheros-based wire-
less NIC. For every AP and station in the network, the
wireless multimedia extensions (WME) and the RTS/CTS
handshake are disabled. Any non-standard compliant 802.11
feature is also disabled, and H/W queues are set up with
802.11 best e!ort parameters.

4.1 Evaluation of THEMIS Estimators
We first verify the accuracy of the estimators used by

THEMIS. We start studying the estimation of the back-
haul utilization rate &i in a test where 3 THEMIS stations
download HTTP files using 3 Mbps lines. Stations are con-
nected to the AP using a fixed connection time of 25 ms
over a period of 100 ms. Stations are not synchronized,
and they connect to the corresponding APs at independent
times. Consequently, stations can only observe a fraction of
the tra"c load sent to other stations. Moreover, because of
the wireless nature, they may not receive some packets sent
to other stations, missing information such as the sequence
number SN and packet length Li needed by the estimator
in (9).

In this configuration, we compare the estimations of the
backhaul utilization rate over the time at each THEMIS sta-
tion with the actual rate measured at the AP. The results
in Fig. 7 show that all stations obtain a very accurate esti-
mation.
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We next evaluate the THEMIS’ wireless capacity estima-
tor described in Section 3.2. In the test, the THEMIS station
connects to an AP with a duty cycle of 25 ms over a period
of 100 ms, and performs several HTTP downloads from dif-
ferent Internet servers. Fig. 8 shows the estimation of wik in
a period of 4 minutes. THEMIS estimator gives a good ap-
proximation (around 13.7 Mbps) of the speed reported with
a downlink Iperf test from a server located in the same LAN
of the AP.

Estimators of wik are also proposed in [2, 16]. However,
these estimators are based on the time needed to transmit
a packet from the 802.11 station, and so they better repre-
sent uplink speeds rather than downlink. This can result in
severe errors in the estimation of the downlink wireless ca-
pacity. As an example, Fig. 8 shows the performance of the
estimator in [2] for the same scenario, and we observe that it
under-estimates the wireless capacity. In fact, a high down-
link speed will cause a long air-time before transmitting a
packet in uplink, that translates in a low (and erroneous)
downlink wireless capacity estimation.

4.2 System Evaluation
We now evaluate the system implementation of THEMIS

through di!erent tests. For every scenario, we run five tests
of 1800 secs and plot the average results obtained. We
choose such a configuration to verify that results are stable
in time and across di!erent tests. To achieve independent
tests, stations are configured so that the THEMIS estima-
tors are reset after each test. For the transport layer, we use
Linux standard TCP Reno with SACK and delayed ACK
option enabled and we emulate the AP backhaul capacities
using the tc Linux tra"c shaper. Unless otherwise stated:
i) we open a TCP flow per AP using iperf, ii) the AP back-
haul capacity is known at each station k, while the ADSLs

station A station B

802.11 Legacy 0.45 Mbps 6.24 Mbps

THEMIS 3.15 Mbps (f=0.19) 3.40 Mbps (f=0.15)

Table 1: Two stations connected to one AP.

utilization rates {&ik}, and the wireless capacities {wik} are
estimated at THEMIS station k as described in Section 3.2.

THEMIS parameters
Selecting the appropriate wireless period represents a com-
plex trade-o!. On one side, switching among APs introduces
overhead, so selecting long wireless periods reduces the over-
head. However, long periods a!ect TCP performance be-
cause they artificially increase the end-to-end delay. On the
other hand, short periods are desirable, as they reduce the
disconnection time from the APs in PS mode, and prevent
TCP from timing-out. In order to meet all the previous re-
quirements, we select a wireless period T of 100 ms. The
scheduler and estimators are updated every 20 · T = 2 sec-
onds. We also impose that the time of connection to each
AP is at least equal to the switching cost plus 2 ms (that
gives a minimum duty cycle fi $ 0.03).

The values of ! (5), " (6) and $ (7) have been selected
based on extensive simulations, with values that provide a
good trade-o! between convergence and stability. Similarly,
we choose the congestion thresholds for the AP backhaul
and the wireless capacity to be #=0.95 and µ=0.95 respec-
tively. A more detailed sensitivity analysis of the parameters
falls outside the scope of this paper.

Two stations connected to one AP
We first consider the configuration where two stations are
connected to the same AP (802.11 legacy operation). In the
test, we consider that both stations receive tra"c from the
AP at a downlink wireless rate of about w1=20-22 Mbps and
are connected to an AP backhaul of b1=7 Mbps12. We also
consider that station A opens one TCP flow per AP while
station B opens 10 TCP flows per AP.

The results are summarized in Table 1. With legacy 802.11,
station B uses most of the backhaul capacity with an average
received throughput of 6.24 Mbps while station A starves at
0.45 Mbps, at a throughput more than 13 times smaller than
station A. On the other hand, each THEMIS station con-
nects for a limited percentage of card time on each AP to
collect the requested bandwidth T1k. The result is that sta-
tion B — that opens more flows — connects less time than
A, i.e. 14% versus 19% of their time, and then for just a
few ms of the entire wireless period. Indeed station B needs
in average less time to achieve the bandwidth from the AP,
because it is less a!ected by the TCP’s sawtooth behavior
of each flow. As a result, station A and B obtain similar
throughput (3.15 Mbps vs 3.40 Mbps), with a network uti-
lization of 6.55 Mbps instead of 6.69 Mbps, a consequence
of the THEMIS congestion control.

12This is the AP backhaul capacity, and hence the actual
speed available for TCP tra"c may be lower. In fact, be-
cause of TCP’s sawtooth behaviour, not all the available
bandwidth at the bottleneck may be used at any time. The
bandwidth utilization per path can increase establishing
more than one TCP connection over each AP.
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AP1 AP2

Capacity b1=5 Mbps b2=5 Mbps b2=2.73 Mbps

Duty Cycle 0.25 0.71 0.67

Throughput 4.74 Mbps 2.43 Mbps 2.21 Mbps

Table 2: Connection to two APs, one wireless bot-
tleneck.

One station connected to Multiple APs
In these tests we evaluate the e"ciency in terms of network
utilization with one THEMIS station connected to two APs.
Let us first consider the case where the throughput is not
limited by the wireless card speed on any of the connec-
tions, i.e. the expected result is to completely utilize the
available backhaul capacity of the three APs. Here, station
A is associated to 3 APs, at a downlink wireless rate of about
w1=w2=w3=20 Mbps and is connected to AP backhauls of
b1=5 Mbps, b2=1 Mbps and b3=10 Mbps respectively, with
a total bandwidth of 16 Mbps.

As we can see in Fig. 9, the duty cycles converge to stable
range of values. THEMIS spends most of the time on the
best network path (via AP3) and less time on the worst
network path (via AP2). This results in a total aggregated
throughput of 15.05 Mbps, that is with an average utilization
of 94% of the network aggregated capacity, as we expect
from the setting of #=0.95.

We then consider a scenario where a THEMIS station con-
nects to two APs, and is limited by the wireless speed on one
link. In the test, a THEMIS station measures a downlink
wireless capacity of w1=20.74 Mbps on AP1 and w2=2.73
Mbps on AP2 and is connected to AP backhauls of 5 Mbps
each, bottlenecked by the wireless on path 2.

Results are summarized in Table 2. We consider two set-
tings: first, the ideal case where the AP backhaul capacities
are correctly estimated at 5 Mbps, and second, the most
realistic scenario where the estimation of the AP backhaul
capacity of the path limited by wireless (path 2) is bottle-
necked by the wireless capacity b2=w2=2.73 Mbps.

In the first case, THEMIS spends f1=0.25 on the path
with higher wireless speed, obtaining a throughput of 4.74
Mbps. The rest of the time it is spent in the path limited by
the wireless link (f2=0.71), where it achieves a throughput
of 2.43 Mbps (for an aggregated 7.17 Mbps). Note that
a small time (f=1-0.25-0.71=0.04) is used by THEMIS to
detect card time congestions as shown in (7).

In the second case, the throughput achieved on path 2
slightly reduces to 2.21 Mbps, with a sub-utilization of the
path of 2.43-2.21=0.21 Mbps. In fact, a smaller (and wrong)
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Figure 10: 3 THEMIS stations sharing 3 APs.

AP backhaul capacity estimation causes a higher AP back-
haul price p2 on the link, that in turn causes the station to
request less throughput on this connection according to (5).
This translates in a smaller duty cycle f2=0.67 rather than
0.74, that in turns reduces the bandwidth received on this
path.

In both tests, THEMIS makes an e"cient usage of the
network: the overall throughput is higher than the one ob-
tained being connected 100% of the time to AP1 (at most 5
Mbps) or to AP2 (at most w2=2.73 Mbps).

Multiple Stations connected to Multiple APs
We evaluate the fairness and the network utilization e"-
ciency, when di!erent stations are connected to multiple
APs. First, we analyze the case of 3 THEMIS stations, in
the scenario in Fig. 10(a), with 3 APs with backhaul speeds
of b1=7 Mbps, b2=3 Mbps and b3=2 Mbps respectively, re-
sulting in a total aggregated capacity of 12 Mbps. Given
that none of the stations is limited by the wireless links,
each station is expected to get an average aggregated speed
close to 12/3=4 Mbps, even if the stations share a di!erent
number of APs.

This is demonstrated in Fig. 10(b): the 3 stations obtain
a fair share of the aggregate AP backhaul speed, averaging
3.80 Mbps, 3.89 Mbps and 3.75 Mbps on station A, B and C,
respectively, for a total aggregate throughput of 11.44 Mbps,
again around the 95% of the overall available capacity.

Then we consider the scenario in Fig. 11(a), where station
B shares two AP backhauls with station A at wired speeds
of 5 and 1 Mbps, respectively. Station A can also connect to
a third AP (AP3) with a backhaul speed of 10 Mbps. Then,
station B can obtain at most 6 Mbps and can never reach
the 10 Mbps speed of AP3 backhaul.

The results in Fig. 11(b) show a total aggregate TCP
throughput of 9.88 Mbps on station A (with f1=0.08, f2=0.05
and f3=0.47), and 5.09 Mbps on station B (f1=0.28, f2=0.09).
Station A makes the fair decision, reducing the amount of
time connected to the shared APs as much as possible.

Stations with an uneven number of TCP flows
Let us recall the flow distribution unfairness example shown
in Fig. 1(a) (Section 2) where two stations are sharing two
5 Mbps backhaul APs and use an uneven number of TCP
flows. Fig. 12 shows that THEMIS is able to guarantee a fair
share of the aggregated backhaul capacity to each station.

Stations with different priorities
Consider the same scenario as before, where now Station
A and Station B happen to be roaming and sharing two 5
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Figure 11: Two stations sharing partially overlap-
ping sets of APs where station B cannot obtain the
throughput obtained by station A.
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using THEMIS.

Mbps AP backhauls. Let us consider that Station A belongs
to a user that has higher priority than the user of Station B.
For sake of illustration, we suppose that THEMIS applies
weighted proportional fairness using KA = 4 and KB = 1.
Therefore, it is expected that Station A obtains KA/(KA +
KB) = 0.8 of the total bandwidth while Station B obtains
the remaining KB/(KA+KB) = 0.2. The experiments show
that THEMIS stations obtain a throughput of 7.64 Mbps for
Station A and 2.0 Mbps for Station B.

5. THEMIS IN THE WILD
In order to test the scalability of THEMIS, we deploy a

realistic testbed spanning three floors of a multistory build-
ing. The network consists of 10 commercial ADSLs with
their corresponding WLAN APs and 10 THEMIS stations,
i.e. the owners of each line. Nine of the ADSL lines have a
nominal capacity of 3 Mbps and one has a nominal capacity
of 1 Mbps. The APs are distributed every 80 square meters
to emulate the average residential flat size (see Fig. 13) and
are set to independent radio-frequencies in the 2.4 GHz ISM
band13.

In the bootstrap phase, the APs are selected based on a
passive analysis of the SNRs of the 802.11 AP beacons with
“THEMIS” essid. Stations scan for the APs in range and
start authenticating and associating to the AP with high-
est SNR sequentially associating to APs with smaller SNR.
THEMIS requires a minimum SNR of 10dB to guarantee a
stable reception at 1 Mbps PHY basic rate. In each test,
automatic rate selection is active in each THEMIS station,
with independent instances of the Minstrel rate selection al-
gorithm [17] over each wireless uplink.

13The channels optimization is out-of-the-scope of this paper.

Figure 13: Testbed deployment. APs and stations
have been deployed over 3 floors, ground floor (on
the left), mezzanine (in the middle), and first floor
(on the right). Each circle represents an AP, while
stations are placed nearby the APs, one station per
AP. Only stations A, B and C, relevant for some
experiments, are shown in the map. Obstacles, as
walls and desks are presented between all the AP
links.

5.1 Characterization
We measure the capacity of each link of the network (i.e.

the ADSLs and the 10' 10 wireless links). Our findings are
that the 3 Mbps lines o!er a constant maximum speed of
2.65 Mbps and the 1 Mbps line o!ers 0.89 Mbps. Regarding
the wireless links, apart from the 10 “home” links where the
station is located nearby the AP, the SNR measured per
wireless link is consistently lower than 30 dB.

We then generate tra"c from a server connected to the
APs via an 802.3 LAN, activating one AP-station link at a
time, with 5 minutes dedicated to each test. We calculate
the average throughput and the standard deviation for each
link. Then, we re-order the 10 links in descending order
per-station, based on the average throughput.

Results are reported in Fig. 14. Each station can receive
TCP tra"c from at least 3 APs (and up to 5) at a speed
higher than 10 Mbps. The results show the feasibility of
aggregating the low-speed backhaul bandwidth of at least
three APs.

5.2 The Effect of Location
To show the e!ect of location, we perform a test in which

two stations (Station A and Station B as shown in Fig. 13)
initially share the same set of APs and are located a few
meters away from its “home” AP. For this test we use three
APs connected to 3Mbps lines, hence, the total backhaul
capacity that Station A and Station B share is 2.65'3 = 7.95
Mbps. As a result, a fair share of the total bandwidth would
be 7.95/2 = 3.975 Mbps per station. Both stations perform
several HTTP downloads per AP during 2400 seconds. After
1200 seconds of test, Station B moves to a second location
from which it can only be connected to two of the former
APs. As we do not implement IP mobility in our testbed, all
the connections of Station B are dropped and started again
in the new location. As a consequence of the movement of
Station B, the topology of the network changes and stations
observe an uneven AP backhaul capacity.

We run the test using a throughput maximization algo-
rithm as in FatVAP [2]14 (Fig. 15(a)), and using THEMIS

14We implemented the throughput maximization algorithm
according to the description in [2]. To provide a fair compar-
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Figure 14: Wireless link quality assessment.

(Fig. 15(b)). Results show that, when the network topology
is similar for both stations (they are both connected to 3 APs
at similar speed), using throughput maximization results in
a similar long-term performance for both stations, but with
no guarantee of short-term fairness. Moreover, when the
topology changes, Station B is clearly penalized by its new
unlucky location obtaining 2.8 Mbps while Station A obtains
4.8 Mbps.

On the other hand, THEMIS guarantees a fair share of
the backhaul capacity in both topologies, o!ering 3.5 Mbps
to each station. Note that when Station B moves to the
new position, the PHY rate is quickly reduced because of
the lower signal strength, with THEMIS quickly converging
to a fair assignment of the backhaul capacity. Also note
that because the fairness mechanism relies on the congestion
thresholds # and µ (Section 2.2), the network utilization is
slightly lower than the optimal.

5.3 Integrated Operations
We have shown via di!erent deployments that THEMIS

is able to deal with the three types of unfairness that arise
when aggregating AP backhaul bandwidth. However, in a
real life scenario, these unfairness can take place at the same
time. Thus, we perform a test that evaluates THEMIS in
presence of a P2P station (Station A), an unluckily located
station (Station B) and a low priority station (Station C).
The location of the stations is shown in Fig. 13. For this
test we use three APs, each with a 3 Mbps backhaul. The
P2P and the low priority stations are connected to 3 APs
while the unluckily located station is connected to 2 APs.
Given that the low priority station owns a 1 Mbps ADSL
while the others own a 3 Mbps ADSL line, the weights have
been set to KA = KB = 3 and KC = 1. In such experiment,
a fair system should be able to allocate the bandwidth pro-
portionally to the priority of the users.

At the beginning of the test, Station A starts downloading
P2P tra"c from the three APs. After 1200 seconds, Station
B starts several HTTP downloads from the two APs it is
connected to. Finally after 1200 seconds more, Station C
also starts HTTP tra"c from the APs.

The result of using a throughput maximization algorithm
is shown in Fig. 16(a). It is noticeable that Station A, due to
the high number of TCP flows opened by P2P applications,
obtains most of the backhaul capacity preventing Station B
from obtaining its fair share of the bandwidth. Furthermore,
when Station C starts its downloads, the absence of prior-

ison with THEMIS, we use the wireless capacity estimation
of THEMIS and the APs manager described in Section 3.3.
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Figure 15: Assessment of the topology unfairness in
the residential-like deployment.

ity among users further reduces the throughput obtained
by Station B, introducing billing unfairness. Finally, since
Station B and C achieve a similar throughput despite that
station B is unluckily located, the flow distribution unfair-
ness dominates over the topology unfairness.

The result of using THEMIS is shown in Fig. 16(b). When
the unluckily located station B starts its downloads after
1200 seconds, the wireless capacity measured at station A
over the shared APs is reduced because of the performance
anomaly [9]. However, the system quickly adapts: the wire-
less links with lower wireless capacity receive a higher wire-
less price qik and hence smaller throughput demand Tik and
dedicated duty cycle fik. A smaller duty cycle for both sta-
tion A and B means that the probability of being connected
to the same AP at the same time, and consequently the oc-
currence of performance anomaly, is reduced. Concluding,
THEMIS o!ers a fair share of the aggregated bandwidth to
both stations, while providing a high usage of the backhaul
bandwidth. Finally, when Station C starts its downloads,
the priorities are preserved and Station A and B obtain a
greater share of the backhaul capacity.

6. RELATED WORK
In recent years Wi-Fi communities have attracted the at-

tention of both the research community and the wireless
industry because of the uptake of WLAN in residential ar-
eas. In this direction [3, 4, 18] propose to allow members of
the communities to share the backhaul bandwidth of their
WLAN APs. Among those, Wi-Sh [4] discusses the fairness
problems that can arise from sharing resources. However, it
does not consider the use of multiple APs to aggregate their
backhaul bandwidth.

Backhaul bandwidth aggregation has been explored in
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Figure 16: Test with the e!ect of the three types of
unfairness: Station A uses P2P tra"c, Station B is
unluckily located (starts after 1200s) and Station C
is a low priority station (starts after 2400s).

[19, 20], where stations connect to their home APs via eth-
ernet and to the remote APs using WLAN. However, they
do not connect to multiple APs via WiFi, so the number of
APs they can aggregate is limited by the number of physical
interfaces (ethernet and WiFi) available at the stations.

The idea of connecting to multiple APs through a single
radio was first shown in VirtualWiFi [5]. The authors rely
on the WLAN standard power saving (PS) mode to switch
among di!erent Wi-Fi nodes in time division. Switching
among Wi-Fi nodes is transparent to the applications, but
at a high cost in time (30-600 ms). In fact, VirtualWiFi
implements the code on top of the driver card with a MAC
instance for connection.

Within the problem of single radio AP backhaul aggrega-
tion, the closest work is FatVAP [2]. The authors introduce
a scheduler to select the percentage of time to spend on each
AP to maximize the aggregate throughput at each station.
However [2] has a limited focus because it does not resolve
the unfairness across stations, and it only considers stations
connected to (strictly) more than one AP. Furthermore, the
local throughput maximization approach in [2] can not be
extended in order to take into account priority-based per-
station fairness. Compared to [2], THEMIS fairly aggregates
the AP backhaul bandwidth among the di!erent THEMIS
stations, irrespectively of their location, link quality and
number of APs they have in range. Moreover, THEMIS
is able to adapt to di!erent fairness objectives in order to
accommodate the di!erent scenarios discussed in Section 1,
and it achieves this in a completely distributed manner. Fi-
nally, THEMIS implementation of the single-radio multi-AP
TDMA access is improved compared to [2, 5], reducing the

frequency switching overhead and increasing the accuracy
when selecting the amount of time that the station connects
to the di!erent APs. This results in a more e"cient opera-
tion and increased throughput.

Among other work, [21] introduces a support for a seam-
less hand-o! between WLAN APs. In [15], standard solu-
tions have been exploited to increase the aggregate through-
put observed by a single station with respect to the design
in [2,5,21]. However, these works do not consider the prob-
lem of fairness.

Link-alike [22] tackles the problem of minimizing the up-
link total transfer time via multiple wireless links. How-
ever, the solution requires cooperation among the APs, with
802.11 APs transmitting and receiving at the same radio-
frequency, and a custom TCP protocol over the wireless link.

Several tools have been designed to estimate the avail-
able bandwidth along a network path. However, these tools
typically send active probes along a path and/or require
a cooperative implementation at both the sender and re-
ceiver [23,24].

There is little work on non-cooperative estimation of the
ADSL available bandwidth. Most notably ABwProbe [25]
and FAB-Probe [26] rely on the asymmetry of the ADSL
downlink capacity to send TCP ACK packets of di!erent
sizes and receive small TCP RST packets from the TCP
client. Since the TCP RST is at fixed length, they cannot
estimate the available bandwidth from the client-side, as
done by THEMIS.

The estimation of the wireless capacity has been stud-
ied with di!erent levels of accuracy (see e.g. [2, 27]). A
comparison with the implementation of THEMIS has been
provided in Section 4.1. Our experimental evaluation has
demonstrated that the robustness of THEMIS in realistic
scenarios, under MAC contention, adaptive PHY rates and
performance anomaly.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have shown that fairness is a crucial factor for the suc-

cess of multi-AP aggregation schemes. Without fairness, the
perceived value of the system is severely reduced, eliminat-
ing the incentives of users to participate, and of providers to
deploy it. This e!ectively renders such aggregation schemes
unfeasible. In order to achieve fairness, existing multi-AP
aggregation systems that maximize the throughput of sin-
gle users cannot be extended. As a consequence a complete
re-design of the system is required.

To address this problem we introduced THEMIS, a single-
radio station implemented in commodity hardware that is
fair in a multi-AP aggregation scenario. THEMIS operates
locally at each station, using standard 802.11, without re-
quiring any change in the network. This makes THEMIS
ready to be deployed. In fact, THEMIS is being used by a
major broadband provider in a commercial trial.

There are several interesting future lines for this work.
On the technical side, we plan to extend THEMIS to in-
clude uplink tra"c in the formulation, and investigate the
impact and trade-o!s that TDMA may have over the TCP
performance. From an architectural point of view, we are
currently exploring the use of THEMIS to design more power
e"cient access networks. Finally, it would be interesting to
understand how THEMIS can be leveraged to perform ef-
ficient large-scale cellular data o#oading, which appears to
be a di"cult challenge for the years to come.
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APPENDIX
If after applying the correction factors in eq. (8), the result-
ing corrected duty cycles are such that

!
i fik > 1, we apply

the following algorithm to distribute the spare duty cycle:

1. we first reduce the duty cycles for those stations that
overestimated it, i.e., we recalculate the adjusted duty
cycles f $

ik as follows

f $
ik =

)
%ikfik if %ik ! 1
fik otherwise

2. Once adjusted, if the demanded duty cycles exceeds the
capacity of the card, i.e.,

!
i f

$
ik > 1, then we normalize

them f $$
ik = f $

ik/
!

i f
$
ik. If, on the other hand, there is

spare time fsp = 1%
!

i f
$
ik, we distribute it among the

links that need to increase their duty cycles (%ik > 1)
proportionally to their needs as follows

f $$
ik =

)
f $
ik + fsp

!ik!
i !ik

if %ik > 1

f $
ik otherwise

3. Each station uses the resulting values f $$
ik.
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ABSTRACT
In light of the growing disparity between residential broad-

band and WiFi speeds, WiFi backhaul aggregation has been

proposed as a service whereby residential customers can en-

joy higher upload and download throughput when in range

of participating APs. The fundamental assumption behind

all current such proposals is that WiFi clients can be mod-

ified to connect to multiple APs in parallel. This same as-

sumption, however, is the dominant reason why WiFi back-

haul aggregation is seeing tremendous friction for commer-

cial deployment: changing every client WiFi device is cost-

prohibitive.

In this paper, we develop a solution that builds on previ-

ously proposed WiFi aggregation schemes while side-stepping

this obstacle. We reformulate the original problem to en-

able the aggregation service with only AP modifications, and

without the need for additional radio hardware. AGGRAP is

a single-radio AP that can deliver higher throughput to its

clients by aggregating the backhaul capacity of APs within

range regardless of their channel of operation. We build AG-

GRAP with off-the-shelf hardware and evaluate its perfor-

mance on a 6-node testbed using smartphones and laptops

as clients. We describe the conditions under which AG-

GRAP leads to gains comparable to those of client-based

aggregation solutions and demonstrate that the benefits are

substantial despite the fact that the additional backhaul ca-

pacity must be accessed via a two-hop transmission.

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, Internet access speeds have sig-

nificantly increased due to new network deployments
such as xDSL1, Fiber To The Home (FTTH) or cable.
Out of these technologies, the most widespread is xDSL
that can o↵er speeds of up to 50Mbps to users that are
close to the DSLAM if the telephone cables are in good
conditions.

However, the reality is that in many regions, the In-
ternet access speeds remain low (e.g. below 5Mbps).
Fig. 1 shows the access speeds of Colombia’s internet
subscribers as reported by the Ministry of Information
and Communication Technologies[14]. The figure shows

1xDSL comprises ADSL, ADSL+, VDSL...

that out of the 3.37 million Internet accesses in the
country, 97% o↵er speeds below or equal to 4Mbps, that
is an order of magnitude below the speeds that WiFi can
o↵er to these users.
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Figure 1: Distribution of Internet subscriptions in
Colombia per speed in 2011.

Wireless backhaul bandwidth aggregation has been
proposed as a means to increase users’ connectivity speed
with minimal changes to the existing network deploy-
ment [11, 7]. In addition, commercial initiatives like
FON[1] aim to create nation-wide WiFi sharing com-
munities that o↵er the possibility for users to connect
to the Internet when they are away from home if they
are close to an access point (AP) from the community.
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) running wired and cel-
lular access networks see WiFi sharing as an opportu-
nity to o✏oad tra�c from the cellular network, and
backhaul bandwidth aggregation is a mean for them to
increase the quality of their service while they improve
their backhaul networks.
However, taking an academic concept to a commer-

cial deployment brings up a number of factors that need
to be considered. First, the overall solution costs must
be kept low. Thus, introducing extra hardware or re-
quiring highly specialized devices is not an option. Sec-
ond, the deployment of the solution must not be too
complex. Then, the solution must require modifications
to the smallest number of devices possible.
Current backhaul bandwidth aggregation solutions

[11, 7] require driver modifications on the wireless clients

1



to enable such scheme. Each wireless client needs to
feature a virtualized wireless card. This implies that
for a commercial deployment one would need to modify
the operating system and wireless driver of every possi-
ble WiFi client, including smartphones, tablets, laptops,
etc. As one may realize, the cost of such an approach
is absolutely prohibitive.

The problem of the diversity of devices that need to
be modified can be solved by deploying the aggregation
scheme in a much smaller set of devices such as the APs,
which are usually provided by ISPs. However, current
methods to perform aggregation with single-radio de-
vices are not meant to be used in APs. Introducing a
secondary WiFi radio in the APs could provide a tech-
nical solution, but it increases the cost of a device that
is subsidized by the ISP, making the solution impracti-
cable.

The only way to proceed is to develop a solution
that can enable the desired functionality simply through
software AP modifications and without any client sup-
port. In this paper we present AGGRAP, a single-radio
AP that makes possible a commercial deployment of
wireless backhaul aggregation. AGGRAP is able to ag-
gregate the unused capacity of neighboring APs regard-
less of their wireless channel and redirect it to o↵ the
shelf clients.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows: 1)
we propose a feasible and cost-e↵ective backhaul band-
width aggregation solution, 2) we formulate the problem
of wireless backhaul bandwidth aggregation through a
single-radio AP that acts as an AP to its clients, and as
a client to neighboring APs, and show that the problem
can be mapped to the client-based solutions allowing
the same optimization objectives, 3) we evaluate the
performance trade-o↵ of the AP- and client-based solu-
tions analytically and experimentally, and 4) we imple-
ment AGGRAP and show that it is able to aggregate
bandwidth from neighboring backhauls and increase the
throughput of di↵erent types of o↵-the-shelf clients like
laptops or smartphones.

2. CLIENT-BASED BACKHAUL AGGREGA-
TION

AGGRAP builds over the concepts introduced in client-
based backhaul aggregation schemes that we overview
in this section.

State of the art client-based aggregation schemes [11,
7, 8] propose the use of TDMA to enable a single-radio
client to connect to all the neighboring APs regardless of
their frequency of operation. Over cycles of 100 ms the
wireless client sequentially connects to all selected APs
within range in a round robin fashion (shown in Fig. 2).
Using the standard 802.11 power saving feature, a client
is able to notify its absence to the APs it is connected
to so that they bu↵er packets directed to it. This way,

a client performing aggregation appears to be sleeping
in all APs but the one that is currently scheduled in the
round robin cycle.

Client' Client' Client' Client'

t 

idle 

Figure 2: Wireless client TDMA aggregation cycle.

When a client finishes the time allocated to one AP,
sends a packet to announce to the AP that is going to
power saving mode and that it must bu↵er packets di-
rected to it. Then the client tunes the WiFi card to the
frequency of the next AP in the TDMA cycle and sends
a packet to announce its presence and receive all the
packets the AP bu↵ered. During the time in which the
client is switching frequencies, it can not send/transmit
data. This time is called switching time and for state
of the art systems it is 1.5ms [8].
As the backhaul capacity and the wireless link capac-

ity from the client to each AP might be di↵erent, client-
based aggregation systems must optimize the percent-
age of time devoted to each AP. In [11] authors propose
to maximize the individual throughput of each client.
In contrast, [7] shows that individual throughput max-
imization can result in severe unfair throughput distri-
bution and optimizes for weighted proportional fairness
to achieve a good compromise between network resource
utilization and fairness. In both systems, the through-
put obtained from each AP is controlled by the percent-
age of time devoted to it in the TDMA cycle. Note that
a client might be able to collect all the backhaul capac-
ity of neighboring APs and have spare time in which
the WiFi card can go to power saving mode and reduce
the energy consumption of the system.

3. AGGRAP DESIGN
Our goal is to make WiFI backhaul aggregation a

practically deployable solution. To this end, our solu-
tion must fulfill the following four requirements:

• Single-radio APs: the solution must not increase
the cost of the existing hardware.

• Unmodified WiFi clients: to provide aggrega-
tion to all types of devices, we require no modifi-
cations to existing WiFi clients.

• Limited overhead: WiFi aggregation targets only
the primary AP’s immediate neighbors, i.e. we do
not introduce connections that transit more than
2 wireless hops.
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• Backhaul connections primarily dedicated

to serve owner’s devices: AGGRAPs only ag-
gregate unused bandwidth from neighboring APs.

The high level architecture is that of a community
that enables its subscribers to connect to any AP par-
ticipating in the sharing scheme. Beyond the traditional
WiFi sharing, such as FON [1], in our architecture it is
not only users that connect to participating APs, but
also other APs in order to make use of the additional
backhaul capacity. As such, AGGRAP is designed to
switch between two modes: i) serving its clients, and
ii) acting as a client to other participating APs in or-
der to increase the uplink/downlink throughput to its
clients. The latter function is further triggered only
when the backhaul link utilization of the primary AP
exceeds 80%, a case when assistance becomes desirable.

To realize the full potential of backhaul bandwidth
aggregation, AGGRAPs must be able to act as clients
of APs operating in a di↵erent channel. As one of our
requirements is to have single-radio APs, making AG-
GRAP connect to APs in di↵erent frequencies is a chal-
lenge that we address in the following section.

3.1 Single-radio multi-channel operations at
the AP

To perform bandwidth aggregation using a single-
radio AP regardless of the channel of neighboring APs,
the TDMA cycle used in client-based aggregation sys-
tems needs to be adapted to account for the AP func-
tionalities. AGGRAPmust spend the appropriate amount
of time in its own frequency forwarding data to its
clients collected over its backhaul link and those of its
neighboring APs (as shown in Fig. 3). As such, our
scheduling decision is slightly more complicated. Fur-
thermore, we need to address one more challenge - that
if the AGGRAP leaves its own frequency to utilize the
backhaul links of other APs, it may lose packets sent
by its clients or even lead them to disconnection. This
latter problem was not there in previous client-based
formulations since clients have the ability to indicate
to their APs that they are going to disappear for a
while, usually to enter power save mode, and that the
AP should bu↵er packets for later delivery. However,
such a functionality is not present for APs, that are
assumed to be always on when they have clients associ-
ated with them. We address this issue through the use
of the Network Allocation Vector (NAV).

NAV is a counter that each 802.11 device has and
represents the amount of time the previous transmission
will need before being completed. Prior to transmitting
a packet, any 802.11 device estimates the time it will
take to send it given the transmission rate and packet
length and writes this value into the duration field of the
packet MAC header. The other devices in range update
their NAV according to the duration field of the packets

they receive. This way, none of the 802.11 devices in
range will try to access the medium until the end of the
transmission. AGGRAP uses the NAV to reserve the
channel for the amount of time it will be out of its AP
channel. Then, before leaving its primary channel of
operation, it sends a packet to a dummy MAC address2

with a duration field equal to the amount of time it
will be acting as a client for all the other APs. The
maximum value of the duration field is ⇡32ms (15 bits
to indicate the duration in microseconds).

AP# Client# Client#

t 

AP#

Figure 3: Wireless AP TDMA aggregation cycle.

Our design so far addresses our first three require-
ments. To address the forth requirement, we make sure
that AGGRAPs connect to neighboring APs only when
they utilize their backhaul link by more than 80%. To
further enable the derivation of an appropriate TDMA
schedule, AGGRAPs announce through Beacon frames
their backhaul link capacity, as well as their available-
for-aggregation throughput, i.e. the part of their ca-
pacity that is not utilized by their clients. Both values
are reported in Mbps and are computed using weighted
moving averages, updated every 1s. To further en-
sure that only the spare capacity of backhaul links is
used for assistance, client tra�c is prioritized at the
AP. Such prioritization happens through the knowledge
of which MAC addresses appear as APs, as well as
clients. The MAC addresses that act in two roles (e.g.
AGGRAPs) across time are classified as lower priority
”clients” and the tra�c directed to them is not taken
into account in the computation of the available-for-
aggregation throughput.

Discussion.

Using the NAV to reserve a channel is an e↵ective
measure to silence all the clients and prevent packet
losses in the AGGRAP SSID. However, this e↵ect is not
limited to the AGGRAP WLAN and will also silence
any neighboring network in range using the same chan-
nel. Thus, an AGGRAP performing aggregation might
reduce the available air-time of neighboring WLANs.
The impact of AP-based aggregation on other net-

works depends on multiple factors like the number of
overlapping networks, the timing of high bandwidth de-
mand of di↵erent users or the percentage of time an
AGGRAP is collecting bandwidth from other APs. A
solution to the potential loss of resources from silencing
entire contention domains is to standardize the func-

2If the channel reservation packet is transmitted to one of
the clients of the AGGRAP, this client might start trans-
mitting at the end of the reception of the packet.
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tionality of notifying to all the clients inside an SSID
that the AP will not be available for a period of time.
Actually, WiFi direct has already specified this func-
tionality to enable power saving for an AP. In WiFi di-
rect, this is called Notice of Absence and allows 802.11
devices to communicate a planned power-down period.
Notice that such functionality can also be useful in pac-
ing uplink tra�c, a problem described in [12].

3.2 An Example

AP1 AP2 

AP3 

(a) One client.

AP1 AP2 

AP3 

(b) The second client ar-
rives.

Figure 4: One client obtains the aggregated bandwidth
from three APs. When a second client connects to its
AP, the network topology changes.
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Figure 5: Aggregation in a network with three APs and
two clients.

Fig. 4 demonstrates this high level design in a three
household scenario. In this particular case, all three
AGGRAPs are within wireless range of each other. Ini-
tially, the network features a single client that connects
to its home AP (AP1). Given that the tra�c require-
ments exceed the capacity of the backhaul link, AP1
connects to AP2 and AP3 to access more wired capac-
ity. Fig. 5 presents the performance of our prototype of
AGGRAP in the aforementioned topology. The client
of AP1 is able to aggregate the capacity of all 3 back-
haul links of 3 Mbps each. At time 300 seconds a sec-
ond client appears in the network, and connects to its

AP2 
AP1 

AP3 ω12 ω11 
ω13 

b2 b1 b3 

Figure 6: Aggregation with three APs and one client.

home AP (AP3). Given that both clients require more
throughput than their backhaul links can provide, they
use AP2 for assistance. The system is able to provide
a fair share of the backhaul capacity of AP2, leading to
an e↵ective throughput of 4.5 Mbps for each client.

4. FORMULATION
AGGRAPs act as normal APs until their clients sat-

urate their backhaul capacity. When AGGRAP’s pri-
mary clients saturate its backhaul capacity i.e. their
utilization is higher than 80% of the backhaul capacity,
it will scan for neighboring APs that can provide ad-
ditional capacity. Out of all the neighboring APs with
available backhaul capacity, AGGRAPs select the four
APs with best signal to noise ratio (SNR) because it has
been shown in [7, 18] that in typical residential envi-
ronments clients are in range of 4-5 APs with a wireless
channel that o↵ers more than 5Mbps. AGGRAPs will
assist neighboring APs when they are utilized less than
70%. We leave a 10% margin to avoid AGGRAPs os-
cillating between the two modes. At that point in time,
each AGGRAP needs to compute how much time it will
spend serving its own client, and how many additional
APs it will connect to and for how long. Our scheme
comes up with such a schedule aiming to optimize for
weighted proportional fairness, which o↵ers a good com-
promise between fairness and an e�cient utilization of
the network resources.
Consider the example in Fig. 6 where only one of the

three APs has a client that requires maximum speed
connectivity. Each AP is connected to a backhaul link
b

i

, and the client is connected to its home AP with a
wireless channel of e↵ective throughput !11. AGGRAP1

will try to get the capacity from the two neighboring
APs and send the aggregate to its clients. The percent-
age of time that AGGRAP1 needs to be acting as an
AP to be able to send all the backhaul capacity to its
clients is

f11 =

P
8i bi

!11
(1)
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Figure 7: Overlay wireless channels corresponding to
each backhaul link.

Variable name Definition
bi [Mbps] Backhaul capacity of APi

!ij [Mbps] Wireless capacity from APj to APi

!ii [Mbps] Wireless capacity from APi to its clients
fii 2 (0, 1] Time share that AGGRAPi devotes to act

as an AP
fij 2 [0, 1) Time share that AGGRAPi devotes to act

as a client of APj

Table 1: Definition of variables used in the formulation
of the AP-based aggregation system.

where b
i

is the backhaul bandwidth of AGGRAP
i

, !
ij

is
the wireless speed at which AP

i

can receive data from
AP

j

and !

ii

is the wireless speed at which AP
i

can
transmit data to its clients. The values of !

ij

are es-
timated following the same process as in [7] while each
AP knows its b

i

. Note that we consider wireless ca-
pacity as the TCP throughput that a client connected
100% of the time to the AP would obtain using 802.11.

The percentage of time required to obtain the band-
width from neighboring APs is

f1j =
b

j

!1j
(2)

where !1j is the wireless speed at which AGGRAP1

can communicate with AP
j

, and f1j is the percentage
of time that AGGRAP1 spends acting as a client of
AP

j

. If
P

8j f1j < 1, AGGRAP1 has enough time to
aggregate all the backhaul bandwidth and send it to its
client.

However, depending on the wireless channel quality
and the capacity of the backhaul links it will not always
be possible for AGGRAPs to aggregate all the available
capacity. In these situations it is necessary to optimize
the time allocation to obtain a weighted proportionally
fair throughput distribution among APs.

Let us then formulate the problem of f
ij

allocation.
We see that f

ii

(the time AGGRAP
i

spends acting as
an AP for its clients) must not be smaller than bi

!ii
. And

it must also account for the time required to send the
data that has been collected from other APs (i.e.- fi2!i2

!ii

Variable name Definition
!

0
i [Mbps] Wireless capacity from APi to AGGRAP’s

clients
f

0
i 2 (0, 1] Time share that AGGRAPi devotes to data

coming from backhaul bi

Table 2: Definition of variables used in the formulation
of the AP-based aggregation system mapped into the
client-based solution.

for AP2). Then, fii satisfies:

f

ii

=
b

i

!

ii

+
X

8j 6=i

min(
f

ij

!

ij

!

ii

,

b

j

!

ii

) (3)

where min( fij!ij

!ii
,

bj

!ii
) models the percentage of time re-

quired to transmit the data that can be obtained from
AP

j

. The limit imposed by bj

!ii
is only active when

AGGRAP
i

has enough time to aggregate and trans-
mit all the backhaul data. In all other situations, the
amount of bandwidth that can be obtained from AP

j

is
given by the percentage of time using the link multiplied
by its capacity (f

ij

!

ij

). Additionally,

X

8j
f

ij

 1, (4)

f

ij

 b

j

!

ij

, 8j 6= i, (5)

There is no closed form solution for the problem stated
above. However, it is possible to map the problem of
f

ij

allocation at the AGGRAPs to the problem already
solved in [7] of wireless backhaul aggregation from the
clients.

Let us now focus on the three sources of bandwidth
available and how to allocate air time to each data flow
(see Fig. 7). Then, we define an overlay wireless chan-
nel per each backhaul link and the percentage of time
needed to transmit data over a certain overlay channel
is given by the ratio

f

0
i

=
b

i

!

0
i

(6)

where b

i

is the backhaul bandwidth available and !

0
i

is
the wireless capacity of the overlay channel. Comparing
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 we see that f 0

1 = b1
!

0
1
, where !

0
1 = !11.

Nevertheless, to compute f

0
2 = b2

!

0
2
it is necessary to

know !

0
2. Now !

0
2 needs to model the wireless capacity

of the channel that links the backhaul link of capacity
b2 with the wireless client. Then, !0

2 can be obtained
using the time required to transmit a packet of size P
through both hops:

tx time =
P

!12
+

P

!11
= P

!11 + !12

!11!12
, (7)
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Then,

!

0
2 =

!11!12

!11 + !12
. (8)

Following the same process with !

0
3 it is possible then,

to reduce the problem of backhaul bandwidth aggrega-
tion to the allocation of f 0

1, f
0
2 and f

0
3 with the same

constraints as in [7] to guarantee a fair throughput al-
location among all the clients.

Once the percentage of time of each bandwidth source
is computed, it is necessary to map these values into the
real percentages of time that AGGRAP will use (f11,
f12 and f13).

From the change in notation that we have previously
done it is clear to see that f

0
1 accounts for the time

that AGGRAP1 requires to transmit b

i

to its clients
and does not capture the time required to send the data
that it could aggregate from neighboring APs. Then, f 0

2

accounts for the percentage of time required to transmit
bandwidth from b2 to AGGRAP1 and from AGGRAP1

to its clients. Which represents f12 plus some portion of
f11. Let us focus on the percentage of time to transmit
data from AP2 to AP1. The mapping between f12 and
f

0
2 can be seen from the percentage of time that a packet
of size P spends on each of the two links given !11 and
!12.

(% of time on link 1� 2) =
P

!12

P

!12
+ P

!11

, (9)

(% of time on link 1� 2) =
!11

!11 + !12
(10)

Then,

f12 = f

0
2

!11

!11 + !12
(11)

and

f11 = f

0
1 + f

0
2

!12

!11 + !12
+ f

0
3

!13

!11 + !13
(12)

Table 3 shows the values of f 0
i

and !

0
i

for the example
shown in Fig. 6 considering that all three backhaul links
are of capacity b

i

= 1Mbps. It can be seen that after the
conversion from the overlay channels to the real wireless
channels, the values obtained for f

ij

are the same as the
ones that could be computed using eq. 1 and eq. 2.

To solve this example, it is not necessary to use the
change of variables because AGGRAP is able to aggre-
gate all the backhaul bandwidth. However, in case AG-
GRAP needs to select the best time allocation among
the neighboring APs to provide a proportionally fair
share of the backhaul capacity, using the overlay wire-
less channels provides a way to map a problem with
recursive definitions of variables into a problem with
known solutions [11, 7]. AGGRAP uses the solution
described in [7] to select a weighted proportionally fair
throughput distribution among AGGRAPs which we
summarize in the appendix.

AP1 AP2 AP3

bi [Mbps] 1 1 1
!ij [Mbps] !11 = 20 !12 = 10 !13 = 10
!

0
i [Mbps] !

0
1 = 20 !

0
2 = 6.67 !

0
3 = 6.67

f

0
i f

0
1 = 0.05 f

0
2 = 0.15 f

0
3 = 0.15

fij f11 = 0.15 f12 = 0.10 f13 = 0.10

Table 3: Example of the mapping between the three
“overlay channels” and the real wireless channels.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we briefly describe the implementation

of AGGRAP on o↵ the shelf hardware and its perfor-
mance on a small scale testbed. Our evaluation focuses
on: i) the performance implications of using an AP to
both serve clients, as well as act as a client itself, ii) the
assessment of the accuracy of the problem reformula-
tion as described in Section 4, and iii) the performance
gains of AGGRAP in a realistic environment. Our ex-
periments were performed in an o�ce environment us-
ing o↵ the shelf devices, such as laptops and Android
phones.

5.1 Implementation
We have implemented AGGRAP in a desktop com-

puter with linux kernel 2.6.32 and an atheros based
802.11 PCI Express card controlled by the ath9k[13]
linux driver. The ath9k code of compat-wireless-2.6.32
has an initial implementation of multi-channel virtu-
alization. We modified that code to enable TDMA
scheduling, while limiting any associated loss in per-
formance.

• To control that the last packet sent before switch-
ing was the one indicating that AGGRAP is going
to power save mode, we i) first stopped the up-
per layer queues and then started the switching
process, and ii) reduced the number of hardware
queues from “4” to “1”3.

• We reduce the hardware queue length to increase
the accuracy of the switching events.

Furthermore, we implemented the silencing mechanism
by which AGGRAPs can silence their contention do-
main to mask the disappearance from their channel of
operation to their clients. As with the original design re-
quirements, our clients remain totally unmodified, thus
allowing us to perform experiments with laptops, as well
as smartphones.

5.2 Experimental Setup
Our testbed consists of two AGGRAPs, one linksys

WRT54GL AP and three machines acting as servers on
the wired network. To study the impact of di↵erent
backhaul capacities on the performance of AGGRAP,
3The number of “4” queues is to enable wireless multimedia
extensions (WME).
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we use tra�c control (tc) to rate limit the backhaul
links. To study the impact of di↵erent wireless capac-
ities, we modify the transmission rate of APs. We use
Dell laptops (latitude D620) running ubuntu 8.04 (linux
kernel 2.6.24) to connect to the AGGRAPs to perform
the majority of the throughput experiments we show in
this paper. In addition, we have tested Android phones
(e.g. we have tested an HTC Nexus One and a Samsung
Galaxy SII) connecting to the AGGRAPs and obtained
the same performance as that obtained the laptops. We
use downlink Iperf[19] TCP connections to measure the
throughput achieved in each scenario. All experiments
are conducted during night to avoid interference from
networks that do not belong to the test bed.

5.3 Single-radio multi-channel virtualization
Before proceeding with the performance evaluation

of AGGRAP as a whole, we need to evaluate whether
single-radio multi-channel virtualization incurs any over-
head when one of the virtual interfaces acts in AP mode.
To this end we deploy the network depicted in Fig. 13(b),
in which an AGGRAP acts as an AP and as a client of
a neighboring AP. AGGRAP acts as an AP in channel
1 (2.412 GHz) while the neighboring AP is set to chan-
nel 5 (2.432 GHz). Using this network topology, we
perform a first experiment to show the evolution of the
throughput obtained in each interface depending on the
percentage of time devoted to it. In this experiment we
simultaneously start two TCP connections: i) one from
AGGRAP to its client; and ii) one from the backhaul of
the neighboring AP to AGGRAP. We apply no restric-
tions to the backhaul capacity of the APs, thus allowing
us to assess the WiFi network alone. All APs transmit
at the maximum physical layer transmission rate possi-
ble in 802.11g (i.e.- 54Mbps).

Fig. 8 shows the results of the experiment. We de-
note as ”Home Throughput” the bandwidth obtained
in the link between the AGGRAP and its client and
”Borrowed Throughput” the bandwidth that AGGRAP
is able to receive using the neighboring AP. The line
labeled ”Aggregate Throughput” in Fig. 8 refers to the
sum of ”Home Throughput” and ”Borrowed Through-
put” which shows the global utilization of the wireless
card.

Fig. 8 shows that Home Throughput increases lin-
early with the percentage of time that the AP serves
tra�c to its client. This is to be expected since we have
no restriction on the AP’s backhaul capacity. Similarly,
as the percentage of time in AP mode increases, we are
e↵ectively reducing the amount of time that the AP
receives tra�c from the neighboring AP. Indeed, Bor-
rowed Throughput is decreasing as we move to the right.
More importantly, if we add up the two metrics, the ag-
gregate throughput remains almost constant across the
di↵erent experiments, indicating that the overhead of
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Figure 8: Comparison between the relaying capacity and
the single-hop link capacity.

switching from AP to client is fixed and only impacts
overall aggregate throughput by 3.2 Mbps. Our imple-
mentation requires 1.5 ms to switch from one virtual
interface to another that is operating on a di↵erent fre-
quency. But we observe that after switching frequency
and sending the packet notifying the neighboring AP it
is back from power saving, there is a period of time in
which the card does not transmit any data. This period
has a mean duration of 6 ms and is due to the design
of the interactions between the driver (ath9k) queues
and higher layers (mac80211). As we observe, using a
TDMA cycle of 100ms, the impact of switching is of
15% of the capacity of 802.11 without switching4.
In the presence of a 2-hop flow from the neighbor-

ing AP to the client, one would expect to observe a
throughput that is the minimum of the Home and Bor-
rowed Throughput. We instantiate such a connection
across the network (in isolation this time) and vary the
amount of time that the Home AP serves its client. We
plot the result as Relaying Throughput. Indeed, the line
nicely tracks the minimum of the Home and Borrowed
Throughput.
Lastly, we observe that the total utilization of the

wireless card when performing channel switching reaches
at most 19Mbps. This value is actually !11�Switching

=
0.86⇥ !11�No�switching

. This shows the impact of the
channel switching overhead.
Therefore, virtualization of the WiFi card to act as

both AP and client on di↵erent frequencies does lead to
the expected behavior in our implementation. Having
assessed the validity of our prototype we move to test
the accuracy of the problem reformulation presented in
Section 4.

5.4 Formulation validation
4We observe the same behavior of the driver using two in-
terfaces in client mode.
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In section 4 we show that using a change of variables
it is possible to map the formulation of the AP-based
aggregation problem to the client-based one and, then,
apply the best solution from the ones already proposed
in the literature.

5.4.1 Change of variables

The change of variables that helps mapping the new
optimization problem into a known one consists on pre-
dicting the capacity of the two-hop link between a neigh-
boring AP and AGGRAPs clients (!0

2) based on the
wireless capacity of each hop in the communication (!11

and !12). Then, !0
2 = !11!12

!11+!12
.

The change of variables comes from measuring the
transmission time of a packet throughout each link and
add these times to find the average capacity in the two
links. This assumption is perfectly valid in paper, but
we need to confirm that this is the case in our proto-
type and that the processing time of the packets or the
bu↵ering performed in AGGRAP before re-transmitting
packets to the clients do not a↵ect !2.

To this end, we measure !12 for all the transmission
rates of an 802.11g AP5. This simulates the e↵ect of hav-
ing the neighboring AP farther away with lower wireless
capacity. To measure !12 we performe 5 iperf tests of
50 seconds each between the neighboring AP and AG-
GRAP using only one virtual interface in client mode.
We also measure AGGRAPs relaying capacity varying
the percentage of time devoted to the AP interface. The
maximum relaying capacity in each of these tests corre-
sponds to the experimental !0

2. In addition, we measure
!11 = 22.2Mbps and compute the expected !

0
2 for each

of the experiments.
Fig. 9 shows the result of dividing the experimental

!

0
2 over the expected !

0
2. We observe that the experi-

mental values of !0
2 are 0.8 times the expected values.

Which corresponds to the impact of our implementa-
tion of fast channel switching. We see then, that taking
into account the cost of switching the values of !0

2 are
the ones we compute using the change of variables.

We see then that all the values estimated in absence
of switching will actually be reduced when performing
channel switching. And now

!

0
2 =

�

2
!11!12

�(!11 + !12)
= � ⇥ !11!12

!11 + !12
(13)

where � = 0.8 is a constant that takes into account the
ratio between the experimental and the expected !

0
2.

We see then that the change of variables maps AG-
GRAP’s formulation into a client-based backhaul ag-
gregation system.

5.4.2 Fairness

5We do not show the results for the transmission rates of
11Mbps and 5.5Mbps as they are similar to the ones ob-
tained for 12Mbps and 6Mbps.
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Figure 9: Accuracy !2.

Mapping the AP-based aggregation problem to the
client-based one o↵ers the possibility to optimize for the
same goals that have been explored in the literature [11,
7]. However, performing the optimization computation
in a di↵erent point of the network has some implications
in the final result. Client-based solutions optimized for
individual maximum throughput [11] or per-client fair-
ness [7]. However, in the AP-based solution it is pos-
sible to optimize for the AP’s maximum throughput
delivered to its users or per-AP fairness.
Consider the network deployment shown in Fig. 10

where laptop1 connects to AGGRAP1 and laptop2 and
the Android phone connect to AGGRAP3 and the ca-
pacity of each backhaul is 3 Mbps. All APs are in
range of each other with maximum wireless capacity
( 20 Mbps) and clients communicate to their AP with
the same wireless capacity. Then, we run an experi-
ment in which laptop1 and the Android phone open 5
TCP downlink flows per backhaul they are using while
laptop2 only opens one downlink TCP flow per back-
haul. Fig. 11 shows the results of the experiment which
clearly present the implications of running the fairness
optimization in the AP. We observe that AGGRAP1

and AGGRAP3 o↵er the same bandwidth to the sum
of their clients, but the Android phone obtains a greater
share of the 4.5Mbps that AGGRAP3 is o↵ering. This
is because the control of the throughput obtained in
each wireless link is done at the AP instead of at the
clients. And the sharing of the aggregate capacity of
AGGRAP3 is controlled by the TCP congestion control
that provides per-flow fairness.

5.5 Aggregation capacity
To explore the maximum aggregation capacity of AG-

GRAP, we use the network topology depicted in Fig. 13(b).
Now we setup the capacity of the home backhaul to
3Mbps and explore what is the maximum bandwidth
that can be aggregated from a neighboring AP with
a perfect channel — the neighboring AP is transmit-
ting at a physical rate of 54Mbps —. In this scenario

8
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Figure 10: Topology of the fairness experiment.
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Figure 11: Fairness of AGGRAP.

AGGRAP provides a total throughput of 9.9Mbps to
its client: 3Mbps coming from the home backhaul and
6.9Mbps gathered from the neighboring AP. The oper-
ation point of AGGRAP is to devote 40% of the time
to collect bandwidth from the neighboring AP and the
remaining 60% to serve the aggregated throughput to
its client.

Fig. 12 shows the evolution of the total throughput
obtained by the client of the AGGRAP network de-
pending on the amount of time that AGGRAP devotes
to acting as an AP. Note that when the percentage of
time devoted to the AP interface is lower than the op-
timum value, the throughput obtained from the home
backhaul is lower than 3Mbps. This is because the bot-
tleneck in this situation is the link between AGGRAP
and its client and all the TCP flows will compete to
obtain the available capacity. Instead, when AGGRAP
allocates 60% of the time or more to the AP interface,
the bottleneck moves to the two backhauls i.e. the home
backhaul and the link to the neighboring AP. AGGRAP
must always operate in this point.

6. CLIENT- VS AP-BASED BANDWIDTH AG-
GREGATION

We have seen that it is technically possible to per-
form bandwidth aggregation using a single-radio AP
and that it yields benefits for di↵erent types of WiFi
clients. However, the appearance of multi-hop wireless
links increases the complexity of the resulting network
architecture. It is necessary then to analyze what are
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Figure 12: Aggregation capacity with a home backhaul
of 3Mbps.

the drawbacks of using AGGRAP and quantify its po-
tential benefits to assess its viability.
In order to perform an easy to follow comparison be-

tween both systems, we will make an analytical com-
putation of the maximum bandwidth each system can
aggregate in a scenario that can be solved with back
of the envelope calculations. The scenario selected is:
one client that can see a neighboring AP with the same
quality as its home AP (!2 = !12). Fig. 13 shows the
network configuration of the client-based and AP-based
solutions for the scenario selected for the comparison.

AP1 AP2 

ω2  ω1  

(a) Client-based solution.

AP1 AP2 

ω12  

ω11  

(b) AP-based solution

Figure 13: Topology of the studied network.

6.1 All backhauls are the same
Considering that each AP is connected to a 6Mbps

wired backhaul, the throughput that a client-based solu-
tion can o↵er for di↵erent wireless capacities is depicted
in Fig. 14(a). If we compare it to the throughput o↵ered
by the AP-based solution shown in Fig.14(b), the di↵er-
ence in aggregation capacity is noticeable. Comparing
both figures, we observe that the client-based solution
is able to fully aggregate the available 12Mbps of the
backhaul links for a wider range of wireless channel ca-
pacities.
Another di↵erence between both systems shows up in
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Figure 14: Aggregation capacity of client- and AP-based
systems with a home and a neighboring backhaul of
6Mbps.

these figures as the client based shows no preference for
the AP with better quality while the AP-based solution
is tied to a wise decision of the AP selected. This can
be seen from the fact that Fig. 14(a) is symmetric while
Fig. 14(b) is not. Hence, if the home AP wireless ca-
pacity is very low, the client will obtain at most that
capacity regardless of the channel quality of the link to
the neighboring AP.

6.2 Different backhauls
Let us now focus in the same scenario described in

the previous section but changing the capacity of the
backhaul links to 1Mbps for the home backhaul and
10Mbps for the neighboring one.

Fig. 15(a) shows the results for a client-based solution
while Fig. 15(b) shows the throughput that AGGRAP
provides to its clients. Comparing the results from both
systems we observe that:

• The client-based solution achieves 0.5Mbps higher
throughput.
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Figure 15: Aggregation capacity of client- and AP-based
systems with a home backhaul of 1Mbps and a neighbor-
ing backhaul of 10Mbps.

• AGGRAP can not aggregate when one of the two
wireless links is bad.

• The client-based solution selects the neighboring
AP to collect the bandwidth.

• Respect to no aggregation, AGGRAP o↵ers at least
4 times higher throughput to its clients when !12 >

5Mbps.

In this scenario, the home backhaul contributes 9%
of the total capacity. Then, the benefit of obtaining this
capacity is minimal compared to the neighboring capac-
ity. The result of this situation is that when the link
to the neighboring AP o↵ers higher capacity than the
home backhaul, the maximum throughput is obtained
by connecting to the neighboring AP. When users are at
home, they use their home AP and aggregate as much
as possible regardless of the imbalance in capacity. Nev-
ertheless, this scenario shows the importance of the AP
selection algorithm when users are not at home.
Further reducing the capacity of the home backhaul

would lead to a situation in which AGGRAP becomes
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a relay of the neighboring AP. In case the home AP is
in between the client and the neighboring AP, the client
will obtain higher throughput using the home AP as a
relay than trying to directly connect to the neighboring
AP. This leads to a situation similar to the scenario
studied in [6].

6.3 Conclusions
The comparison shown above drives the following con-

clusions:

• Client-based solutions are more e�cient.

• AP-based solutions yield significant throughput in-
creases when there is an imbalance between home
backhaul and wireless capacity.

• AP-based solutions are highly dependant of the
AP-client link.

7. RELATED WORK
WiFi sharing. The use of WLANs to share back-

haul resources has been discussed extensively [10, 4, 1,
2]. In [10], the authors propose to normally utilize the
wire line connection to the home AP and increase the
uplink capacity by connecting to neighboring APs and
aggregating its backhaul capacity. In addition, FON [1]
and Meraki [2] have shown, by creating WiFi sharing
networks, that it is not only the research community
that has interest in this topic. However, none of these
approaches has addressed the possibility to aggregate
the backhaul bandwidth of multiple APs.

Wireless card virtualization. The first work that
proposed the use of virtualization as a means for en-
abling simultaneous connections to multiple WLAN net-
works was Multinet [16]. Juggler [15] provides a de-
scription of an implementation that reduces the switch-
ing time to 3ms to enable fast switching. However, the
closest systems to AGGRAP are FatVAP [11], THEMIS
[7], which perform WiFi backhaul bandwidth aggrega-
tion using single-radio clients. FatVAP optimizes the
system for maximum throughput per client, but leads
to unfair bandwidth distribution in certain scenarios
that could refrain users from participating in the shar-
ing scheme. THEMIS solves this problem by guarantee-
ing a fair sharing of the backhaul bandwidth and o↵ers
the possibility of providing price-based priorities to en-
able commercial deployments. These solutions require
driver modifications to the clients and are di�cult to
deploy in large deployments because the number of dif-
ferent client devices results in high deployment costs.
In contrast, AGGRAP provides a way to achieve back-
haul bandwidth aggregation modifying only a subset of
devices that can be controlled by the network operator.

Multi-hop wireless networks The use of multi-hop
wireless networks to provide high-speed network con-
nectivity was explored in [5], where the authors deploy

a mesh network to grant high-speed broadband access to
a poor neighborhood. The main idea of the network de-
ployment is to spread the capacity of a high-bandwidth
backhaul across a wide area using the deployment easi-
ness of WiFi equipment instead of incurring the costs of
deploying wire line infrastructure to every single house-
hold. Then, users of such networks obtain connectivity
through multi-hop WiFi connections. AGGRAP makes
use of multi-hop connections to obtain the backhaul
bandwidth of other APs but its goal is to increase the
throughput of its clients by aggregating multiple back-
hauls.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we point out a fundamental problem

with prior WLAN bandwidth aggregation solutions: their
need for client modifications makes their deployment
cost prohibitive. To unleash the potential of those solu-
tions, we design and implement a system that can ap-
proach the benefits of client-based solutions requiring
modifications only on the APs. We show that the for-
mulation of such a system is a variation of the original
problem definition, and propose an architecture (AG-
GRAP) to realize it. We compare the performance of
AGGRAP with that of client-based solutions and show
that, while less e�cient aggregating bandwidth, the for-
mer can still yield substantial throughput increases. We
further show that AGGRAP o↵ers throughput increases
to a variety of unmodified WiFi devices (e.g., laptops
and di↵erent Android phones). In this exploration, we
further uncover new research questions that target the
following:
Flow scheduling. Given that AGGRAP performs

a per-flow scheduling allocating each TCP flow to the
best backhaul links, what is the optimal flow scheduling
to foster the best user experience?
Client allocation. Given that AGGRAPs are static

and have information about the state of its neighboring
peers, it is possible to coordinately move clients from
one AP to another [9]. Then, it is possible to optimize
the client allocation to minimize energy consumption or
maximize network utilization depending on the user’s
tra�c demand.
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APPENDIX
In the following lines we summarize the formulation used in [7]
to provide a fair sharing of the total backhaul bandwidth among
users.

Let S be the set of stations and A the set of APs. Denote
Tik as the throughput sent from APi to station k. And let
yk =

P
i2A Tik denote the total throughput received by station

k. Let U(·) be a di↵erentiable, strictly concave, increasing func-
tion which represents the utility at every station as a function of
the received throughput. The fairness problem is modeled as

max
X

k2S
U(yk) (14)

s. t.
X

k2S
Tik  bi, 8i 2 A, (15)

X

i2A,wik>0

Tik

wik
 1, 8k 2 S, (16)

Tik � 0, 8i 2 A, 8k 2 S, (17)

where wik is the wireless capacity6 at which station k can receive
from APi, that takes into account the interference from other
clients connected to that AP, and bi is the backhaul capacity of
APi.

Eq. (15) is the APi backhaul capacity constraint, and ensures
that the total tra�c traversing the AP backhaul i does not exceed
the backhaul capacity bi. Eq. (16) corresponds to the station k

wireless capacity constraint, and guarantees that the total tra�c
received by station k does not exceed the total capacity of its
wireless interface. Finally (17) forces the values Tik to be positive.

Finally, the utility function chosen is weighted proportional
fairness given by U(yk) = Kk · log yk, where Kk represents the
relative priority of user k (for example, a value linearly dependent
with the AP backhaul bandwidth owned by user k). If all the
users have the same priority Kk = 1.

Decomposition and Interpretation

As described in [17], the solution of the above optimization prob-
lem can be obtained via the primal-dual formulation using a gra-
dient descent algorithm. From there authors in [7] derive the
following optimal rate update rule

Tik = T̂ik + ↵

�
U

0(yk)� pi � qik
�
, (18)

where T̂ik is the bandwidth request in the previous step of the
algorithm, U 0(yk) is the derivative of the utility function evalu-
ated at the current throughput received by the station yk, and ↵

is the step size of the rate update algorithm7. The quantities pi

and qik are the prices corresponding to constraints (15) and (16)
respectively, calculated as follows

pi =

2

4
p̂i �

�

bi

0

@
�bi �

X

k2S
Tik

1

A

3

5
+

, (19)

qik =

2

4 ˆqik �
�

wik

0

@
µ�

X

i2A

Tik

wik

1

A

3

5
+

, (20)

where p̂i, ˆqik are the prices obtained in the previous step of the
algorithm, and � and � are the step sizes of the price update
algorithm. In order to improve the network utilization, and as
suggested in [20], we normalize the price step size by the link
capacities to favor good links. Finally �, µ  1 are the congestion
thresholds and (x)+ = max(x, 0).

The price pi in (19) represents the level of congestion on the
backhaul of APi, and it is a linear function of its available band-
width. Similarly, qik in (20) represents the level of congestion on
the wireless link from station k to APi, and it is a function of the
available card time at the station. As congestion increases, the
respective prices will increase and the throughput demand Tik of
station k through APi will decrease according to (18).

The values � and µ are the congestion thresholds, i.e., the level
of utilization of the APi backhaul and the wireless radio-interface
of station k that will trigger the algorithm congestion control,
causing the prices pi and qik to increase respectively, prompting
the throughput requests for their respective paths to decrease.

6Note that wik = 0 if station k does not connect to APi.
7When using proportional fairness, and in order to reduce
oscillations as suggested by [20], ↵ = ↵0yk, with ↵0 the new
step size.
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Abstract: Streaming over HTTP has become popular 
in recent years, enabling continuous delivery of live 
and VOD content without the need for guaranteed 
bandwidth. It is however challenging to maintain a 
smooth quality of experience for high value content 
such as High Definition and 3D. Capitalizing on a 
distributed adaptive streaming framework based on 
standard HTTP range requests, we experiment a real 
implementation over Internet. We discuss two 
implementation schemes, present an overview of our 
tests in a simulation environment and discuss the 
results of our Internet experimentation .   

Keywords: Adaptive streaming; multipath; HTTP, 
Internet. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the advent of HTTP based adaptive streaming 
technologies the popularity of over-the-top streaming 
services has kept increasing. Today there is a clear trend 
towards the delivery of HD/3D video content to the home 
in an over-the-top configuration. HTTP based adaptive 
streaming is a convenient end-to-end solution that 
mitigates network congestions as it leverages existing 
servers/infrastructure and keeps running even in a tough 
network environment. 

However an outstanding problem with current solutions is 
that they are bound to adjust to current network capacity, 
resulting in uneven quality of experience, which is hardly 
acceptable for high value, high quality video (e.g. HD) 
playback.  

A possible mitigation would be to increase the number of 
content delivery servers in a CDN (Content Delivery 
Network) infrastructure and to have one server close by 
each user. As underlined by Leighton [5], this approach is 
scalable but expensive, complex regarding management 
and still does not fully guarantee the consistency of the 
service since network problems are still possible. Yet 
another solution is to increase the buffering in the 
receiver. The receiver buffer is used to mitigate the 
network jitter wherein the size of the buffer varies 
function of the video quality and the network dynamics. 
In some situations however, buffering is not practical as 
with live content and may be of limited use if network 
degradations last for too long. 

The solution exploited in this paper is to operate several 
communication paths concurrently with one or more 
servers thereby providing path diversity for fighting 

network congestion and smoothing quality variations with 
no bandwidth overhead.  

We have recently published a solution [1], in which we 
combine distributed streaming, as introduced by Nguyen 
and Zhakor [12], with HTTP based adaptive bit rate 
streaming. This paper details a real Internet experiment in 
order to confirm the laboratory results of [1]. In addition, 
we show that the solution is applicable to different 
multipath schemes. Distributed streaming provides path 
diversity thanks to the concurrent usage of multiple 
sources. Another multipath scheme is to provide multi-
homing on the client side (the latter is connected to at 
least two different access networks).  

In Section 2 we introduce our HTTP based multipath 
adaptive streaming framework. In Section 3 we present 
our network emulation test bed set-up and outline the 
associated results disclosed in [1]. In Section 4 we 
discuss the Internet experiments. In Section 5, we review 
the related works and finally conclude in Section 6. 

2. MULTIPATH HTTP STREAMING 
In this section we present our implementation of the 
multipath HTTP streaming client.  

2.1 Multipath HTTP Streaming Client 
Implementation 
We have based our multipath adaptive client on a simple 
adaptive streaming implementation; therefore it shares 
many concepts with typical HTTP adaptive streaming 
solutions as listed in Section 5. 

First of all the multimedia content is pre-encoded in 
different bit rates (with a constant frame rate and 
resolution) with aligned RAPs (random access point), 
resulting in easily switchable, different quality streams 
which we will call representations. Each representation is 
split into segments of the same duration (e.g. 2 seconds) 
as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 Content preparation 
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The segments are provisioned to one or several 
conventional HTTP servers as depicted in Figure 2. The 
software agent in the user terminal (mobile phone, set-top 
box or PC) starts the session with one known server by 
downloading the service description that contains the 
number of segments, duration of a segment, number of 
representations and the addresses of all contributing 
servers. 

Then the actual adaptive streaming session starts. The 
software agent continuously measures the bandwidth with 
each path using a round trip time evaluation of HTTP 
requests/responses. A smoothed version of this bandwidth 
measurement - discussed in the following section – is 
used by the software agent to decide from which 
representation to request the next segment. 

The principal specificity of multipath adaptive streaming 
is that the software agent requests concurrently through 
each available path a slice of the next segment using the 
HTTP range header. The size of the slice requested 
through each path is proportional to the estimated 
bandwidth for the corresponding path. 

 
Figure 2 Concurrent multipath operation 

2.2 Alternative multipath implementation 
scheme 
In the previous section, we have considered the case of 
“distributed   streaming”  wherein   the  multipath   capability  
is provided through the concurrent usage of multiple 
sources. Another approach is to operate a multi-homed 
client or server. We operate exactly the same framework 
except that only one server is used. In Figure 3, the client 
(the set-top-box) is connected to Internet through two 
different access networks.  

 
Figure 3 Multipath operating multihomed client 

The advantage of the previous scheme in the context of 
CDN (Content Delivery Network) is its inherent load 

balancing capacity precluding over provisioning. The 
path diversity mitigates mostly the server side 
performance issues (ISP network bottleneck and/or server 
overload). With multi-homing supported by the terminal, 
the path diversity mitigates mostly access network 
bottlenecks. In both cases, the solution compensates also 
possible Internet bottlenecks (mostly due to ISP network 
interconnection capacities) as shown in Section 4. 

2.3 Algorithms 
2.3.1 Bandwidth estimation 
We have implemented a bandwidth estimation algorithm 
inspired by the smooth RTT computation in TCP which is 
used identically for one path streaming or multiple paths 
streaming and whatever the implementation scheme. The 
algorithm used in our implementation is iterative and 
attempts to infer the achievable bit rate from the bit rate 
measured during the previous iterations. Each iteration 
encompasses all the operation necessary to compute the 
bandwidth estimation and retrieve the next segment 
through the available paths. An iteration lasts the time 
corresponding to the segment duration (2 seconds in our 
set-up). 
The bandwidth estimation algorithm is detailed in [1]. 
The algorithm can be tuned according to a few 
parameters. We can control how fast the average bit rate 
estimate varies, how fast the past variations of the 
measured bit rate are forgotten and the weight given to 
these past variations.  
 With the chosen values for our experiment, the 
estimation algorithm tends to use the link close to its 
maximum capacity and quickly recover from network 
errors. This is deliberate since we intend to stream high 
bit rate content such as 1080p or 3D video. We do not 
buffer the received segments to favor reactivity for live 
streaming or yet channel change and trick play operation. 
Therefore for single path operation the selected 
representation for the current iteration is the 
representation having the closest average bit rate lower or 
equal to the current bit rate estimate. 
For multipath adaptive streaming, since we consider the 
paths independent and retrieve the segment in parallel 
from all the available paths, the estimate used to select 
the next segment is simply the sum of the estimates for 
the individual paths. 

2.3.2 Repair algorithm 
Additionally, to cope with the case of path/server failure 
to deliver its slice on time, the software agent is capable 
of redistributing the retrieval of the corresponding slice to 
all paths having already delivered their own slice and 
having time to perform a further transaction and so within 
the same iteration. For each iteration and for each path, 
the software agent measures the time elapsed since the 
sending of the slice request and before getting the 
response. If this time goes beyond a certain threshold 
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(e.g. segment duration/2) the software client performs the 
following actions: 

- Stops processing the ongoing slice request 
- Selects a subset of the fastest paths whose slice 

retrieval is already finished 
- Splits the slice to be retrieved in sub-slices 
- Submits the corresponding requests over the 

selected paths.  
The efficiency of such repair algorithm depends to the 
number of paths and the segment duration. More paths 
offer more opportunities to recover from a missing slice. 
The larger the segment duration, the larger is the time to 
recover missing slices. However, for a given segment 
duration, extending the number of paths beyond an 
optimum proves to be counterproductive. In our 
implementation, with a segment duration of 2 seconds, we 
have established empirically the limit to 6 paths. 
Understanding the impact of segment duration onto the 
algorithms is a subject for further study. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
This section describes the setup used to measure the 
effects of multipath streaming under various conditions 
and the results collected from each experiment. 

3.1 Controlling Path Characteristics 
To measure the effects of multiple paths we have used a 
network emulator to control the path characteristics. 
Since we envisage one end of our network to be a 
residential broadband connection we limit the downlink 
rate to 8Mbit/s (Figure 4) with the assumption of no loss. 
We individually control the delay, packet loss rate and 
burst length on each path. Unless stated otherwise, we 
fixed the delay of the links to 15ms. 

 
Figure 4 Experimental setup 

The network emulator is a Linux box running a 2.6.31-22 
kernel with a NetemCLG [4] 1.1 patch applied and 
iproute2-2.6.35 used to configure the traffic parameters. 
In all experiments the employed loss model is loss_GI 
which allows controlling of the packet loss rate and the 
average length of packet loss bursts. Set top box and 

servers are Linux boxes running a 2.6.31-22 kernel with 
its default TCP CUBIC variant. 

3.2 Result Interpretation 
The traces collected during each adaptive streaming 
session are collected and presented in a synthetic form. 
The raw data collected during a session include, for each 
iteration (500 iterations per session), the bit rate 
measured as in the above described algorithm, the derived 
estimated bit rate and the bit rate of the video segment 
retrieved and played by the client. An example of such a 
raw data collected for a single path session is shown in 
Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5 Single path example plot 

The dashed line at the top of the figure represents the 
measured bit rate, exhibiting quick variations typically 
due to burst errors. The dotted line in the center of the 
figure is the estimate computed from the measured bit 
rate. The solid line at the bottom is the encoding bit rate 
of the segments requested and played by the client. The 
vertical axis is in kbps. The horizontal axis is the elapsed 
time in seconds. 

 
Figure 6 Multipath example plot 

In the case of multipath operation with three servers as 
shown in Figure 6, the individual measured bit rates 
appear as dashed lines at the center of the plot. The 
corresponding estimates are visible as dotted lines at the 
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bottom. The aggregate estimate is represented as a dotted 
line at the top of the plot. Finally the play out bit rate is 
the solid line immediately below the aggregate estimate. 

We see from Figure 5 that our bandwidth estimation 
algorithm mimics TCP behavior with an evident 
aggressiveness. Indeed the estimation rises quite quickly 
and drops severely when a network failure occurs. The 
average play out (i.e. requested) bit rate seems to be 
around 3Mbit/s compared to 4Mbit/s in Figure 6. The 
play out bit rate exhibits large variations between 1 and 4 
Mbit/s in Figure 5 whereas it is steadier in Figure 6 
resulting in different user experiences. There have been 
numerous studies about time varying quality effect on 
user perception. Hamberg and De Ridder [6] have shown 
that users rely mainly on the worst quality when judging 
the overall streaming session experience. M. Pinson, S. 
Wolf [7] discussed the memory effect in user experience 
encouraging steady quality with as few quality variations 
as possible and progressive decrease (versus sharp drop 
off). There is some evidence looking at the playout bit 
rate exhibited in Figure 5 and Figure 6 that the user 
experience is improved in this first introductive 
experiment.  

Apart from that the comparison between the 
aforementioned plots is difficult. Therefore since we are 
mainly interested in the play out bit rate we introduce 
another representation of the same results in the form of a 
bar chart. The height of the bars shows the number of 
iterations of each content play-out bit rate expressed as a 
percentage of the total number of iterations. 

In addition, since our algorithm is iteration based, we 
collect the number of iterations when the requested 
segment was delivered late, thus implying the need for a 
reception buffer to avoid playback interruptions. 

Figure 7 is the bar chart corresponding to the single path 
experiment previously shown on Figure 5. As can be seen 
on this chart, there is a majority of segments at 4Mbit/s. 
But it is worth noting that 30% of the received segments 
are between 1 and 2Mbit/s, resulting in poor playback 
quality 30% of the time. Furthermore, the amount of late 
segments is about 4% with an average lateness of 3 
seconds and a maximum value of 9 seconds thus 
requiring a rather large reception buffer. 

 
Figure 7 Single path example histogram 

3.3 General results 
We have performed several measurements with the above 
described setup by varying the number of servers and the 
paths’  characteristics. 

 
Figure 8 General results 

Summarizing the findings of [1], as shown in the top row 
charts, using 3 servers concurrently significantly 
improves the average playout bit rate and reduces the 
likelihood of sharp drop-offs. The second  row’s  left  hand  
side chart shows that multiple connections over the same 
path provide a kind of resiliency to light congestions but 
suffer from the correlation of failures, rendering slice 
recovery  nearly  impossible.  The  second  row’s   right hand 
side chart shows the relatively good performance of our 
solution with paths having unequal delays. Finally the 
bottom   chart   shows   the   impact   of   limiting   the   servers’  
output bit rate wherein the maximum achievable 
throughput is reduced but the quality variations damping 
effect is still clearly visible. 

4. INTERNET EXPERIMENTS 
For this set of experiments, we have used 3 typical HTTP 
hosting services located in France offered by Internet 
service providers. We have uploaded, into the 3 servers 
the 2 seconds video segments corresponding to a video 
sequence encoded in different qualities ranging from 
200kbit/s to 3Mbit/s (200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 
1600, 2000, 2500, 3000kbits). 
The first experiment shown on Figure 9 aims at validating 
the results found with our emulation platform by 
connecting through a single access network to a variable 
number of servers. As shown in the leftmost chart of, with 
a single path towards the fastest server, most segments are 
received at the highest bit rate close  to  the  path’s  capacity  
(2Mbit/s) but a couple of times the bit rate drops 
significantly. With 3 connections towards the same server 
(center chart), the playout bit rate keeps oscillating 
between two values, probably because we are amplifying 
the congestions. With 3 paths towards different servers, 
the received bit rate almost never drops from the 
maximum value. 
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Figure 9 Single access to servers on the Internet 

In a second experiment, we have shown the effect of our 
multipath adaptive streaming solution with a single server 
and a multihomed client using two different Internet 
access links simultaneously as presented in section 2.2. In 
the following, access #1 is using Orange ADSL access 
(8Mbps), access #2 is using SFR ADSL access (8Mbps) 
and access #3 is using Orange 3G access (3.6Mbps). The 
results when accessing an HTTP server hosted by the ISP 
SFR are depicted on Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10 Single and dual-access to SFR server 

The top row charts present the individual performance of 
each access using a single connection towards the server. 
As can be seen the performance is very different 
depending on the access. The access through #1 (Orange 
ADSL) results in an average playout bit rate of 1600kbps 
whereas access through #2 (SFR ADSL) achieves the 
maximum available bit rate. Access through #3 (Orange 
3G) is quite good but exhibits relatively frequent 
variations. We can note that the dual access through #1 
and #2, shown on the bottom left chart, cannot do better 
than #2 alone but has no negative effect. More interesting 
is the rightmost bottom chart wherein accesses #1 and #3 
are combined which results in a summation of the 
throughput available from the individual accesses, 
significantly improving both the average and the 
minimum playout bit rate. 
We repeated the experiment using a different server 
hosted by an independent ISP named Free as depicted on 
Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11 Single and dual-access to Free server 

The two leftmost charts present the single-access 
performance and the right hand side chart presents the 
multipath performance achieved through the concurrent 
use of both accesses. 
When using only one access network, whichever it is, the 
achieved bit rate is far from the plan and seems to be 

limited by the interconnection of the ISPs. Clearly for this 
specific server the access through SFR seems to be better 
than through Orange. Moreover, using the Orange access 
results in the playout bit rate changing frequently, 
resulting in an uneven quality. 
Finally, combining both accesses allows us to reach an 
average bit rate close to the sum of the individual bit rates 
achievable independently by the separate accesses, which 
confirms the result of the experiment with the SFR server 
corresponding to the rightmost bottom chart of Figure 10. 
By analyzing the output of the traceroute command we 
have observed that 

- Going to different servers through the same 
access network uses different exchange 
(interconnection) nodes that explains the 
throughput difference 

- A similar performance difference is exhibited 
when using two different access networks 
towards the same server 

- Logically the achieved throughput is excellent 
when the server is hosted by the ISP providing 
the access 

These observations confirm the usefulness of our 
multipath streaming solution for various multipath 
schemes.    

5. RELATED WORK 
Adaptive streaming techniques have recently emerged in 
the Media Industry. They are all HTTP based and rely on 
content aware delivery where the quality of the video 
varies function of the available bandwidth as tackled by 
Färber et  al. [11] based on multi bit rate coding and by 
Feng work [10] based on scalable video coding. The 
benefit of using the HTTP protocol in these adaptive 
streaming solutions is its capability to cross over NAT 
routers and firewalls seamlessly. Recently standard 
bodies as 3GPP intensified their effort regarding HTTP 
based adaptive streaming. The first 3GPP specification on 
adaptive streaming provided the possibility to retrieve 
segments from different servers. This is however a rather 
static configuration as the manifest/configuration file 
associates an URL with a segment, precluding the 
concurrent segment retrieval of our implementation. In 
the latest release [9] the manifest format has been 
extended to permit multiple alternative URLs for each 
segment, thus becoming compatible with our solution. 
The limited uplink bandwidth that is typical with 
unbalanced access network (e.g. ADSL) is a well known 
drawback for P2P. Distributed streaming (i.e. multisource 
concurrent streaming) complements logically the P2P 
technology as observed by Nguyen and Zhakhor [12] who 
have introduced the notion of distributed streaming as 
operated in this paper. Their framework is based on a 
receiver driven protocol using FEC (Forward Error 
Correction) and UDP delivery but with rate control and 
delivery synchronization driven by the receiver. 
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Abdouni et al. [13] implement distributed streaming and 
discuss the most efficient way to distribute the load 
among the multiple paths based on their characterization 
including detection of shared segments. The assumption 
however was again based on the usage of UDP like traffic 
associated with erasure codes. 
Using conditions similar to our experiments, Wang et 
al.[15] implemented multipath streaming over TCP. They 
have shown that the ratio between the aggregate 
throughput and the video bit rate is better with two path 
streaming than with only one. In their work, adaptive 
streaming was not used. Our results tend to confirm their 
findings especially regarding unbalanced delay paths and 
the aggregate throughput/video bit rate ratio. 
A lot of work has been done managing multiple paths at 
the transport layer based e.g. on concurrent SCTP [17] 
even MPTCP [18]. Our work is based on distributed 
streaming wherein we operate multiple senders/servers 
emulating a multipath infrastructure. One possible 
investigation would be to examine how HTTP adaptive 
streaming performs over a transport layer based multi 
path protocol such as concurrent MPTCP. 
The effect of quality variation on user perception has 
been addressed by numerous studies [6], [7]. As shown 
by Cranley et al. [8] with their Optimal Adaptation 
Trajectory (OAT), the user perceived quality is 
maximized when adapting the encoding parameters to the 
content type. Although this was not relevant in this 
experiment based on bit rate optimization, these 
important results will complement our further work.  

6. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 
The use of multipath communication has been shown to 
improve adaptive streaming. A simple implementation 
with as few as two available paths increases the average 
received bit rate and reduces the variance thereby 
dramatically improving the user experience. We have 
shown the applicability of multipath adaptive streaming 
to various scenarios through real Internet 
experimentations that confirm the results obtained in our 
emulation testbed. In addition we have shown the 
applicability of our solution to the case where multipath is 
provided through multihoming. 

Further work is envisaged based on the variation of the 
segment duration, GOP structure and encoding 
parameters (e.g. resolution).  
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Abstract—The IEEE 802.11n standard supports very high
physical layer data rates using Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO) antenna technologies. Despite such high rates, High
Definition (HD) video streaming is still challenging in WLAN
deployments. In this paper, we show that the wireless chan-
nel probing overhead of existing 802.11n data rate adaptation
mechanisms can be detrimental to HD video performance. We
propose VARA, a Video-Aware Rate Adaptation protocol that
addresses this problem by adapting the frequency and timing
of wireless probing to both video encoding rate variations
and wireless channel variations. In addition, VARA employs
novel strategies that multiplex several Variable Bit Rate (VBR)
HD video streams by minimizing their aggregate peak rate
requirement. Our experimental evaluations for static and mobile
scenarios in a MIMO 802.11n wireless testbed demonstrate the
practical benefits of VARA over state-of-the-art 802.11n rate
adaptation protocols.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, video dominates Internet traffic and by 2014 it is
projected that nearly half of the video traffic will be 3D
or 2D High Definition (HD) [1]. A high fraction of HD
video traffic will be consumed by users that access Wire-
less Local area Networks (WLANs) in homes, enterprises or
public spaces. This vision is fueled by two major technology
trends. First, recent video streaming technology standards
such as H.264/MPEG-4 part 10 AVC [2] reduce HD video
bandwidth requirements using Variable Bit Rate (VBR) video
encoding. Second, the IEEE 802.11n [3] WLAN standard
offers very high wireless physical-layer (PHY) data rates (up
to 600 Mbps) using Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
antenna technologies.

Despite these advances, the problem of streaming HD video
in WLANs is far from being solved. VBR technologies reduce
the average video streaming rate by efficient encoding of slow
and moderate moving scenes. However, the peak rate remains
high as it is determined by the full quality encoding of fast-
motion scenes. Also, according to recent studies, the achieved
goodput in practical 802.11n deployments can be significantly
below the maximum 802.11 PHY data rates [4], [5], due to
lack of favorable channel conditions for high MIMO PHY
rates, MAC protocol overhead, sub-optimal PHY data rate
selection, interference, or even backward compatibility with
the previous lower-rate 802.11 standards.

In this paper we show that, in addition and irrespective
of the above issues, 802.11n suffers from a fundamental
problem that causes video quality degradation. This problem

§This work was undertaken while the first author was interning at Techni-
color Research Laboratory, in Paris, France.

arises due to the probing overhead of the existing 802.11n
PHY rate adaptation protocols. These protocols periodically
probe different PHY rates to discover the maximum PHY rate
supported by the wireless channel. In order to reduce probing
overhead, most of these protocols perform implicit probing
with packets of the ongoing data traffic instead of separate
probe packets. Probe packets are lost when transmitted at PHY
rates that cannot be supported by the current wireless channel
state. Although such probe losses may not be perceptible in
delay tolerant data applications, we show that they result in
delays or losses of video frames at the application layer, which
are both detrimental to HD video streaming performance.

We introduce VARA, a Video-Aware Rate Adaptation pro-
tocol, that optimizes wireless channel probing and PHY rate
selection by exploiting the VBR streaming rate information
of a video. VARA eliminates the channel probing impact on
the video stream by scheduling the probes during the low-
streaming-rate periods. Furthermore, rather than aggressively
trying to find the maximum PHY rate supported by the wire-
less channel (like all existing 802.11 rate adaptation protocols),
VARA selects the most reliable PHY rate that supports the
near-future peak streaming rate. To further reduce the probing
overhead, VARA monitors the Frame Error Rate (FER) and
adapts probing frequency to the measured wireless channel
variability.

We then introduce three multiplexing strategies that as-
sist VARA in supporting multiple HD video streams. These
strategies inspect and carefully multiplex the different VBR
variations of streaming rates in multiple videos to minimize
aggregated peak rate, outage time or outage area subject to a
capacity target.

Finally, we experimentally evaluate the performance of
VARA and the multiplexing strategies using a user-space im-
plementation in a wireless testbed equipped with off-the-shelf
802.11n cards. Our experiments show that VARA reduces the
loss rate of higher-rate HD video streams to only a few percent
and that this loss reduction translates to 50% video quality
increase in terms of Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). For
lower-rate HD video streams, VARA reduces the loss rate to
zero and achieves perfect PSNR. During multiple simultaneous
video streaming sessions, the multiplexing techniques reduce
the aggregated peak rate by up to 25%, which in turn assists
VARA to reduce the average loss rate by 20% to 50%.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

1) We identify the detrimental effect of probing overhead
of legacy PHY rate adaptation mechanisms on video



streaming quality.
2) We introduce VARA, a protocol that adapts PHY rate

based on video streaming rate and channel quality.
3) We introduce three multiplexing strategies that assist

VARA to efficiently support multiple video streams.
To the best of our knowledge, VARA is the first video-aware

wireless rate adaptation protocol for 802.11n MIMO WLANs.
In addition to its performance benefits, it is a practical solution
that does not require modification of the 802.11 standard.
We believe that this approach demonstrates the feasibility and
potential of practical cross-layer content-aware techniques in
MIMO WLANs and can also be applied to other types of
wireless networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II illus-
trates, explains and quantifies the problem using a practical ex-
ample in our wireless testbed. In Section III and Section IV, we
present the design of VARA and the multiplexing techniques,
respectively. In Section V, we experimentally evaluate VARA
and the multiplexing strategies in our testbed. Section VII
discusses related work and Section VIII concludes.

II. MOTIVATION

In this section we first show an illustrative example where
a standard 802.11n rate adaptation protocol results in video
streaming quality degradation. We then explain the underlying
reasons of the observed problem and finally perform a micro-
benchmark to experimentally quantify its impact.

A. Video Streaming Example
We set up a stable 2x3 MIMO 802.11n link in our testbed

and measure its maximum capacity1 over all PHY data rates as
28Mbps. We then stream a video with 26Mbps peak rate over
this link with the default automatic rate adaptation protocol
(auto rate) option turned on.

Figure 1 shows the video streaming rate and the PHY data
rate at the sender and the goodput mesaured at the receiver,
during the entire video streaming period. We observe that auto
rate most often uses a PHY rate of 52Mbps and periodically
probes at 78Mbps. During the peak streaming rate period
between 12s and 15s, the goodput drops below the video
streaming rate. This indicates that some video packets are
lost. Indeed, Figure 2(a) shows that the video packet loss
experienced during this period is up to 14% and the video
snapshot in Figure 2(b) shows that this loss results in low
perceptual video quality.

As an extra validation, we repeat the above experiment with
the PHY rate fixed at 52 Mbps, the most frequently selected
PHY rate by auto rate during the previous experiment. In this
test run with a fixed rate, the video streaming is perfectly
supported without any packet loss or quality degradation. This
example illustrates that the 802.11n rate adaptation induces
a penalty that can significantly degrade the video streaming
quality. We proceed to explain the origin of this penalty.

1We define as “capacity“ of a link at a PHY rate (or auto rate), the maximum
(backlogged) UDP goodput measured on this link when this PHY rate (or auto
rate) is used.
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Fig. 1. Video streaming rate, goodput and PHY rate.

(a) Packet loss (b) Video frame snapshot

Fig. 2. Peak period packet loss and video quality degradation.

B. Probing-induced Capacity Penalty

In order to select an appropriate PHY data rate, 802.11 rate
adaptation mechanisms need to probe the wireless channel.
Probing can be either explicit or implicit. Explicit probing
probes the channel using separate control packets; implicit
probing probes the channel using packets from the ongoing
data traffic. Most existing (“legacy”) rate adaptation protocols
use implicit probing due to its reduced overhead. During
implicit probing, a few data packets are periodically sent
at a higher PHY rate than the current PHY rate. If these
transmissions succeed, the channel condition is estimated as
adequate to support this higher PHY rate. Then, an even
higher PHY rate is used to send the next few data packets.
This process continues until a PHY rate where most probe
transmissions fail. Then the previous (last successful) PHY
rate is selected as the new rate, until the next probing period.
The start of the next probing period is triggered by various
factors, such as number of successful transmissions, measured
packet error rate, time lags and so on, according to different
implementations [6].

Increased probing frequency enables faster rate adjustments
to channel changes (and thus potentially higher goodput), but
also increases the overhead due to failed probe packets. These
probing-induced losses result in channel capacity degradation
due to binary exponential back-off and airtime consumption
for retransmissions. We call it the penalty in capacity utiliza-
tion. It is important to note that probing and probe losses
occur regardless of whether the current channel condition is
good or bad. Unless the channel is good enough to support
the highest PHY rate all the time, which is rare due to the
dynamic property of wireless channels, the rate adaptation
will periodically probe the channel to find a better rate to
maximize the capacity. A variable channel naturally aggravates
the probing overhead as it will cause the probing process to
be triggered more frequently and result in increased probing-
induced losses.
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Fig. 3. Rate adaptation micro-benchmark testbed and results.

C. Rate Adaptation Micro-benchmark

In order to quantify the probing-induced capacity penalty,
we perform a micro-benchmark where we measure the capac-
ity of three different 802.11n links with different fixed PHY
rates and auto rate in our testbed, shown in Figure 3(a).

Figure 3(a) shows the location of the access point (AP) and
three clients at locations, L1, L2 and L3. For the coherence of
our discussion of micro-benchmark, we defer the details of the
experimental settings to Section V-A. We use a CBR traffic
generator to measure capacities at different fixed PHY rates
and auto rate at all three locations. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show
the results. Each data point is the average of 10 4-minute test
runs. Instead of a single data point, each auto rate capacity is
drawn as a horizontal line for comparison to the fixed PHY
rate capacities at the same location.

Figure 3(b) depicts the channel capacities at location L1.
At this location, the channel can support the high rate Spatial
Division Multiplexing (SDM) mode of MIMO 802.11n where
different data streams are sent over different antennas [3].
In this case, higher PHY rates can be used and auto rate
achieves close to the maximum capacity of this link. In this
case, probing has limited capacity penalty.

Figure 3(c) shows the channel capacities at locations L2
and L3. At these locations the channel conditions deteriorate
and SDM mode yields very low or zero goodput. These
locations only support the use of the Space Time Block Coding
(STBC) mode of MIMO 802.11n, which aims at increasing
the robustness by sending copies of a single data stream
over different antennas [3]. Figure 3(c) shows that auto rate
can only achieve 70%-80% of the maximum capacity. For
example, at L2, although auto rate selects PHY rate 52Mbps
most of the time, it achieves 75% of the capacity achieved by
a fixed PHY rate of 52Mbps.

This micro-benchmark shows that the probing-induced ca-
pacity penalty in our testbed ranges between 5% and 25% (and
20% on the average), depending on the channel conditions.
Note that the legacy auto rate adaptation mechanism of the
802.11n cards in our testbed employs implicit probing. If
explicit probing is used, the probing overhead and capacity
penalty would be higher due to the extra control packets
required for probing.

We proceed to describe VARA, our video-aware rate adap-
tation protocol that aims at reducing the probing-induced

Fig. 4. VARA operation in a video streaming example.

capacity penalty and minimizing its impact on the video
streaming quality by exploiting video streaming information.

III. VARA DESIGN

VARA is a cross-layer, video-aware PHY rate adaptation
protocol. Its basic idea is to use a video streaming rate
waveform from the application layer to guide the adaptation
of the wireless PHY rate. For any stored video in a wireless
home network video server, such a waveform can be easily
generated with a play back during video recording.

VARA divides time into variable-sized windows. For each
window, VARA attempts to find a PHY rate that yields
capacity above the peak video streaming rate in the window.
VARA adapts the window sizes to take into account the
wireless channel variability and probing overhead.

As shown in the example of Figure 4, VARA consists of
three algorithms invoked before the end of each window. First,
Algorithm 1 computes the size of the next window based
on past measurements of channel variability taken during the
current window. Then, Algorithm 2 refines this size to satisfy
rate requirements of the probing that Algorithm 3 might run
during the next window. If the PHY rate of the current window
cannot support the peak video streaming rate of the next
window, Algorithm 3 probes the wireless channel for a suitable
PHY rate. At the beginning of the next window, Algorithm 1
sets the PHY rate found during the previous steps.

In the next sub-sections, we describe in more detail the
operations of these three algorithms.



A. Algorithm 1: window size and PHY rate adaptation
Algorithm 1 is the ”master” algorithm that invokes algo-

rithms 2 and 3. Its operation is depicted in Figure 5. Algorithm
1 is invoked Æ seconds before the end of the current window.
The parameter Æ is a system-set parameter and is high enough
to include the computations and probings described below.

Window size adaptation. Algorithm 1 computes the size
of the next window based on the wireless channel variability
of the current window. Let ntotal be the total number of MAC
frames (including MAC re-transmissions) transmitted during
the current window. The channel variability is computed as
the variance var(L) of a set of N Frame Error Rate (FER)
values, where L = {l

1

, ..., lN}. The i-th FER value li, is
the fraction of lost MAC frames within the i-th block of
c transmitted MAC frames during the current window (i.e.,
N = bntotal/cc).

Fig. 5. Flow chart of Algorithm 1.

The size of the next window is determined from the
current window size by comparing the variance var(L) to
a low threshold threshL and a high threshold threshH .
If the variance is lower than threshL, the current window
is additively increased by Ø seconds; if it is greater than
threshH , the current window is halved; if it is in-between
the two thresholds, the current window remains fixed. The
window size is bounded by a minimum size, wmin, and a
maximum size, wmax. Multiplicative decrease helps VARA
to react rapidly to high channel variability. Additive increase
helps VARA slowly discover and lock the window size to a
channel variability target.

Algorithm 1 calls Algorithm 2 (Section III-B) to refine and
finalize the size of the next window based on the probing
overhead requirements. Algorithm 2 returns the refined win-
dow boundary and the peak video streaming rate, Ω0, of the
next window.

Capacity estimation. Algorithm 1 estimates the channel
capacity Ωc of the next window based on the most recently

measured FER value lN and the PHY rate rc of the current
window. Recall that the channel capacity of a PHY rate is
defined as the maximum UDP goodput that the PHY rate can
achieve in a 802.11n link. It can be computed by the following
formula [7]:

Ωc =

P

tidle + ttx
(1)

where P is the UDP payload size used by the video stream,
tidle and ttx are the average idle and average transmission times,
respectively. The average transmission time ttx is given by:

ttx =

P + H

(1° lN )

ETXTnom
(2)

where H is the UDP header size, and ETX=1/(1-lN ) is the
expected number of link-layer retransmissions. Also, Tnom is
the lossless capacity (FER=0), which can be measured offline
or computed with analytical formulas [7].

The idle time tidle is given by:

tidle =

(
F (0, bETXc ° 1), if ETX < m

F (0,m° 1) + æ (bETXc°m)(Wm°1)

2

, otherwise
(3)

where æ is the 802.11 slot duration, m+1 is the total number
of backoff stages. So, W

0

and Wm are the 802.11 backoff
window sizes in stage 0 and in stage m respectively. F (a, b)
is the total average backoff time between backoff stages a and
b. Assuming the node randomly chooses the backoff window
size in a uniform distribution, F (a, b) is the expected backoff
window size multiplied by æ.

PHY rate adaptation. Algorithm 1 compares the calculated
channel capacity, Ωc, with the peak streaming rate, Ω0, returned
by Algorithm 2. If Ωc exceeds Ω0, the PHY rate rc of the
current window will be used in the next window. Otherwise,
Algorithm 3 (Section III-C) is called to probe the channel and
determine the appropriate PHY rate to use. Once the PHY rate
of the next window is determined, Algorithm 1 sets it at the
beginning of the next window.

B. Algorithm 2: Window Size Refinement

Algorithm 2 refines the size of the next window computed
by Algorithm 1 to handle the probing overhead. Since probing
only occurs near the end boundary of the window, the position
of the end boundary should be carefully chosen to minimize
the impact of probing on video streaming performance.

Let bn be the end boundary of the next window computed
by Algorithm 1. Based on the streaming rate before bn,
Algorithm 2 calculates a probing window size ¥ that can
support all probing packets. More specifically, ¥ is computed
to satisfy the following:

Z bn

bn°¥

f(t) dt > np(P802.11)(| R | °1) (4)

where f(t) is the video streaming rate at time t, np is the
number of ongoing data frames used for probing at each PHY
rate, P

802.11 is the average WLAN frame size used for video



streaming, and R is the set of 802.11n PHY rates.2
The average video streaming rate Ωa from time bn ° ¥ to

bn should also satisfy:

Ωa < Ωu (5)

The maximum rate requirement Ωu exists to ensure that the
probing overhead will not cause the rate to exceed the peak
video streaming rate Ω0 of the next window. Such probing
overhead causes capacity penalty. From Figures 3(b) and 3(c),
the average capacity penalty in our testbed is 20%. Let h be
the average capacity penalty caused by probing, then:

Ωu =

1

1 + h
Ω0 (6)

If (5) is not satisfied, Algorithm 2 moves the end boundary
of the next window in steps of ª seconds until it is satisfied.
If the current window size was increased by Algorithm 1,
Algorithm 2 moves the end boundary later; otherwise it moves
it earlier. After each step of moving, bn, Ω0, Ωu, Ωa and ¥ are
updated accordingly. Once (5) is satisfied, Algorithm 2 returns
the final end boundary bn and the final peak rate Ω0.

As in Algorithm 1, the minimum window size, wmin, and
the maximum window size, wmax, also apply to Algorithm 2.
If those limits are exceeded and (5) has not yet been satisfied,
Algorithm 2 returns the window size and boundary that was
originally computed by Algorithm 1. However, instead of Ω0

it returns a higher value (1 + h)Ω0 for the peak rate. Then,
Algorithm 1 will check if the current PHY rate satisfies this
higher peak rate which includes the probing overhead. If not,
it will call Algorithm 3 to search for a such PHY rate.

C. Algorithm 3: Channel Probing
Algorithm 3 probes the channel when the capacity Ωc of the

current window cannot support the peak streaming rate Ω0 of
the next window.

During operation, an IEEE 802.11n system must select
among 16 PHY rates, that include both SDM and STBC
MIMO modes. Algorithm 3 reduces probing overhead by
reducing the number of probed PHY rates. This is achieved
by using the property that FER is an increasing function of
PHY rate within each MIMO 802.11n mode (STBC or SDM)
[5]. This in turn implies that, for either STBC or SDM mode,
the capacity as a function of PHY rate has a single maximum
as shown in Figures 3(b) and 3(c).

Algorithm 3 probes each of SDM and STBC modes sep-
arately as follows. First, it determines the probing direction
by probing a PHY rate one step lower and a PHY rate one
step higher than the current rate rc. For each rate it uses
implicit probing, i.e., it sends np consecutive data frames
of the ongoing traffic at that PHY rate and measures the
FER. Then it uses Equation (1) to compute the corresponding
capacity. If both capacities are lower than the capacity Ωc of
rc, Algorithm 3 returns the rate rc because it yields maximum

2802.11n supports 77 different PHY rates. Offline configurations such
as channel width and guard interval reduce them to 16 during network
operation [3]. Since the current PHY rate does not require probing, at most
| R | °1 = 15 rates will be probed.

capacity for this mode. Otherwise, if the lower (higher) step
rate gives higher capacity than Ωc, Algorithm 3 continues
probing all rates at lower (higher) steps one by one until it
finds one with a capacity higher than the peak rate requirement
Ω0. If no such rate is found, Algorithm 3 yields the PHY rate
of maximum capacity.

Finally, Algorithm 3 compares the capacities of the two
PHY rates found for SDM and STBC modes and returns to
Algorithm 1 the PHY rate whose capacity exceeds Ω0 and has
a lower FER (i.e., it is more robust). If none of these two
capacities exceed Ω0 Algorithm 3 returns to Algorithm 1 the
PHY rate of higher capacity between the two.

IV. MULTIPLE VIDEO STREAMS

When multiple video streams exist on a link, VARA treats
their aggregated streaming rate as if from a single stream and
the same algorithms for handling a single stream can be re-
used. However, an aggregate stream of multiple HD videos
can have a very high peak rate. A higher peak rate makes it
more difficult for VARA to find a matching PHY rate or it
may exceed the wireless channel capacity.

VARA addresses this problem using a novel multiplexing
technique that we call Strategic Shifting. The idea is to strate-
gically shift the starting times of the video stream waveforms
such that the peak rate of the aggregate stream is minimized.
This technique is enhanced with two other shifting techniques
that aim to minimize outage time or outage area with respect
to a channel capacity target.

A. Strategic Shifting
Two videos. Suppose a new video session v

2

of duration
D

2

is requested to start at time tq of an ongoing video session
v
1

of duration D
1

. Strategic Shifting will delay the start of v
2

for ± seconds after tq . The parameter ± cannot exceed a delay
budget of ¢ seconds, the highest start-up delay the user of the
incoming video can tolerate. Given the two video waveforms
fv1(t) and fv2(t), the peak aggregate streaming rate ¡(tq, ±)
when v

2

starts ± seconds after time tq of v
1

is given by:

¡(tq, ±) =

8
<

:

max

0∑t∑tr1

[fv1(t + tq + ±) + fv2(t)], tr1 ∑ D
2

max

0∑t∑D2
[fv1(t + tq + ±) + fv2(t)], otherwise

(7)
where tr1 is the remaining time D

1

° (tq + ±) of video v
1

.
Strategic Shifting finds an optimal ±0 in [0,¢], which yields

the minimum aggregated peak rate ¡(tq, ±).

±0 = arg min

0∑±∑¢

¡(tq, ±) (8)

Multiple videos. If there are more than two incoming
videos, VARA randomly selects one of them to multiplex with
the existing video using Strategic Shifting. Then a second
video among the incoming videos is randomly selected and
multiplexed with the current aggregate stream, and so on.
Therefore, the incoming streams are multiplexed sequentially
one by one. In this way, Strategic Shifting is repeatedly applied
by treating the early admitted videos as a single aggregated
stream and multiplexing one new video at a time.



B. Outage Minimized Shifting
Strategic Shifting minimizes peak video streaming rate, but

there is still a risk that the channel capacity is exceeded during
video streaming. Outage Minimized (O-M) Shifting seeks to
enhance Strategic Shifting by minimizing the impact of outage
when a channel capacity target Ωc is exceeded. The capacity
target parameter can be the average, maximum or most recent
capacity measured on the link during the streaming of the
existing videos.

If the aggregated peak rate Ω00 returned by Strategic Shifting
exceeds Ωc, O-M Shifting finds a new ±0 to minimize outage
time or outage area. The outage time Ot(±) is the total time
in which the aggregated streaming rate exceeded the channel
capacity target Ωc. The outage area, Oa(±) is the area between
the waveform of the aggregated streaming rate and the channel
capacity target Ωc. It represents the total number of bits that
will be dropped if the target is exceeded and is defined as
follows:

Oa(±) =

Z
max(tr1 ,D2)

0

[fv1(t + tq + ±) + fv2(t)° Ωc] dt (9)

The performance of both Strategic Shifting and the two
versions of O-M Shifting are evaluated in the next section.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we experimentally evaluate VARA’s per-
formance using our MIMO 802.11n wireless testbed. We
first show that compared to the default auto rate adaptation
protocol, VARA significantly reduces packet loss and achieves
perfect, or close-to-perfect, video quality in terms of PSNR.
We then show that VARA can efficiently adjust windows and
schedule probing for different window sizes and video streams.
Finally, we show that our multiplexing strategies improve the
support for multiple simultaneous video streams.

A. Experimental Settings
We deploy a wireless testbed (Figure 3(a)) in an indoor

office environment with cubicles, meeting booths and regular
offices. Each testbed node is a Linux PC with Intel Pentium M
1.73GHz processor and 512MB RAM, and is equipped with a
Ralink RT2880 802.11n 2T3R MIMO mini-PCI card and three
5dBi omni-directional antennas. We use the RT2880 driver
with RT2880iNIC Firmware version 2.0.0.1. The wireless
cards are set to operate in channel 108 in the 5GHz frequency
band and use their default settings: 20MHz channel width, a
Short Guard Interval (SGI) 800ns, and block acknowledgement
and frame aggregation features deactivated. The total number
of PHY rates including both SDM and STBC modes is 16.
i.e., | R |= 16.

One testbed node acts as Access Point (AP) and the others
as clients. The AP is at a fixed location while the clients are
deployed at different locations with different wireless channel
conditions. Comparative experiments are scheduled back-to-
back and repeated. To increase experimental repeatability we
carry out experiments during evenings and weekends. Also, we
use sniffers to ensure that there are no external interferences
or hidden terminals during the experiments.

TABLE I
HD MOVIE CLIPS’ PROPERTIES. RATES ARE IN MBPS

Movie Name Average rate Peak rate Variance
Panda1080p 10.26 26.12 28.71
Panda720p 5.96 15.94 10.82
MonsterAliens 5.06 14.64 5.22

B. VARA in Static Environment

We first compare VARA’s performance against the default
auto rate of the RT2880 Ralink cards (the legacy rate adap-
tation algorithm) in a static environment. Therefore, we place
both the AP and the clients in fixed locations as shown in
Figure 3(a). Locations L1, L2, and L3 are selected to yield dif-
ferent wireless channel qualities. L1 has the best, L3 the worst.
Table I shows the properties of different HD movie clips used
in this experiment. Panda1080p represents the high streaming
rate video, while Panda720p and MonsterAliens represent the
medium and low streaming rate videos, respectively.

Each experiment run consists of two back-to-back stream-
ings of each HD video between the AP and each client
location, first using VARA and then auto rate. We repeat each
run five times and show the average.

At the best channel quality location L1 auto rate supports
all videos perfectly with zero loss. However, at location L2 it
cannot support Panda1080p, the highest rate video. In contrast,
VARA supports all videos perfectly at both locations L1
and L2. In L3, auto rate cannot support any of the videos
perfectly. In contrast, VARA supports all videos perfectly
except Panda1080p. This is expected because Panda1080p has
a higher peak rate (26.12Mbps, Table I) than the maximum ca-
pacity of L3 (12.5Mbps, Figure 3). As depicted in Figure 6(a),
with Panda1080p VARA achieves a 2% burst loss lasting for
two seconds during the peak rate period, while auto rate results
in a burst loss of 35% lasting for six seconds during the peak
rate period.

Figure 6(b) shows how these average burst loss rates
translate to video quality as measured by average PSNR.
We find that even a burst loss rate as small as 12%, as
Panda720p suffers, can cause a significant degradation of
video quality. In terms of subjective video quality, although a
video with a PSNR of 25dB to 30dB could still be acceptable,
it demonstrates obvious jitters, blocking and blurring. A video
with a PSNR around 40dB is considered as a high quality
video without any observable defect [8]. We observe that
VARA achieves perfect PSNR3 for two videos, and increases
PSNR about 50% for the high rate video over auto rate.

C. VARA in a Mobile Environment

We now evaluate the performance of VARA when the chan-
nel condition changes more drastically. We use a controlled
mobility scenario where a client moves along the path L4-L5-
L6 at walking speed (see Figure 7).

We first measure the FERs and capacities at these locations
by sending UDP packets in different PHY rates. Table II shows

3By definition, when there is no distortion, PSNR is infinity. For evaluation
purposes we use a large number (60dB) to represent such perfect PSNR [9].



(a) Loss rate location L3.

(b) PSNR at location L3.

Fig. 6. Comparing auto-rate and VARA in terms of loss rate and PSNR.

Fig. 7. Testbed mobility experiments.

the averages of these two quantities over five experiment runs4.
As the client moves from L4 to L5 and then to L6, the FER

TABLE II
AVERAGE FER AND CHANNEL CAPACITY (MBPS) MEASUREMENTS AT
LOCATIONS L4, L5 AND L6 FOR DIFFERENT PHY RATES. CAPACITIES

ARE IN BOLD.

Data Rate 19.5 26 39 52
L4 - - 0, 30.34 98.5, 0
L5 - 0.12, 19.24 0.45, 10.27 0.79, 0.02
L6 0, 16.75 0.49, 5.89 0.59, 3.92 -

of a particular PHY rate changes. For example, when 39Mbps
PHY rate is used and when the client moves to L4, L5 and to
L6, the FER increases from 0, to 45% and to 59%, respectively.
At the same time, the capacity decreases.

We then perform an experiment in which a client moves
with the same mobility pattern using VARA and auto rate
while the Panda720p HD movie clip is being streamed.
Figure 8(a) shows the impact of VARA’s rate adaptation on the
goodput in this scenario. VARA computes different window
sizes when the client is in different locations. Window size
increases as the variation of FER is small when the current
PHY rate is used. (It is worth noting that a large FER does
not necessary mean a large FER variation.) When the end
boundary of each window approaches, VARA evaluates if the
current PHY data rate can provide the capacity large enough
for the peak rate of the next window.

4The dashes exist because we only measured at PHY rates that VARA
selected in subsequent video streaming experiment to save experiment time.

By comparing the peak rate requirements denoted in Fig-
ure 8(a) at the windows and the capacities in Table II, VARA
selects the appropriate PHY rates. At L4, when the first
window starts, VARA selects PHY rate of 39Mbps, whose
capacity of 30.34Mbps can satisfy the peak rate of 15.9Mbps.
When the end boundary of the first window approaches, VARA
discovers that the capacity of PHY rate 39Mbps cannot satisfy
the peak rate of 12.4Mbps of the next window as the client has
already moved to L5. By comparing the capacities yielded by
52Mbps and 26Mps, it finds that 26Mbps can support the peak
rate. It then selects 26Mbps and uses it in the next window.
Similarly, when the client moves to L6, VARA selects a PHY
rate of 19.5Mbps for the next window.

Figure 8(a) also shows that VARA ensures that the goodput
curve always matches the video streaming rate curve. An
exception are the time instants where rate changes and the
PHY rate shows deep spikes. These spikes are due to our user-
space implementation. When the user-space issues a PHY rate
change to the driver, there is a short-term interruption which
causes the capacity reduction. Such effects can be removed
with a kernel space VARA implementation.

(a) Video streamings when VARA is used.
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(b) Video streaming when the auto rate is used.

Fig. 8. Video streaming in a mobile environment.

Figure 8(b) shows the streaming rate, goodput and PHY
rate changes when auto rate is used in the same scenario.
Auto rate also tries to select the right PHY rate when the
client moves from L4, to L5 and to L6. However, frequent
unnecessary probings consume the capacity especially when
the channel condition degrades (e.g., in L5 and L6). We can
deduce the lack of channel capacity from the non-overlapping
of the sending rate and the goodput curves. In addition, there
is 30% burst loss rate when auto rate is used while there is
no loss when VARA is used.

Furthermore, from our traces we find that the lack of
capacity caused by the frequent unnecessary probings also
increases the end-to-end delay of the streaming to around
500ms. In contrast, when VARA is used, the end-to-end delay
is within 10ms.
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Fig. 9. Effect of window size.

D. Analysis of window adjustments and probing windows

The results of both static and mobile experiments validate
that VARA selects the right PHY rates and can significantly
improve the video streaming quality. In this section, we use the
three videos in Table I to evaluate the ability of Algorithm 2
to compute the end boundary and the probing window size ¥
of the next window so that video streaming rate requirements
are satisfied and probing overhead is minimized.

Window adjustments. To find the right PHY rates, VARA
still needs probings. Therefore, it is crucial that Algorithm 2
in VARA can successfully find the appropriate boundaries
of windows such that the probing will not lead to video
streaming quality degradation. Even though an appropriate
boundary is found, if the adjusted boundary computed by
Algorithm 2 deviates from the original boundary computed by
Algorithm 1 too much, it will drastically change the window
size computed by Algorithm 1. Since Algorithm 1 in VARA
computes the window size to adapt to the channel condition
change, a large boundary adjustment by Algorithm 2 will
lead to ineffectiveness in responding to the channel condition
change.

Figure 9(a) shows that, as the window size increases, the
adjustment by Algorithm 2 decreases. In VARA, probing
occurs near the end boundary of the window. Therefore, the
end boundary should not be set in the period in which the
streaming rate is high. When the window size increases, due
to the rate variability in VBR videos, there is a higher chance
that the streaming rate near the original boundary is not close
to the peak rate in the window. Therefore, as the window size
increases, the adjustment needed by Algorithm 2 decreases.

Probing window size. In VARA, the probing process must
be completed before the current window ends. If the probing
window is too large, it will also lead to the decrease of the

probability of finding an appropriate end boundary.
Figure 9(b) shows the probing window size computed by

Algorithm 2 as a function of window size, for np = 10

probes, and also |R| = 16 PHY rates. The probing window
size does not strongly depend on the window size. We also
observe that the probing window size for panda1080p is the
smallest while that of MonsterAliens is the largest among the
three. This is because the probing window size is determined
by the streaming rate. With implicit probing, videos with high
streaming rate can finish the probing process faster than those
with low streaming rate, since during the probing process a
high streaming rate can send more probes per time unit.

Success rate. In all cases, the success rate for finding the
appropriate boundary is over 95%. It is worth noting that when
Algorithm 2 cannot find an appropriate end boundary, it does
not mean VARA fails. In that case, Algorithm 2 will return
a rate equal to (1 + h)Ω0 as the peak rate. Then Algorithm
1 will check if the current PHY rate can provide a capacity
large enough for that returned peak rate, or Algorithm 3 will
be called to find a such PHY rate.

The results of this section further prove the effectiveness of
VARA. In all cases, the adjustments of the end boundary are
small (less than 0.5s). Such small adjustments by Algorithm 2
would not change the window size computed by Algorithm 1
too much. That means the original window size of Algorithm 1
which adapts to the channel condition change is largely
preserved. Moreover, the small probing window size (all are
less than 0.5s) implies that even if VARA sets small windows
to adapt to the dynamic channel condition change, it is still
easy to find the period within the window for channel probing.

E. Reducing the Peak Rate by Strategic Shifting

We now investigate the ability of Strategic Shifting to min-
imize the aggregated peak rate of multiple videos in practice.
To find the optimal shift ±0 that minimizes the aggregated
peak rate, our implementation uses exhaustive search to solve
Equation (8). The computation delay and the quality of the
solution of this implementation depend on the granularity of
±, the delay budget ¢, and the length of the videos.

We test the algorithm on four video clips whose lengths
range from 72s to 2.5 minutes and their peak rates range from
14.54Mbps to 26.12Mbps. Three of them are from the videos
in Table I. We also add another lower-rate HD video, Wolfman,
which has the similar rate properties as MonsterAliens in this
evaluation. We first use a granularity of 0.2s for ± and test
the algorithm with two delay budgets ¢ = 5s and ¢ = 10s,
respectively.

At each experiment, we start a video and within the first
five seconds we randomly schedule a time where one, two, or
three other videos request to start streaming simultaneously.

In all experiments, our implementation of Strategic Shifting
multiplexed any two streams within one second. Figure 10
shows the resulting aggregated peak streaming rates. We ob-
serve that Strategic Shifting provides an aggregated peak rate
reduction between 15% and 25% compared to the case where
no shift is applied. Thus, a ± granularity of 0.2s can already



Fig. 10. The aggregated peak streaming rate
when different number of videos are multiplexed.

(a) The outage time is minimized (b) The outage area is minimized
Fig. 11. The video streaming loss rate when using different O-M shifting.

demonstrate the benefits of Strategic Shifting. A ± granularity
less than 0.2s might reduce the aggregated peak rate further,
but it would also incur higher computation delay. In Figure 10,
we also present the results when larger granularities, 0.5s
and 1s, are used. They also demonstrate significant peak rate
reduction compared to the case where no shift is applied.
Furthermore, a larger ¢ allows Strategic Shifting to further
reduce peak rate, especially as the number of videos increases,
as shown in 4 video case in Figure 10.

F. Reducing Loss by Outage Minimized (O-M) Shifting
We now evaluate the performance of Outage Minimized

(O-M) Shifting in practice. Each experiment consists of two
back-to-back runs, where two 2.5-minute HD videos (Wolfman
and MonsterAlien) are streamed together on a link. The
experiments are carried out when the client is in the location
L3 in Figure 3(a).

In the first run we multiplex the two videos using O-M
Shifting with ¢ = 5s and ± search granularity of 0.2s. In the
second run, no shifting is applied. Each experiment is repeated
ten times and performed at different PHY rates.

Figure 11 shows the average packet loss rate of the second
video stream.5 Both O-M Shifting strategies of minimizing
outage time and minimizing outage area, result in 20% to 50%
reduction in packet loss rates compared to the no-shift case.
At some PHY rates, which achieve the capacity of the wireless
link, O-M Shifting removes all losses and supports the video
streaming perfectly.

Similar to Strategic Shifting, if we use a larger delay budget,
¢, and a smaller granularity for the shift, ±, O-M Shifting can
reduce the loss rate further, at the cost of higher computation
time.

VI. DISCUSSION

Our VARA evaluations focused on basic scenarios where
one or more video flows are streamed on a single link. VARA
can also operate in more complex scenarios such as hidden
terminals, multiple competing links or when video traffic co-
exists with best-effort traffic such as file downloads.

In presence of hidden terminals (and high collision rates),
VARA will measure a higher FER and make a conservative
decision of a low PHY rate. This is a common issue in all
rate adaptation mechanisms and can be addressed by methods

5The loss rate of the first video is similar to that of the second video.

of separating collisions from channel errors (e.g. [7]). When
multiple links compete, each link will select a PHY rate based
on its video rate requirement and its own estimate of remaining
channel capacity. When best-effort traffic is present, VARA
can operate transparently with existing traffic differentiation
mechanisms which would give higher priority to the video
traffic (e.g. 802.11e traffic classes).

In addition, VARA selects the minimum rate that satisfies
the video rate requirement. On the one hand, this results in
more robust transmissions than higher eligible PHY rates. On
the other hand, it results in packets of longer duration which
may be more susceptible to interference or slow down other
competing links transmitting at higher PHY rates.

In our future work we plan to perform a comprehensive
evaluation of VARA in the above scenarios.

VII. RELATED WORK

802.11 rate adaptation mechanisms. References [6], [10]–
[12] do not probe at multiple rates but make rate adaptation
decisions based on SNR [10], [11], Channel State Information
(CSI) [12] or FER [6] measurements at the current rate and
then increase or decrease the rate based on pre-computed
thresholds and rate lookup tables. However, lookup tables
and thresholds change dynamically with the wireless channel
and require in-situ training [13]. Also, most 802.11 chipsets
cannot accurately measure SNR due to interference [14] and,
except the implementation of [12] on Intel’s iwl5300 chipsets,
802.11n chipsets typically do not export CSI from PHY
layer to firmware or driver level. SampleRate [15] probes the
channel by selecting a different PHY rate at random at every
tenth data packet and reduces probing overhead by avoiding
PHY rates that yield low link quality. In [5], Pefkianakis et
al. introduce rate adaptation techniques for MIMO 802.11n
systems which reduce implicit probing overhead by exploiting
the monotonicity property between FER and PHY rate within
SDM or STBC MIMO mode. SoftRate [16] adapts the PHY
rate by differentiating whether the frame loss is due to the
collision or channel error. However, it requires PHY layer
information not provided by standard 802.11 hardware and
shows significant throughput improvement only in mobile
scenarios after training.

VARA differs from the above approaches in several aspects.
First, it is the first approach that takes into account video
rate requirements. Second, it is fully compatible with the



802.11 standard. Third, it measures FER and uses probing
thus avoiding the challenge of determining rate tables and
thresholds in a dynamic environment. Fourth, it not only
reduces the probing frequency and probing overhead as [5]
but also takes a cross-layer approach and uses video streaming
information to efficiently schedule the probing during low-
streaming-rate periods. This enables VARA to eliminate the
probing’s negative impact on video streaming. Finally, the
techniques of separating collisions from channel errors devel-
oped in [16], [17] and in [7] are orthogonal to VARA and can
assist on making more accurate rate adaptation decisions.

Video streaming systems. Recently, different systems are
used for video streaming. Adaptive streaming techniques (e.g.
HTTP adaptive streaming) rely on a server hosting multiple
copies of a video in different streaming rates and qualities.
Scalable Video Coding (SVC) encodes a video into different
layers [18]. Chunks from the different copies or layers can be
periodically requested to adapt the streaming rate to changing
network capacities. The availability of multiple copies is
typically limited to large-scale online video services with
large storage capacities. For SVC, the clients should also be
equipped with special SVC decoders. VARA does not rely on
such systems. In addition, VARA takes an orthogonal approach
and optimizes the wireless rates to best accommodate the video
stream, rather than the other way around.

VBR smoothing. There is a body of work that considers
smoothing VBR video streaming by decoupling the VBR
video streaming rate from the actual transmission rate (see
e.g., [19] and references therein). These schemes typically
use a priori knowledge about the video stream to schedule
pre-fetching of packets to the buffer to lower streaming peak
rate and variance. Our strategic shifting aims at reducing peak
streaming rate in the case of multiple streams. Our work differs
in that it does not change the transmission scheduling from
the server. We also do not need a large buffer in the receiver
side for storing the pre-fetched packets. Our work multiplexes
several video streams, whereas smoothing schemes typically
consider only a single video. Moreover, recent work [20] has
shown that VBR traffic characteristics after smoothing exhibits
significant variability with H.264 compared to older encoding
standards used in [19]. Our Strategic Shifting is therefore
complementary to VBR smoothing.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Supporting HD VBR video in WLANs is a timely and
challenging problem. Although WLAN technologies such as
802.11n MIMO support very high wireless PHY rates, we
showed that in practice the probing overhead of existing state
of the art 802.11n PHY rate adaptation protocols can be
detrimental to video performance.

Our wireless rate adaptation protocol (VARA) addresses this
problem by adapting the frequency and timing of wireless
probing to the video streaming rate and the wireless channel
variations. We also proposed three novel Shifting techniques to
efficiently multiplex HD videos by minimizing peak aggregate
streaming rate, outage time and outage area.

The feasibility of VARA was demonstrated in an indoor
802.11n testbed. Our experiments showed that VARA and the
Shifting techniques can efficiently support one or more HD
video streams. Compared to the default auto rate adaptation
protocol it can eliminate or reduce packet loss rates to a few
percents. For the video quality in PSNR, VARA can increase
the lower-rate HD video to original perfect quality, while it
can increase the PSNR of the higher-rate HD video by 50%.

To the best of our knowledge, VARA is the first video-
aware wireless rate adaptation protocol to support HD videos
in 802.11n WLANs. In our future work we will seek to
further optimize HD video performance by combining VARA’s
wireless rate adaptation approach with adaptive streaming
approaches such as HTTP streaming and SVC.
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Abstract—We perform an experimental characterization of an
indoor MIMO system with directional antennas (our prototype
multi-sector antennas). The study reveals that, even without
antenna directivity gain, the directionality of signals changes the
MIMO channel structure and provides a way to improve MIMO
throughput performance. It also shows that it is sufficient for the
improvement to consider only a small subset out of all possible
antenna direction combinations. Finally, our study shows that
it is possible to achieve both throughput gains and interference
reduction, thus increasing network spatial reuse.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing demands for large throughput wireless
communications, Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) has
become one of the key technologies. MIMO combines multiple
omni-directional antennas with signal processing techniques to
extend the dimension of available wireless resources to time,
frequency, and space [1]. Adopted in many standard proto-
cols such as [2]) MIMO has already been widely deployed
to transport streamed voice and high-definition video traffic
applications.

A second wireless technology that has long been receiving
interests is directional antennas. Directional antennas use nar-
row beams to focus RF energy toward desired receivers. This
achieves throughput gains and reduces interference. Moreover,
the directivity of antennas facilitates determining proper orien-
tation in outdoor environments [3]. Recently, it has been shown
that directional antennas in indoor environments provide a
few strong paths between nodes even without the line-of-sight
path. The consequent benefits are empirically demonstrated,
attracting renewed interests [4], [5].

The benefits and losses of combining MIMO and directional
antennas have not been fully studied to date. MIMO achieves
capacity gains in rich scattering multi-path environments. Out-
door environments typically have a single strong line-of-sight
path and a directional antenna would decrease the capacity of a
MIMO link. In contrast, it is not clear how directional antennas
for MIMO would perform in indoor environments. On one
hand the narrow beams of directional antennas might decrease
the degree of multi-path or signal scattering and decrease the
capacity of MIMO links. On the other hand, directivity might
change the structure of propagation paths and increase signal
strength thus increasing the MIMO link capacity.

This paper takes an experimental approach to develop a
principled understanding of the performance of MIMO wire-
less networks with directional antennas. For experiments, our
802.11n based MIMO testbed is equipped with multi-sector

antennas without directivity gain. We use the term directivity
gain to indicate the additional antenna gain of a directional
antenna toward one direction, compared to an omni one. Also,
the term sector activation pattern or simply sector pattern
indicates a combination of activated sectors for all antennas
involved in a transmission. We investigate the impact of
different factors such as RSS, the number of activated sectors,
Tx (transmit) or Rx (receive) sector activation, geographic
location, and interference.

We make three interesting observations through the empir-
ical study. First, even without directivity gain, multi-sector
antennas can yield large throughput gains by changing the
structure of MIMO channels. However, they may also produce
large throughput loss if sector activation patterns are not
properly selected. Interestingly, this gain and loss are all
observed in a very small subset of activation patterns. Second,
the sector patterns with the highest throughput largely depend
on the environment and are not associated with the number
of activated sectors, Tx or Rx sector activation or antenna
orientation. Third, the interference level when multi-sector
antennas are used is proportional to the number activated
sectors. This allows us to have a coordination mechanism for
more concurrent transmissions, improving the spatial reuse of
a network.

Related Work: Aside from [3], [4], [5], the performance of
MIMO with directional antennas was studied in both indoor
and outdoor environments in [6]. However, the study was
under fixed orientation of the antennas while this paper is
about the sector activation, which is equivalent to the change
of antenna orientation. Unlike their conclusion that the gain
of using directional antennas is marginal, we will show that
the control of antenna orientation can bring a huge throughput
gain. In [7], only outdoor to indoor scenarios are considered
with directional multiple antennas. In this case, less scattering
is expected, compared to the indoor-to-indoor case that this
paper concerns about.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Multi-sector Antennas
We use the Vivaldi multi-sector antenna developed by

Technicolor Research. Each antenna has four antenna elements
(sectors) printed on a PCB and covers the entire horizon-
tal plane in the 5 GHz band. Any combination of sectors
can be activated through a feeding network, which provides
(24 � 1) = 15 activation patterns. One of them is four
activated sectors, corresponding to an omni directional mode



(a) Single sector pattern. (b) Omni-mode pattern.

Fig. 1. Radiation pattern of multi-sector antenna without feeding loss.

TABLE I
ANTENNA GAINS (GAINS IN DBI AND LOSS IN DB)

Omni 3 Sec 2 Adj 2 Opp 1 Sec
Directivity gain 2.4 3.5 4.6 5.7 6.9

Feeding loss 0 -1.25 -3 -3 -6
Overall gain 2.4 2.25 1.6 2.7 0.9

pattern. We simply call it omni-mode. Fig. 1(b) and 1(a) depict
the radiation patterns with one and four activated sectors,
respectively. Table I shows that the antenna directivity gain
for each pattern depends on both number of activated sectors
and, for the case of two activated sectors, on whether they are
opposite (2 Opp) or adjacent (2 Adj). We see that the directivity
gain is higher for sector patterns with less activated sectors.
However, the antenna feeding network has been designed to
introduce a feeding loss such that all sector patterns exhibit
approximately equal peak gains.

B. Testbed

Our wireless testbed is deployed in a single floor in the
Technicolor Lab, as shown in Fig. 2. This is a typical office
environment consisting of cubicles, booths and offices sepa-
rated by glass walls. Due to the availability of multi-sector
antennas, we have only four nodes, but different topologies
are emulated by Tx power control.

1

2
5

3

Fig. 2. The testbed deployment in Technicolor Paris Research Lab.

Each testbed node is a PC with Intel Pentium (M) 1.73 GHz
processor and 512 MB RAM, running Ubuntu Linux distri-
bution version 10.04. The PC hosts a commercial mini-PCI
802.11n Network Interface Card (NIC) with a Ralink RT2880
chipset. A NIC includes three antenna ports with two radio
chains supporting both Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM)
and Space-Time Block Coding (STBC) MIMO communica-
tions. We disable one of three ports to have 2 ⇥ 2 MIMO.

Ralink NIC is also capable of adjusting Tx (transmit) power
level to one of 18, 17, 15, 12, 9 and 6 dBm.

During the experiments, the NICs are configured to operate
in the 5.3 GHz band with 20MHz bandwidth with 400 ns
guard-interval. During operation the NICs can select among
basic 16 Modulation and Coding Sets (MCS), which corre-
spond to 8 modulation rates under SDM MIMO mode and
8 under STBC MIMO mode. Each node has two Vivaldi
multi-sector antennas connected to individual radio chains in
a RT2880 NIC. The spacing between antennas is set to 7 cm
according to our previous work with omni-antennas [8]. The
feeding network of each Vivaldi antenna is controlled via a
USBIO24 R Digital I/O Module interface, which allows us
to control sector activations directly from the PC host using
user-level Linux shell scripts.

III. THROUGHPUT ESTIMATION

In this section, we describe how we address multi-sector
antenna MIMO measurement challenges and show that SNR
can be used as a throughput predictor.

A. Measurement Challenges
We use UDP throughput as performance metric. However,

direct measurement of the maximum throughput of a MIMO
link with multi-sector antennas entails the following chal-
lenges.

Large number of activation patterns: In a M⇥M MIMO
system with K MCS data rates, where both Tx and Rx use
multi-sector antennas of s sectors each, testing all combi-
nations requires K ⇥ (2s � 1)2M throughput measurements.
This corresponds to 810,000 throughput measurements in our
system, where M = 2, s = 4 and K = 16. To address this, we
restrict the number of activation patterns considered for each
link. Specifically, sector activation is performed at either Tx
or Rx, with the other end of the link in omni-mode. Moreover,
the number of active sectors is kept the same for each antenna.
We call the restricted set of activation patterns as a pattern set.
This reduces the number of considered sector patterns from
(2s � 1)2M to
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= 68
which comprise 6 pattern sets.

Multiple MCS rates: We cope with multiple MCS rates,
using UDP throughput vs. SNR mappings. In addition to
Received Signal Strength (RSS) provided by most 802.11
wireless cards, the hardware of our Ralink R2880 chipset inter-
nally stores Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) information for each
received packet, but does not export it. Our workaround is to
directly access the internal memory to obtain this information.
If a packet is encoded in the SDM mode, a pair of SNR values
(SNR per spatial stream) is available, and, if encoded in the
STBC mode, a single SNR value is available. We call these
types of SNRs as SDM SNR and STBC SNR, respectively.

Measurement under channel variation: Another challenge
is that the measurement results for different activation patterns
may be affected by time variation of wireless channels. To
quantify this impact, we measure the fraction of SDM effective
SNR samples which fall into ±� dB range of the long term



















       





















(a) STBC SNR to throughput.















      






















(b) SDM effective SNR to throughput.

Fig. 3. Ralink RT2880 chipset-specific SNR to throughput relationships.

average. The effective SNR is a single representative SNR
for a pair of SDM SNRs proposed in [9]. At night, only
10% of the samples deviate more than 2 dB from the long
term average, even for time intervals up to 200 seconds. In
daytime, around 15% of the samples deviate more than 2 dB
for time intervals of 20 seconds, which is close to the 1 dB
granularity of our 802.11n cards. To further minimize the
outliers’ effect, we perform all measurements at night (unless
specified otherwise), measure throughputs of each activation
pattern and omni-mode back-to-back, and take their difference,
measuring relative change at each instance.

B. SNR-based Throughput Estimation
We set up a series of experiments to map our hardware-

specific SNR information to UDP throughput. For 5 seconds,
we measure the UDP throughput of each MCS rate with each
of the restricted pattern sets, using the iperf and tcpdump
tools. We found that 5 seconds measurement duration for each
configuration is sufficient and that this duration results in the
best mapping between SNR and throughput. The traffic load is
set to be higher than each MCS rate. Since our workaround to
extract SNR does not work when the NIC is busy to process
incoming packets, as soon as the throughput measurement is
over, a light traffic load (1 Mbps) is applied to collect STBC
and SDM SNR information for 5 seconds for each. Then, the
SNR values are averaged and mapped to the throughput. Note
that for SDM, each SNR value pair is combined to a single
effective SNR [9] for one-to-one mapping to the throughput.
We emulate different topologies by power control to diversify
the range of samples.

Fig. 3 shows each of the averaged throughput samples and
corresponding SNR or (effective SNR) values. To generate the

mappings, we fit a generalized Sigmoid function to each set
of throughput samples with the same MCS rate.

In the rest of the paper, we estimate the throughput of a link
using a certain sector pattern by measuring the STBC SNR and
SDM effective SNR values, converting these two SNR values
to throughputs using the mappings, and taking the maximum.

IV. THROUGHPUT GAINS

Experimental setup. We use the same setup for SNR
measurement as Section III. The SNR of omni-mode is also
measured in a back-to-back fashion to obtain the throughput
gain via the constructed mapping in the previous section. We
repeat experiments five times for 10 links with all 6 pattern
sets.

Throughput gains. Fig. 4 shows the throughput gains
for all pattern sets that we consider. Each gray bar in Fig. 4
shows the median gain for one, two and three activated sectors
per antenna; its error bars indicate maximum and minimum
throughput gains. The black bars will be explained shortly.

Most links achieve a positive maximum throughput gain
over omni mode (at most 130% on link 1-3 with 2 Rx sectors
per antenna and 21% averaged across all links). This appears
counter-intuitive because, as mentioned earlier, our multi-
sector antennas do not provide antenna directivity gain over
omni mode. Since multi-sector antennas transmit or receive at
equal or less signal power, and some of diverse paths between
Tx and Rx are suppressed, one might argue that it would not
be possible to observe positive throughput gains.

The positive throughput gains are due to the clustered
propagation of signals in the angular domain. Propagation
measurements in indoor environments [10] have shown that
the angles of departure (AoD) and arrival (AoA) form corre-
lated signal clusters. Moreover, only 2 to 4 clusters mostly
contribute to the received signals. The sector patterns that
achieve positive throughput gains, are aligned in phase with
these dominant signal clusters, thus avoiding negative gains.
At the same time, they are also misaligned with other clusters
that induce signal correlations at the antenna input. This
misalignment reduces the received signal correlation, making
multiple information streams in MIMO channel appear more
de-correlated. Therefore, sector activation without directivity
gain can create throughput gains by structurally changing the
MIMO channel.

Despite the potential for a large positive maximum through-
put gain, Fig. 4 also shows that most links achieve negative
median throughput gain (-9.3% in average), and the minimum
gain can reach as low as -100% (e.g., link 1-3 for 2 Rx
sectors per antenna). Thus, less than half of the sector patterns
provide positive gains and if a sector activation pattern is not
carefully chosen, it may yield a large penalty on throughput
performance.

Pattern selection criteria. Can we determine patterns
with maximum or positive throughput gain in a systematic
way? The answer may depend on different criteria investigated
below.



(a) Tx Sector Activation.

(b) Rx Sector Activation.

Fig. 4. Median throughput gain per link and the gain when a pattern with the highest RSS is chosen. Error bars on each median gain are the maximum and
minimum gains, respectively.

(a) Tx activation (b) Rx activation

Fig. 5. Throughput gain vs orientation of active sectors. TX1 and TX3
indicate 1 Tx and 3 Tx sector activation patterns, respectively (RX1 and RX3
correspond to RX activation). F, L, R, and B abbreviate Face, Left, Right, and
Back, respectively. For example, F/F in TX1 (TX3) orientation means both
antennas have their active Tx sectors which face the receiver.

1) Number of activated sectors per antenna: Fig. 4 shows
that the maximum throughput gains do not depend on the
number of activated sectors or whether Tx or Rx activations
are used.

2) Geographical orientation of active sectors: Fig. 5 de-
picts the average throughput gains over all links, as a function
of sector pattern orientations sorted by geographical direction
of activated sectors toward the other end of the link. Unlike
the case with a single multi-sector antenna per node [4], the
geographical relationship is not correlated with throughput
gains, again regardless of number of active sectors and Tx
or Rx activation.

3) Reciprocity: For most node pairs (x,y) in Fig. 4, the
performance of link x-y with Tx activation can be radically
different to the performance of reciprocal link y-x with Rx ac-
tivation. Thus, in general link reciprocity cannot be leveraged
to reduce measurement overhead.

4) RSS: Each black bar next to a gray bar in Fig. 4 is the
throughput gain when the pattern with the maximum RSS is
chosen among the corresponding activation patterns. For most
links, the throughput gains from RSS-based selection are not
close to the maximum throughput gains. Instead, they are close
to the median throughput gains, which are primarily negative.

This holds for both Tx and Rx activation in Figs. 4(a) and
4(b), respectively. Thus, without antenna directivity gain, the
RSS cannot predict throughput gain well.

5) Location: One may guess that the trend of throughput
gains over sector patterns in a fixed pattern set is similar to
those of other links, irrespective of their locations. If so, a
probability distribution for the gains could be found, which
might lead us to a systematic way to check if it is possible
to achieve a positive gain and to further find good candidate
patterns to achieve it. Not shown in this paper due to the
space limit, however, it is observed that individual links show
radically different trends. Therefore, it is not straightforward
to develop a systematic way to find a good pattern, which
works across all links.

Reason for arbitrary throughput gains. Based on the
above observations, we conclude that the throughput gains
appear “arbitrary.” Our interpretation is that sector activation
changes the structure of MIMO channels in a way that depends
highly on the surrounding environment, which is “arbitrary.”
In theory, the relationship between Tx and Rx antenna signals
in a M ⇥N MIMO channel can be simplified as y = � ·Hx
where x is an 1 ⇥ M input (Tx symbol) vector, � is a
scalar path loss-based channel gain, H is the normalized
M ⇥ N MIMO channel matrix, and y is an 1 ⇥ N output
(Rx symbol) vector. Our previous observation that RSS is
not a good indicator of the throughput gain means that the
major contributor to throughput gain is the structure of MIMO
channel matrix H instead of the scalar gain �. Existing studies
state that the structure of H highly depends on the surrounding
environments of a link and the resultant paths [10]. In indoor
environments, the surroundings for each link are noticeably
different and lead to different throughput gain characteristics
across activation patterns.

We conclude that it is possible to achieve positive through-
put gains even with a limited subset of all patterns. By
collecting SNRs of activation patterns from either Tx or Rx
pattern set with a fixed number of activated sectors, multi-
sector antennas provide 21% of throughput gains in average



(a) Average RSSdi↵ without antenna directivity gain: Average interference
differences of Tx sector activations over omni mode at neighbors of each
link.

(b) Average RSSdi↵ across all sector patterns: Average interference differ-
ence at neighbors. For each link, the patterns are first sorted by descending
throughput gains and then the RSSdi↵ values with the same ranking are
averaged.

Fig. 6. Interference properties without antenna directional gain.

for MIMO communications. Our measurements also show that
it is challenging to nd a criterion to select a pattern with
positive throughput gain from the limited pattern set because
of the arbitrary change of MIMO channel structure in the
indoor environment. Thus, selecting a good pattern might
require to periodically collect SNRs of all patterns in a pattern
set. Although one may argue that the measurement overhead
cannot be ignored, we claim that it can be reduced as SNRs
are collected at a lower frequency.

V. INTERFERENCE PROPERTIES

So far the focus of performance characterization has been
on a link. This section provides some insights into network
performance through the analysis on interference properties
of MIMO multi-sector antennas.

Experimental setup. Using a similar experimental method-
ology, we measure SNR and RSS for each pattern in the Tx
activation sets, immediately followed by omni-mode. We use
the difference RSS

di↵

= RSS

x

� RSS

omni

as interference
metric. A negative value means that sector activation pattern
x reduces interference compared to omni-mode and increases
spatial reuse. All measurements are performed at night, and
the results are the average of five iterations.

Interference without directivity gain. Fig. 6(a) depicts the
average RSS

di↵

at the neighborhood of each link when sector
activation is in use. For example, the 1 sector point of link 1-2
is the average of RSS

di↵

values from all neighbor links, which
are link 1-3 and link 1-4. From Fig. 6(a), the interference
reduction increases as the number of active sectors decreases.
With 1 Tx sector per multi-sector antenna, the interference
over omni-mode can be reduced up to 12 dB at maximum
(link 2-1) and 8 dB on average (link 2-5).

Although sector activations reduce interference level, they
may not necessarily increase throughput gain. Fig. 6(b) depicts
the interference amount in descending order of throughput

gains. We observe that, for each number of activated sectors,
the amount of interference is not related to the throughput
gains. Thus, by selecting a number of activated sectors, it is
possible to maximize throughput gain subject to a constant
interference level, which is minimum when 1 Tx Sector
activation patterns are considered.

We conclude that the interference level without antenna
directivity gain is proportional to the number of activated
sectors and has little correlation with the amount of throughput
gain. Therefore, one can exploit spatial reuse in addition
to throughput gain to enhance network-wide performance.
However, spatial reuse comes at the expense of coordination
mechanisms of multiple concurrent transmissions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented performance characteristics of
multi-sector antenna-equipped IEEE 802.11n MIMO wireless
networks. Even with the absence of directivity gain, the use
of sector activation can improve throughput over omni-mode,
and leaves a room for further improvement through spatial
reuse. Our empirical study confirms the benefits of multi-
sector antennas for MIMO communications, calling for future
work on the details of how it can be harvested in real network
scenarios.
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